
1 UNIFIED 1009

(12) INTER PARTES REVIEW CERTIFICATE (133rd)

United States Patent (10) Number: US 5,954,781 K1
Slepian et al. (45) Certificate Issued: May 13, 2016 

(54) METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR
OPTIMIZING VEHICLE OPERATION

(75) Inventors: Harvey Slepian; Loran Sutton

(73) Assignee: VELOCITY PATENT LLC

Trial Number:

IPR2014-01247 filed Aug. 4, 2014

Petitioners: Mercedes-Benz USA, LLC;

Mercedes-Benz US. International, Inc.

Patent Owner: Velocity Patent, LCC

Inter Partes Review Certificate for:

Patent No.: 5,954,781

Issued: Sep. 21, 1999

Appl. No.: 08/813,270

Filed: Mar. 10, 1997

The results of IPR2014-01247 are reflected in this inter

partes review certificate under 35 U.S.C. 318(b).

UNIFIED 1009
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INTER PARTES REVIEW CERTIFICATE

U.S. Patent 5,954,781 K1
Trial No. IPR2014-01247

Certificate Issued May 13, 2016

1

AS A RESULT OF THE IN'I'ER PARTES REVIEW

PROCEEDING, IT HAS BEEN DETERMINED
"HAT: 

Claims 31 and 32 are disclaimed.
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Disclaimer

5.954.781—Hurve Sle inn, Peoria lLéUbl); boran Sullon, East Peoria. IL (U87). METHOD AND APP/\-RATUS FOR OPT] 112]; G VEHJCLE PtRATlON. Patent dalcd September .1, 1999. Disclmmcr filed
Dcccmhcr 10,2014. by the invcnlqrs.

Hereby disclaim complete claims 31 and_32. of said patent.
(Oficml Gazelle. Fem-111113124. 20/5)
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Control No. 90/013252

Docket No. 1089-001 PATENT

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

Control No. : 90013252 Confirmation No. : 9999

Patent No. : 5,954,781

Applicant : Harvey Slepian

Reexam Filed: May 22, 2014
Art Unit. : 3992

Examiner : David E. England
Customer No.: 88360

Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

STATUTORY DISCLAIMER IN PATENT UNDER 37 C.F.R. 1.321(a)

Sir:

The Applicant hereby disclaims all of Applicant's rights in entirety of Claims

31 and 32 in the above-identified patent.

The present Statutory Disclaimer does not constitute any acquiescence by

the Applicant with regard to the outstanding rejections in the pending

Reexamination of the above-identified patent [Control No. 90/013252). Rather, the

Applicant respectfully disagrees with all of the outstanding rejections and makes the

present disclaimer without prejudice to Applicant's positions regarding the cited art

references cited in those rejections.

The undersigned is the attorney of record in the above-identified

Reexamination and is thus authorized to sign the Statutory Disclaimer.
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Control No. 90/013252

Please charge the fee for this Disclaimer and any additional fees or credit to

Deposit Account No. 505178.

Respectfully subrraitted,

RECHARDS PATENT LAW PC

9mwe {3, KW%

Patrick D. Richards

Registration. M14890?)

Please recegnize Custemer N9. 883%}

as the correspondence address‘

Richards Patent Law RC.

233 S. Wacker 31"., 84““ Floor

Chicago, ll. 60606

Phone: (312) 2838555

Bate: Beeember 10, 2014
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Electronic Acknowledgement Receipt 

20919583

Confirmation Number: 

Title of Invention: METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR OPTIMIZING VEHICLE OPERATION

 

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: HARVEY SLEPIAN

——
Filer Authorized By:

Attorney Docket Number: TASD—B8542

Time Stamp: 13:55:53

 

 
 

Application Type: Utility under 35 USC 111(a) 

Payment information:

Document Document Descri tion FileSize(Bytes)/ Multi Pages
Number p Message Digest Part /.zip (ifappl.)

1089-001StatutoryDisclaimer.
pdf

Statutory disclaimers per MPEP 1490. chaAgbZAbebBSSS57e2008léan0ldd80
aD47d

Information:
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Total Files Size (in bytes) 61655 

This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO of the indicated documents,

characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111

lfa new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date (see 37 CFR
1.53(b)—(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shown on this

Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date of the application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371

Ifa timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/EO/903 indicating acceptance of the application as a

national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office
lfa new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for
an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number
and of the International Filing Date (Form PCT/R0/105) will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning

national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the international filing date of
the application.
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Case: 1:13—cv—08416 Document #: 41 Filed: 10/21/14 Page 1 of 2 PagelD #2372
A0121 (6/90)

  

 

COMMISSIONER OF PATENTS AND TRADEMARKS REPORT ON THE
(USP'I'O) FILING OF DETERMINATION OF AN ACTION 0R APPEAL

P-0- Box 1450 REGARDING A COPYRIGHT
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

In compliance with the Act of July 19, 1952 (66 Stat. 814; 35 U.S.C. 290) you are hereby advised
that a court action has been filed on the following patenl(s) in the US, District Court:

DOCKET DATE FILED UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT,

13_cv_08416 11/21/2013 NORTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS,
EASTERN DIVISION

PLAINTIFF DEFENDANT

Velocity Patent LLC BMW ofNorth America, LLC et al.

In the above-entitled case, the following patent(s) have been included:

DATE INCLUDED INCLUDED BY '

[ ]Amendment [ ]Answer [ ]Cross Bill [ ]Other Pleading

PATENT NO. DATE OF PATENT PATENT

 

 
 

 

  
 

 

 

DEPUTY CLERK:

Thomas G. Bruton Maria G. Hernandez October 2] , 2014
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Case: 1:13-cv—08421 Document #: 45 Filed: 08/27/14 Page 2 of 2 PageID #:109

A0 121 (6/90)

COMMISSIONER OF PATENTS AND TRADEMARKS
(VSPTO) REPORT ON THE

P-Q- Bf“ ”50 , FILING OF DETERMINATION OF AN ACTION OR APPEALAlexandrla. VA 22313—1450 REGARDING A COPYRIGHT 
In compliance with the Act ofJuly 19, 1952 (66 Stat. 814; 35 U.S.C. 290) you are hereby advised
that a court action has been filed on the following patent(s) in the US. District Court:

 
 

 
 

 

  

    
  
 

  
 

DOCKET NO. DATE FILED UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT,

NORTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS,
EASTERN DIVISION

  

  13 C 8421 11/21/2013

PLAIN'l'lFFS DEFENDANTS

Velocity Patent LLC Jaguar Land Rover North America, LLC

PATENT NUMBER DATE OF PATENT HOLDER OF PATENT OR TRADEMARK

5,954,781 9/21/1999 Harvey Slepian

in the above-entitled case, the following trademarks(s) have been included:

DATE iNCLUDED INCLUDED BY

[ JAmendment [ JAnswer [ eross Bill [ JOther Pleading

PATENT NUMBER DATE OF PATENT HOLDER OF PATENT OR
TRADEMARK

___
__—

 

 
   

 
  

 

 
 

 
  

ln the above—entitled case, the following decision has been rendered orjudgment ASEGRUE SCQRY:ATTEST
‘ THOMAS'GZ; UTQ _ CLERK  

  

 
  

DECISION/JUDGMENT

CLERK (BY) DEPUTY CLERK

THOMAS G. BRU'I'ON /s/ Thelma Murry-Sykes

No‘biékfibér‘ 2232013
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F’FQfMAfB’EB {D '_
3014‘ {DMBL 1—60'

NT 05 CSMMSRCE
mnsmi numhe:

 

      
 

Appwmd Ear use through 21

lndar {he Pa-rsrwm" Rfin‘uciinn Act (of 1995 no

Rammmmow OR SiJWLEMENTAL ..EE"";E:'E.’ Mum beds}
Emmmmaum .. mum owma POWER 0::

AWORNEY m REVGCATSGN or: 510ng OF

AWORNEY mm A NEW PGWER a? {mama

AM) CHANGE o; manssmmmms mamas

mg REEKAMENATSGN ma swinmmmm.

EXAMWATWN ANS PATENT Aitorney Docket No{s)r

’ i. Power of Niamey. This form may be med to change the Power 0? Attamey in a reexamination or
suppiememai examination pruceeding {0r muitipie pmceedings where merged}. This farm may aisu be used to
change the Power of Attorney in the patent file; in such a case, a copy of ihis form wii‘i be Named in bath tin: patent
fife and the» reexaminaiinn m suppiementai examination praceeding.

  

 
 
 
 

 
 

  
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 

853332014

Harvey Step5;“““““““7
mama m: wpamms minimums tic-mus Gamma

5,954.781 7 ‘

David F. England
1089001
“..“.~w~h.~»»wm‘mw»
   

 

‘ Examiner Name

A. Revocation of Previous ine‘r 0f Atmmey. i here-by remake aii previous patent owner aow9r5 oi'attomey‘ if
any‘ given:

in the abavenidenfified reexamination or supplanemai examination premeding contra! mimiseris} [mare than
(me may be changed oniy‘ ifthe praceedings are merged}.

in the fiie of the ahowg-idm‘tified patent.i

{mack 89TH bakes i5 change in BOTH the patent fiie anti the reexamina‘tian at supptementai examinatian
proceeding is: requested}.

E
i

i

B. Designafim of vaer oi Niamey.
B A Pawer of Attorney is submitted. herewith.
DR

i hereby appciim Practitianeris) assaciamd with the Customer Number identified in the box at
right 35 nay/bur arttorneyisi or agentis} in prosecute the praceedingisflpatent identified abwe
and seiected in section IiAi, and to transact 351 business in the Umted States Patent and
Trademark Office. connected therewith:

 88360 t 3
0R

{3 I hereby appoint Practitioneris} named beiaw as myjour atmmevisi m agentis) ta prosecute the prO-ceeding{s}
identified above. and to transact an business in the United States Patent and Trademark. Office connected
therewith:

Registratiun Number

  
This coiiemmuf information is remixed by 3 MI, 132, and 1.3a. The infmnmmm is required to ubtait‘: m retain a benefit in? the Public,
which is ta upfimt- (and bi; the USPTG :0 mater-$5 the file :sf 3 pat-3m or reemmimtion nrQCEC-rjing. Confifimtiaiiw is «summed by 35 H.311 1??
anti 3? [FR 1.15. ThLe {toiiemnn l‘S estimates! ts take 3 minutes to Cflmfiiété, inciuc‘ing gar? ring, pwgtaring, anti Submittmg (he ccmpieted
appiicatmn F m to the USP‘iO. lime in van! amending upon ihe individual case. Any :5 mum: on flit: mmum of time you reqwre La
complete this form aadg‘or suggésstiu . Ieducmg this bwden, sawid 3:“: sent in the Ch ,. .‘fiormation Biker. Us. Patent and Tyrsdtsmark
0mm, 11.5. Department ni‘ Carrimea't‘e. $20. 30?: i4§fi,.A§exandria. VA 22313414513. DU NOT SENU FEES (JR COMPLETE! FORMS TO IIHiS
ADE‘RESS. SEND TO: Cwmmissiioner far Parents: PD. Ban 1&50, Mexandrka, VA 233134450.

 
 
   

 

if ym: mam ir-ssia‘i‘rmr:e in campfetmg mg farm mi: l—SCRJ—W‘O-BBD and safer! option 2
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P:L1.-AW'8123'0313]
Ammmdhr u; a wa:gh 11%er 91.430653 as

U. ”elem 1m; ‘r mark of?Ce: U.S SEFRRFMENE13?: (SMS. SE
re rmuuad w respand to a {051' 1 cf :nfnrmatinn $15853: 1r simplex: a mans 13MB mmmi msmbm'

    
 Lmn‘ar ihws Paperwsrk’ Rad-.zttiranM‘: a! 1995 m) pmvms a    

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

  

ii. change of Correspondence Address

Phase necegnize or change {ha carraaponflence address fer the mam-identified remea minatian Or supplemenm
examinatim pmmading comm! numberis} Emma than one: may be changed only if they are margad proseedmgs)

and fur the» fiie {if the abeggiggméfied Eaten: to he:

The address associated with the abovaidemified Customes Number.on

a The addrass associated with the Custamer Number identifiedm the bag at right“.0R

Ind mid uai
Name-

1 Address

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

Tefephona 1 nmeui
NOTE. THE CGRRESPGND§NCE AUDRESS FOR THE REEXAMiNATtON5|? SUPPLEMENTIRL EKAME . ,
PROCEEQBNG CON?RGL NBMBER{S} MUST 8E THE SAME AS THAT HER THE PfiTENT. SEE 3? CFR 133.

 
 

  
 
 

 
 

  
  
  
 

  

  
  

  
 

 

11!.Autherization for Psalm“ 9‘? Niamey and {if seiected3 Change of covresaondence Adéress

1
1

1

1
i am the:

3:} invenmr, having ownershfip cf the patent being reexamimd.0R

‘ Patent aner.
grammmt under 3? CFR 3. 7351'} {Farm PTOfilmfgg1 submitted herewith ormfifed on

3Signature of lnv-snmr ar

Lfffifif‘iQ13“!
flame
' Tilie and

ComF’“‘“X.....,..,..m

  

  
 
  

Mawakakis

Manag‘é HQ Member {:11 118101311;133113111 1.1.1::
 

 
NGTE: Signatmes 9f all the unvanmrs or patent awnars a? the «satire interest ar thew representatiuem are
required, 11 mare than one signature is requirad, submit multipie farms, check the box baiow, and identify the 101211
number of forms submitted in the Hawk below.

I A mm! af 1 mmfarms are submitted. If ynu need assistance in complefing the farm, ml! 1-8:?0-
PTO 9199 and 59:19:21 opfian 2

gPa-‘gp‘ 21,135 2]
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Privacy Act Statement

The Privacy Act of 19% (Ft... 9331?} requires that you be given certain information in connection with your
submission of the attached form rotated to a patent application or patent. Acoorriingly. pursuant to the
requirements of the Act. pieose be advised that: {i} the generai authority for the ooiieuiion of this information is
35 USS. 2mm); (13.) furnishing of the information enticited is voiuntery; and (3) the principai purpose for which
the information is used by “the US. Patent anti Trademark Office is to process andr'or examine your submission
related to a patent appiioation or patent. if you do not furnish the requested information. the US. Patent and
Trademark Office may not be abie to process andior examine your submission, which may resort in termination
of proceedings or abandonment or" the appiicatinn or expiration of the patent.

The information provided by you in this form wiii be subieot to the 'toiiowmg routine uses:

1. The information on this form wiii be treated oonfideniiatty to the extent aiiowed under the Freedom of
information Act (5 11.3.0. 552) and the Privacy Act {5 USE 5523). Records from this system of
records may be dieciosee to the Department or Justice to determine whether disclosure of these
records is; required by the Freedom of information Act.
A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, in the course of presenting
evidenee to a court. magietrote. or administrative tribunat. mooning disciosures to opposing counsel in
the course of settiement negotiations.
A record in this system of records may be dieoiosed. as a routine use. to :3 Member of Congress
submitting a request invotving an innividuai, to whom the record pertains, when the inrtividuai has
requested assisiance from the Member with respect to the subject matter of the record.
A record in this system of records may be disotosed. as a routine use. to a contractor of the Agency
having nee-(i for the information in order to perform a contract. Recipients; of information shatt be
required to comply with the requirements of'the Privacy Act of 19M. as amended, pursuant to 5 US (,3.
552216m).
A record related to on internationni Application fried under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in this.
system or mama‘s may be discioeed. as a routine use, to the internaiiunai Bureau of the Wortd
inteit'eotuai Property Organization. pursuant to the Patent Cooperation Treaty.
A recoru in this: system of records may be discteeed. as a routine uee, to another fedora} agency for
purposes of Nationai Security review {35 USC. ”181} and for review pureuant to the Atomic Energy Ant
{42 use. 228m).
A record from this system oi records may be {iisotosem as a routine use. to the Administrator. Genera}
Services. or hierher riesignee. during an inspection of records- conducted by GSA as. part of that
egenoy‘e responsihitity to recommend improvements in record's management practices and programs,
under authority of 44 [3.813. 2904 and 2906. Such disoiosure shaft be made in accordance with the
GSA regulations gorerning inspection of records; for ihis purpose. and any other reievnnt tie, GSA or
Commerce) directive. Such d‘lSCtOSUi‘B shall not he used to make determinations about tndividuats.
A record from this system of records may he disclosed. as a routine use. to the uubiii: after either
uubiicatton of the appiioation pursuant to 35 USO 12213)) or issuance of a patent pursuant to 35
USE. 151. Further. a record may be disoiosed. subject to the iimitatione 01‘3”? CPR 1.14. as a routine
use. to the euoiic if the record was filed in an application which became abandoned or in which the
proceenmgs were terminated and which eppiication is referenced by either a p-ubiisned Summation. an
appiioation open to nubiic inspection or an issued patent.
A record from this. system or records may be disoioseo. as a routine use. to a Federal. State. or loan!
law enforcement agency. if the USPTO becomes aware of a notation or potential Violation of taw or
regutation.

12
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Electronic Acknowledgement Receipt 

1 9499100

Confirmation Number: 

Title of Invention: METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR OPTIMIZING VEHICLE OPERATION

 

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: HARVEY SLEPIAN

——
Filer Authorized By:

Attorney Docket Number: TASD—B8542

Time Stamp: 08:54:14

 

 
 

Application Type: Utility under 35 USC 111(a) 

Payment information:

Document Document Descri tion FileSize(Bytes)/ Multi Pages
Number p Message Digest Part /.zip (ifappl.)

121575
Assignee showing of ownership per 37

CFR 3.73. Statementpdf “866803 OdgaSSbe8c081 d as bc7a495 9l04
(1 7:6

Information:

13
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890967

Power of Attorney hOQ3an§nnfi7hfidn§n§3drr47er937Prf'
ISCl

Information:

Total Files Size (in bytes) 1012542 

This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO of the indicated documents,
characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111

lfa new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date (see 37 CFR
1.53(b)—(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shown on this

Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date ofthe application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371
Ifa timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/EO/903 indicating acceptance of the application as a
national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office
lfa new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for
an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number
and of the International Filing Date (Form PCT/RO/105) will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning

national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the international filing date of
the application.

 

14
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PTO/AlA/QB (08-12)
Approved for use through 01/31/2013. OMB 0651-0031

US. Patent and Trademark Office:U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of1995. no persons arerequired to respond to a collection of information unless it displays a valid OMB control number.

STATEMENT UNDER 37 CFR 3.7316)

Applicant/Patent Owner: veIOCity Patent LLC

Application No./Patent No.: 519541781 Filed/Issue Date: September 21: 1999

Titled: Method and Apparatus for Optimizing Vehicle Operation

Velocity Patent LLC ’ a limited liability company

 

  

 

 

(Name of Assignee) (Type of Assignee, e.g.. corporation, partnership, university, government agency, etc.)

states that, for the patent application/patent identified above, it is (choose one of options 1, 2, 3 or 4 below):

1. The assignee of the entire right, title, and interest.

2. D An assignee of less than the entire right, title, and interest (check applicable box):

|_| The extent (by percentage) of its ownership interest is %. Additional Statement(s) by the owners
holding the balance of the interest must be submitted to account for 100% of the ownership interest.

I:] There are unspecified percentages of ownership. The other parties, including inventors, who together own the entire
right, title and interest are:

Additional Statement(s) by the owner(s) holding the balance of the interest must be submitted to account for the entire
right, title, and interest.

3. I: The assignee of an undivided interest in the entirety (a complete assignment from one of the joint inventors was made).
The other parties, including inventors, who together own the entire right, title, and interest are:

Additional Statement(s) by the owner(s) holding the balance of the interest must be submitted to account for the entire
right, title, and interest.

4. I: The recipient, via a court proceeding or the like (6.9., bankruptcy, probate), of an undivided interest in the entirety (a
complete transfer of ownership interest was made). The certified document(s) showing the transfer is attached.

The interest identified in option 1, 2 or 3 above (not option 4) is evidenced by either (choose m of options A or B below):

A. D An assignment from the inventor(s) of the patent application/patent identified above. The assignment was recorded in
the United States Patent and Trademark Office at Reel , Frame , or for which a copy
thereof is attached.

B. A chain of title from the inventor(s), of the patent application/patent identified above, to the current assignee as follows:

1. From; Harvey Slepian and Loran Sutton To: TAS Distributing Co., Inc.
 

The document was recorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office at

Reel 008435 , Frame 0064 . or for which a copy thereof is attached.

2_ From. TAS Distributing Co., Inc. To: Velocity Patents LLC
 

The document was recorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office at

Reel 031635 , Frame 0364 , or for which a copy thereof is attached.

[Page 1 of 2]
This collection of information is required by37 CFR3.78(b). The information is required toobtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to file (and by the USPTO to
process) an application. Confidentialityis governed by35 U.S.C. 122and 37 CFR1.11 and1.14. Thiscollection is estimated to take 12 minutes to complete, including
gathering, preparing, and submittingthe completed application form to the USPTO Time will vary depending upon the individual case Any comments on the amount
of time you require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent tothe Chief Information Officer, US. Patent and Trademark
Office, US. Department of Commerce, PO. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESSSEND
TO: Commissioner ior Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

 
Ifyon need assistance in completing lheform, call I-800-PTO-9199 and select option 2.

15
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PTO/AlA/QB (08-12)
Approved for use through 01/31/2013. OMB 0651-0031

US. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995. no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it displays a valid OMB control number.

STATEMENT UNDER 37 CFR 3.7316!

3_ From; Velocity Patents LLC To; Velocity Patent LLC

The document was recorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office at

Reel 031635 , Frame 0376 , or for which a copy thereof is attached.
To:

The document was recorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office at

Reel , Frame , or for which a copy thereof is attached.

To:

The document was recorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office at

Reel , Frame , or for which a copy thereof is attached.

To:

The document was recorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office at

Reel , Frame , or for which a copy thereof is attached.

 Additional documents in the chain of title are listed on a supplemental sheet( ).

As required by 37 CFR 3.73(c)(1)(i). the documentary evidence of the chain of title from the original owner to the
assignee was, or concurrently is being, submitted for recordation pursuant to 37 CFR 3.11.

[NOTE: A separate copy (Le, a true copy of the original assignment document(s)) must be submitted to Assignment
Division in accordance with 37 CFR Part 3, to record the assignment in the records of the USPTO. See MPEP 302.08]

The undersigned (whose title is supplied below) is authorized to act on behalf of the assignee.

/Patrick D. Richards/ June 26, 2014
Signature Date

Patrick Richards 48905
Printed or Typed Name Title or Registration Number

 
 

 

 
[Page 2 of 2]
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Privacy Act Statement

The Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-579) requires that yoube given certain informationin connection with your
submission of the attached form related to a patent application or patent. Accordingly, pursuant to the
requirements of the Act, pleasebe advised that: (1) the general authority forthe collection of thisinformation is 35
U.S.C. 2(b)(2); (2) furnishing of the information solicited is voluntary; and(3) the principal purpose fonNhich the
information isused by the US. Patent and Trademark Office is to process and/or examine your submission related
to a patent applicationor patent. If you do not furnish the requested information,the US. Patent and Trademark
Office may not be able to process and/or examineyour submission,which may result in termination of proceedings
or abandonment of the applicationor expiration of the patent.

The informationprovided by you in this form will be subject to the following routine uses:

1. The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the Freedom of
Information Act (5 U.S.C. 552) and the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C 552a). Records from this system of records
may be disclosed to the Department of Justice to determine whether disclosure of these records is
required by the Freedom of Information Act.
A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, in the course of presenting
evidence to a court, magistrate, or administrative tribunal, including disclosures to opposing counsel in the
course of settlement negotiations.
A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Member of Congress
submitting a request involving an individual, to whom the record pertains, when the individual has
requested assistance from the Member with respect to the subject matter of the record.
A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of the Agency
having need for the informationin order to perform a contract. Recipients of information shall be required
to comply with the requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as amended, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552a(m).
A record related to an InternationalApplication filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in this system of
records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the International Bureau of the World Intellectual Property
Organization, pursuant to the Patent Cooperation Treaty.
A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal agency for
purposes of National Security review (35 U.S.C. 181) and for review pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act
(42 U.S.C. 218(c)).
A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator, General
Services, or his/her designee, during an inspection of records conducted by GSA as part of that agency’s
responsibility to recommend improvements in records management practices and programs, under
authority of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and 2906. Such disclosure shall be made in accordance with the GSA
regulations governing inspection of records for this purpose, and any other relevant (i.e., GSA or
Commerce) directive. Such disclosure shall not be used to make determinations about individuals.
A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after either
publication of the application pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 122(b) or issuance of a patent pursuant to 35 U.S.C.
151. Further, arecord may be disclosed, subject to the limitations of 37 CFR 1.14, as a routine use, to the
public if the record was filed in an application which became abandoned or in which the proceedings were
terminated and which application is referenced by either a published application, an application open to
public inspection or an issued patent.
A record from thissystem of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State, or local law
enforcement agency, if the USPTO becomes aware of a violation or potential violation of law or regulation.
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE UVTTET‘I STATES DEPARTMENT OF COM'MERCF}
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Addless. COMMISSTOWR FOR PATENTSPO Box 1450

Alexandtiay‘hjgnia 22313-1450wwwusptogov
 

 
 APPLICATION NUMBER FILING OR 371(C) DATE FIRST NAVED APPLICANT ATTY. DOCKET NOJTITLE

08/813,270 03/10/1997 HARVEY SLEPIAN TASD-BSS42
CONFIRMATION NO. 3242

88360 POA ACCEPTANCE LETTER
Richards Patent Law PC.

233 s. Wacker W, 84th Floor l|lll|||||||||||||l|||Illllllllllllllllll|||l|||l|||||l|||||Ill||l||l|l||||||l||l|lll|00000006936 302
Chicago, IL 60606

Date Mailed: 07/02/2014

NOTICE OF ACCEPTANCE OF POWER OF ATTORNEY

This is in response to the Power of Attorney filed 06/27/2014.

The Power of Attorney in this application is accepted. Correspondence in this application will be mailed to the
above address as provided by 37 CFR 1.33.

/j awhitfield/
 

Office of Data Management, Application Assistance Unit (571) 272-4000, or (571) 272-4200, or 1-888—786-01 01

page 1 of 1
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE UVTTED STATES DEPARTVIF‘NT 0F COM—MERGE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Addl'ESS. COMMTSSTOVFIR FOR PATENTSP O Box 1 4 50

Alexandria) Yngnia 22313-1450wwwuspto .gov
 

 
 APPLICATION NUMBER FILING OR 371(C) DATE FIRST NAVED APPLICANT ATTY. DOCKET No./TITLE

08/813,270 03/10/1997 HARVEY SLEPIAN TASD-BSS42
CONFIRMATION NO. 3242

MICHAEL S BUSH POWER OF ATTORNEY NOTICE
HAYNES AND BOONE LLP

3100 NATIONSBANK PLAZA l|||l|||||||||||||||||IIHLIIIII|||II|||II|H|||l|||l|||||II||||||||U|||l||l||||||||l|||l|||00000006936 277
901 MAIN STREET

DALLAS, TX 752023789
Date Mailed: 07/02/2014

NOTICE REGARDING CHANGE OF POWER OF ATTORNEY

This is in response to the Power of Attorney filed 06/27/2014.

- The Power of Attorney to you in this application has been revoked by the assignee who has intervened as
provided by 37 CFR 3.71. Future correspondence will be mailed to the new address of record(37 CFR 1.33).

/j awhitfield/

 

Office of Data Management, Application Assistance Unit (571) 272-4000, or (571) 272-4200, or 1-888-786-0101

page 1 of 1
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PTO/MNB S E 507‘ £33)
Appmued for use through 31,55513'301-3 l2)MBUELSiL—EIUSS

us. 9mm: and Tran‘um- .. T 05 ESMMSRCE
Under me Pig-351w 1:? fifiduci‘inn Ac: (if .1935 no rsana are :9: «ins? tu res mm‘ in; a cum-3030‘“ in! inflammation . I .M nontmi nbwher

REEXAMENATION or: supmamsmm Cuntml Numberisi

EXAMNA‘FIDN .. rArsm .9me rowan er s Filing Belem
rmoarsrr rm arwmmm m: PGWER m

 
 $ Harvey Sigpian ..

IQWQRNEV WITH A NEW PGWER SF 5.11.093“ EY l THEE 3M:hu~:l and mpar-msic-i Opium-lime Vehicle (Amway:
 

 AND CHANGE OF CDRRESPGN DEEQCE aDBRESS 5 Patent Numrser 5,954,781 ___________
FGR REEXAMIMATEGN QR SfiPFLEMENTAL g Esca- miner Name David F.. England

iEXAMWA‘HSN AM) PfiTiNT Atmrney Dmket Nags) 1089801 

' l. Fewer all Amara-key. This form may be used to the rigs: the Power {if Attarney in a reexamination gr
supplemental eraminatien proceeding {or multiple proceedings when? marged}. This farm may arise: be used to
change the Power 03‘ Attorney in the patent file; in such a case, a copy oi this form wili be placed in both tiw patent
file and the» reexaminatian 9r supplemental examination procemfing.

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 
 

A, Revocatian of Previous. Power 6f Attorney. 3 hereby remake all previous- patent nwner pnwem Glaucoma-y. if
any, given:

in the abovenidemified reexamination 0r supplemental examination-proceeding contra! numberis'} {mere than
(me may be changed only if the praceedings are merged}.

in the fiie of the ahevericlen‘tifled patént.

lcheck 80TH bnxes ii change in BOTH ihe patent file anti the reexaminaiiar: or supplemental axaminaflan
proceeding is requested}.

aA Power of Attomey is. submitted herewrth.
DR

‘3 hereby appaim Practitiageris) associated with this: Customer Nu mber identified in the 130): at BSSSU tright as my/our simmer/is} m agentis} m pmsecute the praceedingisvmtent identified abwe 3

 

and selecterfi in sectim-r HA}. and to transact all business in the Unired Slates Patent and
Trademark Office connected therewith:

OR

I hereby appoint Practitioneds} named belew as mylour attic-mark) m agar-Kiss) t0 prosecute the pmteedingisi
identified above, and to transactail business in the United States Patem and Yrademark. Df’fice connected
therewith:

PractitimneriS) Namg Ref; traticm Number

 
 

i

i

l

} B. Designatim of Poweromtmrriey.

ii

i

i Authorization fer the Puwer cfAtwmey i5 pmvified by the signature on page 2 0? {his firm.

This EONEUSGH of lrsfarmation i5 required by 37 CFR 131, 3.32. and 3.33. The inflammation is tenured In entrain nr retazn a benefit by the public,  
 which is m upriam iand kw 1hr? USPTO lo pm: .35 :he file sf :4 pat-3m or reexamination pro: Cling. Confidentiality is goverrned by 35 USE. ’12?

and 37 {FR 1.15. Tth collation [5 estimated ts take 3 minutes to cummlete, inciudlng gar ring, pmmrlng. rand subm: Eng {he ccmpialed
applicatic-n farm tolhe USP‘ED. Firm:— will vary fiepending upon the individual caae. Any sawmill.» on flu: emmmt oi time you requue ta
mmpiete this form anm‘ur suggss‘tiu r .-.r mum-ring this burden, shriuld be sent m the Ch I Eniormarian Offlfen us. Pafijnl and Tnsdvsmarlc
Office, US. Department 0.? Cammmce. N}. Br»: 1450,.Aiexamriz, VA 22313-1453. DU NOT SENU FEES SP. COMPLETEQ FQRMS TO ‘le3
ADURESS. SEND TO: Ct-mmissioner fur Parents. PI). 3m: 1450, Alexandria. VA 2231344330..

  

  

If pm; ”sari msimmne in corririfel‘mg the )‘flriil. mil 1-860—5’1‘6-9199 and safer! amber: 2‘
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FTL‘E‘MA!81:3 E03-13]
AEprnvndim use Emugh 11’3‘0P'1f33d imam: ,

Pawn: 3nd Trademark OF 1 .8 SEMR‘FMSNE E‘u
‘anr . mixes it yams a miss DME mmroi mmnm‘

 

 

  
    

 

 
  
 
 

  
  
  
 

 

   

  
 
  

  

 
 
 

Lh  has Fapnmuvbr. Reduction Act a! 1995 no parsons are rmuwed 1:) respond EC a L  

3!. Change of Cnrrespondence address;

Phase rewgnize or change the cmreapondence address forihe above-sdentified rams minatian 0r suppiememai
examination praceedmg contra! numberis} {more than one: may be changed only if they are merged proceedmgs)
and for the» fiie {if the aboggiggmifiad gatent m be:

.The addmss associated with fhifi abave‘idemifiad Customer Number,OR

{3111a address associated with the Customer Numbm identified En the box at right:OR

WWEE‘E‘r‘r‘Tor
Individuai '

  

PRQCEEDENG CON“!RQL NBMBERES} MUST ESE THE SAME AS THAT EDRTHE WHEN? SEE 37 CFR 1.33. 
 

m. Authofixation fur Fewer of Attumey and {if seiected} Change of Covrespondence AddrESS

i am the:

B im'entm', having ownership Qf the patent being reexaminm,oa

gPatent gamer.
Etarament under 3? CH? 3. 73k} {Farm PTO/fiIA/QSJ sub‘miued herewxfh Or filad an

§Signature 0f lnw-nmr DrPatent flwner

 Managrig Member 0f VeEQsEEiyfatem LEG
 
 
 

Titie and

Campanym ‘

NOTE: Signatures of alEEthe. inventors car pateni owners GfEhe Efltitfl intarest or thew repress:Etativek) are
requtwed. Efmme than one signature is requked, submit multiwie forms Check We box baiaw and identify the: tum!
number of farms submitted in the bEank below.

A E013! 9f 3 mumfcrms are submitted If you need assistance in sampler;In? theform w]! I800-
PTO-—9199 and 5939c: opfion 2.
 

51933.9. 2. r35 2]

Copied from 90013232 on 07/01/2014
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Privacy Act Statement

The Privacy Act at 1974 [P.Li 93»5?§} reqwen that ynu be given certain information in connectinn with your
submissinn at the attached form restated to a patent appiication or patent. Accorttingiyv pursuant to the
rnquiremants 0f the Act, ptease he advised that: {1) the genera! authority for the animation (31‘ this information is
35 13.8.0 zrbgrz); (:3 furnishing of the informntinn satisfied is vniuntary: and (3) the principai purpose fur which
the inforntntinn is used by the US. Patent and trademark Office is to prncesg andinr examine your submission
reiated in a patant appticaticm or patent. it YOU do not furnish the requested informatinn, the US Patent and
Trademark Office may not be ante in process andior examine yDtii‘ submission. which may rasutt in termination
n? proneeciings nr abandnnment of the appiicatinn or expiration of the patent.

The infnrmatinn prnvidnd by yen in this form writ be Subject in the, {chewing routine uses:

{a

The infnrrnatinn on this term u in be treated confidentiaiiy to the extent allowed under the Frendom 0t
information Ant (5 [18.0. 552) and the Privacy! Ant {5 USE 5523). Recmds {ram this system of
records may be discioseri tn the Department at Justice to determine whether disctnsnre of these
regards is; required by the Freeticm of information Act
A recnrd from this; System of records may hr: disclosed: as a routine use, in the course. at presenting
evidence: to a court, magistrate, or administrative tribunal, incintjing discinsures to opposing cnunse! in
the nourse 0t settiament negotiations.
A recnrd in this system at renords may be discicssed. as 8 routine use, in a Member at Congress
submitting a request invotving an individual, to whom the record pertains, when the individuai has
requested assistance from the Member with respect it) the subject matter of the recent.
A record in this system {if records may be discioszed, as a routine use, in a contractor of the Agency
having nae-ti for the information in ordsr in perferm a contract. Recipients of infnrmation snaii he
required it: campty with the requirements of the: Privacy Act of 19%, as amended, pursuant in 5 USC.
5523(m).
A record raiated in an tnternatinnni Application flied under the Patent Cncperation Treaty in this.
system of records: may be disclosed. as a routine use, to the. internatinnni Burnau 0f the Worid
inteiiectuai Prnperty Organizatinn. pursuant to the Patent Conneraiinn Treaty;
A record in this; system at recnrds may be discinsed, as a routine USS, to anather federai agency for
purposes at Natinnai Security review (35 L150, 181) and for review pursuant to the Atamic Energy Ant
{11.2 U.S.C. 213m).
A record {mm this 5ysiem Qt regards may be tiisciosed, as a mutme use: to the Administrainr, Generai
Services, or hisiner design-tea during an inspection of records. cnnductnd by GSA as part at that
agenny‘s responstbiiity to r'ecnmmenci impmvaments in records management practices and pmgrams,
under authority of 44 USS, 2904 and 2966‘ Such disciesnre shalt be maria in accordance with the
GSA reguiatitsns governing inspection of retards far this purpose‘ and any ether relevant (129., GSA or
Commerce) dirssctive. Such discinsure shall not be risen in make daterminatinns about individuais.
A record from this systgm or records may be disclosed) as a routine use, to the public after either
pubiicatton {if the appiication pursuant in 35 USS: 122th) or insurance (if a patent pursuant tn 35
{1.8.0. 151:. Further, a record may be ctisreiosnd, subject to the limitations an" 3? CFR 1.14, as a rnuiine
use, tn the pUDtiC if the remrd was fried in an anpiication which became abandoned er in which the
proceedings were. terminated and which appiination is referenced by either a nubiished appiicaiiong an
appiicatinn open tee puhiic impaction 0r an Esauect patent.
A record from this system of records may be disciosed, as a routine me, to a Federal, Stain, or incai
law enrnrcemnnt agency, if the USPTO becomes. aware of n vintation Dr potential viniatinn nf taw 0r
regulatinn.
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Electronic Acknowledgement Receipt

Application Number: 90013252

International Application Number: 

Confirmation Number:
 

Title of Invention: Method and Apparatus for Optimizing Vehicle Operation

 

First Named Inventor/Applicant Name: 5,954,781 

NHCHAELS.BUSH

HAYNES AND BOONE LLP

3100 NATIONSBANK PLAZA

Correspondence Address: 901 MAIN STREET

DALLAS 75202-3789

US 2146515589

 

Filer: Patrick Duffy Richards 

Filer Authorized By: 

Attorney Docket Number:

Payment information:

 
Submitted with Payment 

File Listing: 
Copied from 90013232 on 07/01/2014
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Document Document Descri tion FileSize(Bytes)/ Multi Pages
Number P Message Digest Part /.zip (ifappl.)

_ _ _ 121575
ASSIgnee showmg of ownershlp per 37

CFR 3_73_ Statementpdf I486680d0cl9d85be8c081 ddSbL7d4959lD4
d7<e

Warnings: 

Information:

890969

Power of Attorney 362 lad656b7204l ESBaSEIZbeQdISSISbISbé
6Iad6

Information: 

Total Files Size (in bytes) 1012544

This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO ofthe indicated documents,
characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt similar to a
Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111

lfa new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date (see 37 CFR
1.53(b)—(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date shown on this

Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date of the application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371
lfa timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions of 35
U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/D0/E0/903 indicating acceptance of the application as a
national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt, in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office

Ifa new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary components for
an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number

and ofthe International Filing Date (Form PCT/R0/105) will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning
national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the international filing date of
the application.

 
Copied from 90013232 on 07/01/2014
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PTO/AlA/96 (08-12)
Approved for use through 01/31/2013. OMB 0651-0031

US Patent and Trademark Offlce;U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of1995, no persons arerequired to respond to a collection of information unless it displays a valid OMB control number.

STATEMENT UNDER 37 CFR 3.73mi

Applicant/Patent Owner: velOClty Palenl l-l-C

Application No./Patent No.: 5,954,781 Filed/Issue Date: September 21, 1999

Titled. Method and Apparatus for Optimizing Vehicle Operation

Velocity Patent LLC ’ a limited liability company

 

  

 

 

(Name of Assignee) (Type of Assignee, e.g., corporation, partnership, university, government agency, etc.)

states that, for the patent application/patent identified above, it is (choose one of options 1, 2, 3 or 4 below):

1. The assignee of the entire right, title, and interest.

2. D An assignee of less than the entire right, title. and interest (check applicable box):

l_| The extent (by percentage) of its ownership interest is %. Additional Statement(s) by the owners
holding the balance of the interest must be submitted to account for 100% of the ownership interest.

l:l There are unspecified percentages of ownership. The other parties, including inventors. who together own the entire
right, title and interest are:

Additional Statement(s) by the owner(s) holding the balance of the interest must be submitted to account for the entire
right, title, and interest.

3. D The assignee of an undivided interest in the entirety (a complete assignment from one of the joint inventors was made).
The other parties, including inventors, who together own the entire right, title, and interest are:

Additional Statement(s) by the owner(s) holding the balance of the interest must be submitted to account for the entire
right, title, and interest.

4. l:l The recipient, via a court proceeding or the like (e.g., bankruptcy, probate), of an undivided interest in the entirety (a
complete transfer of ownership interest was made). The certified document(s) showing the transfer is attached.

The interest identified in option 1, 2 or 3 above (not option 4) is evidenced by either (choose % of options A or B below):

A. D An assignment from the inventor(s) of the patent application/patent identified above. The assignment was recorded in
the United States Patent and Trademark Office at Reel , Frame . or for which a copy
thereof is attached.

B. A chain of title from the inventor(s), of the patent application/patent identified above, to the current assignee as follows:

1_ From; Harvey Slepian and Loran Sutton To, TAS Distributing Co., Inc.
 

The documentwas recorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office at

Fleel 008435 , Frame 0064 , or for which a copy thereof is attached.

2_ From: TAS Distributing Co., Inc. To: Velocity Patents LLC
 

The documentwas recorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office at

Reel 031635 , Frame 0364 , or for which a copy thereof is attached.

 
[Page 1 of 2]

This collection of information is required by37 CFR3.73(b). The information is required toobtaln or retain a benefit by the public which is to file (and by the USPTO to
process) an application. Confidentialityls governed by35 U.S.C. 122and 37 CFR1.11 and1.14. Thiscollection is estimated to take 12 minutes to complete, including
gathering, preparing, and submittingthe completed application form to the USPTO.Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount
of time you require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent tothe Chief Information Officer. U.S. Patent and Trademark
Office, US. Department of Commerce, PO. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS ADDRESSSEND
T0: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Ifyon need assistance in completing the form, call I-800—PTO-9199 and select option 2.

Copied from 900132 32 on 07/01/2014
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PTO/AlA/96 (08-12)
Approved for use through 01/31/2013. OMB 0651-0031

US Patent and Trademark Office; US DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, no persons are required to respond to a collection of information unless it displays a valid OMB control number.

STATEMENT UNDER 37 CFR 3.73161

Velocity Patents LLC To: Velocity Patent LLC
 

The document was recorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office at

Reel 031635 . Frame 0376 , or for which a copy thereof is attached.
 

To: 

The document was recorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office at

Reel . Frame , or for which a copy thereof is attached.
 

To: 

The document was recorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office at

Reel . Frame , or for which a copy thereof is attached.
 

To: 

The document was recorded in the United States Patent and Trademark Office at

Reel . Frame , or for which a copy thereof is attached.
 

 

  Additional documents in the chain of title are listed on a supplemental sheet( ).
 

As required by 37 CFR 3.73(c)(1)(i), the documentary evidence of the chain of title from the original owner to the
assignee was. or concurrently is being. submitted for recordation pursuant to 37 CFR 3.11.

[NOTE: A separate copy (i.e., a true copy of the original assignment document(s)) must be submitted to Assignment
Division in accordance with 37 CFR Part 3. to record the assignment in the records of the USPTO. See MPEP 302.08]

The undersigned (whose title is supplied below) is authorized to act on behalf of the assignee.

/Patrick D. Richards/ June 26, 2014
Sig natu re Date

Patrick Richards 48905
Printed or Typed Name Title or Registration Number

[Page 2 of 2]

  

  

 
Copied from 90013232 on 07/01/2014
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Privacy Act Statement

The Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-579) requires that yoube given certain informationin connection with your
submission of the attached form related to a patent application or patent. Accordingly, pursuant to the
requirements of the Act, pleasebe advised that: (1) the general authority forthe collection of thisinformation is 35
U.S.C. 2(b)(2); (2) furnishing of the information solicited is voluntary; and(3) the principal purpose fonNhich the
information isused by the US Patent and Trademark Office is to process and/or examine your submission related
to a patent applicationor patent. If you do not furnish the requested information,the US. Patent and Trademark
Office may not be able to process and/or examineyour submission,which may result in termination of proceedings
or abandonment of the applicationor expiration of the patent.

The informationprovided by you in this form will be subject to the following routine uses:

1. The information on this form will be treated confidentially to the extent allowed under the Freedom of
Information Act (5 U.S.C. 552) and the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C 552a). Records from this system of records
may be disclosed to the Department of Justice to determine whether disclosure of these records is
required by the Freedom of Information Act.
A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, in the course of presenting
evidence to a court, magistrate, or administrative tribunal, including disclosures to opposing counsel in the
course of settlement negotiations.
A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Member of Congress
submitting a request involving an individual, to whom the record pertains, when the individual has
requested assistance from the Member with respect to the subject matter of the record.
A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a contractor of the Agency
having need for the informationin order to perform a contract. Recipients of information shall be required
to comply with the requirements of the Privacy Act of 1974, as amended, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552a(m).
A record related to an lnternationalApplication filed under the Patent Cooperation Treaty in this system of
records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the International Bureau of the World Intellectual Property
Organization, pursuant to the Patent Cooperation Treaty.
A record in this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to another federal agency for
purposes of National Security review (35 U.S.C. 181) and for review pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act
(42 U.S.C. 218(0)).
A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the Administrator, General
Services, or his/her designee, during an inspection of records conducted by GSA as part of that agency’s
responsibility to recommend improvements in records management practices and programs, under
authority of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and 2906. Such disclosure shall be made in accordance with the GSA
regulations governing inspection of records for this purpose, and any other relevant (i.e., GSA or
Commerce) directive. Such disclosure shall not be used to make determinations about individuals.
A record from this system of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to the public after either
publication of the application pursuant to 35 U.S.C. 122(b) or issuance of a patent pursuant to 35 U.S.C.
151. Further, arecord may be disclosed, subject to the limitations of 37 CFR 1.14, as a routine use, to the
public if the record was filed in an application which became abandoned or in which the proceedings were
terminated and which application is referenced by either a published application, an application open to
public inspection or an issued patent.
A record from thissystem of records may be disclosed, as a routine use, to a Federal, State, or local law
enforcement agency, if the USPTO becomes aware of a violation or potential violation of law or regulation.
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
J; United States Patent and Trademark Office' Add:eu:COMMISSlO.\IER FOR PATENTS

ur

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

Alexandria, V‘u'g'nin 22311-1450

Bib Data Sheet

 

www,utym.gov

 IIIIIIIIIIIIIIII counnmmou N0. 3242

FILING OR 371(c)
ATTORNEY

SERIAL NUMBER DATE GROUP ART UNIT DOCKET NO./1997
08/813270 03/ 1 0 3551 TASD-B8542

RULE 1.47

AIA (First Inventor to File): NO

INVENTORS

HARVEY SLEPIAN, PEORIA, IL;
LORAN SUTTON. EAST PEORIA, IL;

APPLICANTS

HARVEY SLEPIAN, PEORIA, IL;
LORAN SUTTON. EAST PEORIA, IL;

** CONTINUING DATA *1*fl***l*****i*fi*l***fl*t*

I! FOREIGN APPLICATIONS *itilii***ii***i*i**

IF REQUIRED, FOREIGN FILING LICENSE GRANTED ** M H
05/09/1997 SMALL ENTITY

Foreign Priority claimed D yes D no

35 use 119 (a-d) conditions D yes [I no [2] Metafle,
meI Allowance

-STATE OR SHEETS INDEPENDEN
COUNTRY DRAWING , CLAIMS

IL 3 4
Examiner's Si- nature Initials

‘ DDRESS

METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR OPTIMIZING VEHICLE OPERATION

Cl All Fees

Cl 1.16 Fees ( Filing)

FILING FEE FEES: Authority has been given in Paper D 1.17 Fees ( PFOCBSSII’IQ EXI 0f
RECEIVED No. to charge/credit DEPOSIT ACCOUNT time I

for followmg: D 1.18 Fees ( Issue)

m___
D Credit
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United States Patent and Trademark Office 
Commissioner for Patents

United States Patent and Trademark Office
PO. Box 1450

Alexandria. VA 22313-1450
www,.uspto.gov

Patent N0._5,954,781

NOTICE OF EXPARTE REEXAMINATION

Notice is hereby given that a request for ex parte reexamination of US. Patent No.

_5,954,781_ was filed on _05/22/14 - under 3.5 U.S.C. § 302 and

37 C.F.R. § 1.510(3). '3

The reexamination proceeding has been assigned Control No. 90/013,252

This Notice incorporates by reference into the patent file, all papers entered into the

reexamination file.

Note: This Notice should be entered into the patent file. — 08/813,270
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ARTIFACT SHEET

Enter artifact number below. Artifact number is application number +

artifact type code (see list below) + sequential letter (A, B, C ...). The first

artifact folder for an artifact type receives the letter A, the second B, etc..

Examples: 59123456PA, 59123456PB, 59123456ZA, 59123456ZB

0881327OZA

Indicate quantity of a single type of artifact received but not scanned. Create

individual artifact folder/box and artifact number for each Artifact Type.

 

CD(s) containing:
computer program listing D
Doc Code: Computer Artifact Type Code: P

pages of specification

and/or sequence listing D
and/0r table Artifact Type Code: S
Doc Code: Artifact

content unspecified or combined D
Doc Code: Artifact Artifact Type Code: U

Stapled Set(s) Color Documents or B/W Photographs
Doc Code: Artifact Artifact Type Code: C

Microfilm(s)

Doc Code: Artifact Artifact Type Code: F

Video tape(s)

Doc Code: Artifact Artifact Type Code: V

Model(s)
Doc Code: Artifact Artifact Type Code: M

Bound Document(s)
Doc Code: Artifact Artifact Type Code: B

Confidential Information Disclosure Statement or Other Documents

marked Proprietary, Trade Secrets, Subject to Protective Order,

Material Submitted under l\/[PEP 724.02, etc.

Doc Code: Artifact Artifact Type Code X

 
Other, description: FLOPPY DISK

Doc Code: Artifact Artifact Type Code: Z

 

EWWWWWW
March 8, 2004
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A0121((,/90) Case: 1:13-cv—08419 Document #2 8 Filed: 11/22/13 Page 1 of 1 PageID #235

COMMISSIONER OF PATENTS AND TRADEMARKS
(ITSPTO) REPORT ON THE

P-Q- Box 1450 FILING 0F DETERMINATION OF ANA‘°"““d"“’ V“ "3134“” ACTION REGARDING A PATENT 0R
TRADEMARK

In compliance with 35 U.S.C. 290 and/or 15 U.S.C. 1116 you are hereby advised
that a court action has been filed on the followin patent(s)/trademark(s) in the US. District Court:

DOCKET NO. DATE FILED: UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT,
13-CV-08419 1 1/21/2013 NORTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS,

EASTERN DIVISION

 

  

  

  

Plaintiff(s): Defendant(s):
Velocity Patent LLC Chrysler Group, LLC

In the above—entitled case, the following trademarks(s) have been included:

DATE INCLUDED INCLUDED BY

[ ] Amendment [ ]Answer [ ]Cross Bill [ ]Other Pleading

15,954,781 Sep . 21, 1999 Harvey Slepian, Peoria; Loran Sutton,East Peoria, both of III. 
In the above-entitled case, the following decision has been rendered orjudgment issued:

DECISION/JUDGMENT

CLERK - Thomas G. Bruton DEPUTY CLERK: /s/ Travis Grammar DATE: November 22, 2013
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Case: 1:13—cv-08421 Document #: 8 Filed: 11/22/13 Page 1 of 1 PagelD #:34

A0 121 (6/90)

COMMISSIONER OF PATENTS AND TRADEMARKS
(USPTO) REPORT ON THE

P-O- BOX 1450 FILING 0F DETERMINATION OF AN ACTION 0R APPEAL
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 REGARDING A COPYRIGHT 

In compliance with the Act of July 19, 1952 (66 Stat. 814; 35 U.S.C. 290) you are hereby advised
that a court action has been filed on the following patent(s) in the US. District Coun:

 

   

 

  
 

 
 

 
 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT,

NORTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS,

EASTERN DIVISION

DOCKET NO. DATE FILED 

  13 C 8421 11/21/2013

PLAINTIFFS

Velocity Patent LLC

5,954,781 9/21/1999 Harvey Slepian 

 

 
  

 

 

  

 
In the above-entitled case, the following trademarks(s) have been included:

DATE INCLUDED INCLUDED BY

[ ]Amcndment [ ]Answer [ ]Cross Bill [ jOther Pleading

PATENT NUMBER DATE OF PATENT HOLDER OF PATENT ORTRADEMARK

___
___
___   

In the above—entitled case, the following decision has been rendered or judgment ASIRUVE‘VCOPeYsATT EST
THOMAST‘G’. . TON,‘ CLERK

  DECISION/JUDGMENT

 CLERK (BY) DEPUTY CLERK

 THOMAS G. DRUTON ls/ Thelma Murry-Sykes 
NovéfiiESé'er‘zms
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Case: 1:13-cv—08416 Document #: 8 Filed: 11/27/13 Page 1 of 1 PagelD #:34
AG 121 (6/90)

 
  

COMMISSIONER OF PATENTS AND TRADEMARKS REPORT ON THE
(USPTO) FILING 0F DETERMINATION OF AN ACTION OR APPEAL

P-O- Box 1450 REGARDING A COPYRIGHT
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

In compliance with the Act ofJuly 19, 1952 (66 Stat. 814; 35 U.S.C. 290) you are hereby advised
that a court action has been filed 011 the following patent(s) in the U.S. District Court:

DOCKET DATE FILED UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT,

13_Cv_08416 11/21/2013 NORTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS,
EASTERN DIVISION

 

PLAINTIFF DEFENDANT

Wolf Run Hollow Bank of America Corporation

PATENT NO. DATE OF PATENT PATENTEE

5,954,781 Sept. 21,1999 Harvey Slepian and Loran Sutton

In the above-entitled case, the following patent(s) have been included:

DATE INCLUDED INCLUDED BY

[ ]Amendment [ ]Answer [ eross Bill [ ]Other Pleading

PATENT NO. DATE OF PATENT PATENT

 
 
 

  

 

 

In the above-entitled case, the following decision has been rendered or judgment issued:

DECISION/JUDGMENT:

DEPUTY CLERK: DATE:

Thomas G. Bruton Maria G. Hernandez November 27, 2013 
33
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12 c 3846 A0 gmfiflB-cv—OMB Document #2 9 Filed: 11/25/13 Page 1 of 1 PageID #:35

COMMISSIONER OF PATENTS AND TRADEMARKS
(USPTO) REPORT ON THE

1‘9. BOX 1450 FILING 0F DETERMINATION OF AN“mm”, VA 22313445“ ACTION REGARDING A PATENT 0R
TRADEMARK

In compliance with 35 U.S.C. 290 and/or 15 U.S.C. 1116 you are hereby advised
that a court action has been filed on the followin uatent s /trademark s in the US. District Court:

DATE FILED: UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT,
NORTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS,

EASTERN DIVISION

 
  

 

 

 
 
 

 
 

DOCKET NO.
 
  

 

 

  13cv8413 11/21/13

Plaintiff(s): Defendant(s): .
Velocity Patent LLC Mercedes—Benz USA, LLC, et a.

PATENT NUMBER DATE OF PATENT HOLDER OF PATENT

5 954 781 9/21/1999 Velocity Patent LLC

 

  
 

 

 

a q

 

  
 

  

In the above—entitled case, the following trademarks(s) have been included:

DATE INCLUDED INCLUDED BY I
[ ] Amendment [ ]Answer [ eross Bill [ ]Other Pleading

TRADEMARK NUMBER DATE OF TRADEMARK HOLDER OF PATENT OR TRADEMARK

_—
_—
—_

In the above-entitled case, the following decision has been rendered orjudgment issued:

  

DECISION/JUDGMENT

CLERK - Thomas G. Bruton DEPUTY CLERK: DATE:
Maya Burke 11/25/13
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A0 121 (6/90)

COMMISSIONER OF PATENTS AND TRADEMARKS
(USFTO) REPORT ON THE

“P. 3"" 1450 FILING 0F DETERMINATION OF AN ACTION 0R APPEALAlexandr”, V" 223134450 REGARDING A COPYRIGHT 
In compliance with the Act of July 19, 1952 (66 Stat. 814; 35 U.S.C. 290) you are hereby advised
that a court action has been filed on the following patent(s) in the U.S. District Court:

    DATE FILEDDOCKET NO. UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT,
NORTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS,

13 C 8421 11/21/2013 EASTERN DIVISION

PLAINTIFFS DEFENDANTS

Velocity Patent LLC Jaguar Land Rover North America, LLC

5,954,731 9/21/1999 Harvey Slepian

  
 

 

 
  

  

  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

In the above-entitled case, the following trademarks(s) have been included:

DATE INCLUDED INCLUDED BY

[ ]Amendment [ ]Answer [ ]Cross Bill [ ]Other Pleading

PATENT NUMBER DATE OF PATENT HOLDER OF PATENT OR
. TRADEMARK

_—
_—_

 

  
In the above-entitled case, the following decision has been rendered or judgment ASTRUE CQPY—ATTEST

THOMASG RUTQN CLERK

  
DECISION/JUDGMENT

CLERK (BY) DEPUTY CLERK

THOMAS GI BRUTON /s/ Thelma Murry-Sykes
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Case: 1:13-cv-08416 Document #2 11 Filed: 12/02/13 Page 1 of l PageID #240
A0 121 (6/90)

COMMISSIONER OF PATENTS AND TRADEMARKS REPORT ON THE
(USI’TO) FILING OF DETERMINATION OF AN ACTION 0R APPEAL

P~0- 30* 1450 REGARDING A COPYRIGHTAlexandria, VA 223134450 
In compliance with the Act of July 19. 1952 (66 Stat. 814; 35 U.S.C. 290) you are hereby advised

that a court action has been filed on the following patent(s) in the US. District Court:

DOCKET DATE FILED UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT,

13_cv_08416 1 1/21/2013 NORTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS,
EASTERN DIVISION

 
 

 

PLAINTIFF DEFENDANT

Velocity Patent LLC BMW Of North America, LLC et al. 
 

5,954,781 Sept. 21,1999 Harvey Slepian and Loran Sutton

In the above-entitled case the following patent(s) have been included:

 
 

  
  

 
INCLUDED BY

[] Amendment [] Answer [ ] Cross Bill [ ] Other Pleading

PATENT NO. DATE OF PATENT PATENT

In the above-entitled case, the following decision has been rendered orjudgment issued:

DECISION/JUDGMENT;

DEPUTY CLERK:

DATE INCLUDED

   

  

Thomas G. Bruton Maria G. Hernandez December 2, 2013 
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PATENT ASSIGNMENT COVER SHEET

Electronic Version v1.1

Stylesheet Version v1.2

 

EPAS ID: PAT2621265

 

SUBMISSION TYPE: NEW ASSIGNMENT
  

NATURE OF CONVEYANCE: ASSIGNMENT  
CONVEYING PARTY DATA

TAS DISTRIBUTING CO., INC 08/20/2013 
RECEIVING PARTY DATA

Name: VELOCITY PATENTS LLC

Street Address: 350 N. ST. PAUL STREET

Internal Address: SUITE 2900

City: DALLAS

State/Country: TEXAS

Postal Code: 75201

 

l—l

l—l

l—l

PROPERTY NUMBERS Total: 1

Patent Number: 5954781

CORRESPONDENCE DATA

 
 

 
  

 Fax Number:

Phone: 312-283-8555

Email: patrick@richardspatentlaw.Com

Correspondence m7]be sent via US M317 when the emafl attempt is unsuccessful.

Correspondent Name: RICHARDS PATENT LAW P.C.
Address Line 1: 233 S. WACKER DR.

Address Line 2: 84TH FL

Address Line 4: CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60622

A'I'I'ORNEY DOCKET NUMBER: 1089-001

NAME OF SUBMITTER: PATRICK RICHARDS

Signature: /Patrick D. Richards/

Date: 11/20/2013

   
==
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This document serves as an Oath/Declaration (37 CFR 1.63).

Total Attachments: 3

source=TAS to Velocity Patents Assignment#page1.tif

source=TAS to Velocity Patents Assignment#page2.tif

source=TAS to Velocity Patents Assignment#page3.tif 
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EXHIBIT B -— ASSIGNMENT OF PATENT RIGHTS

This patent assignment ("Assignment”) is entered into as of August 20, 2013 by and between

TAS Distributing Co., Inc, a company organized under the laws of lllinois with a principal place
of business at 1519 W. Altorfer Drive, Suite A, Peoria, IL 61615 (“Assignor”), and Velocity

Patents LLC, a company organized under the laws of Texas (“Assignee”).

For good and valuable consideration, the receipt of which is hereby acknowledged, Assig-nor”),

does hereby irrevocably sell, assign, transfer, and convey unto Assignee, or its designees all

right, title, and interest that exist today and may exist in the future in and to all of the following

(collectively, the “Patent Rights”):

(a) the invention disciosures, provisional patent applications, patent applications and patents

listed below (the “Patents”);

(b) all provisional patent applications, patent applications, patents or other governmental

grants or issuances (i) to which any ofthe Patents directly or indirectly claims priority, and/or (ii)
for which any of the Patents directly or indirectly forms a basis for priority, and/or (iii) to which

any of the Patents is terminally disclaimed;

(c) reissues, reexaminations, extensions, continuations, ccntinuations in part, continuing

prosecution applications, requests for continuing examinations, and divisions of any item in the

foregoing categories (a) and (b);

(d) foreign patents, patent applications, and counterparts relating to any item in the foregoing

categories (a) through (0), including, without limitation, certificates of invention, utility models,

industrial design protection, design patent protection, and other governmental grants or
issuances;

(e) items in any of the foregoing in categories (a) through (d), whether or not expressly listed

as Patents below and whether or not claims in any of the foregoing have been rejected,

withdrawn, cancelled, or the like;

(f) rights to all inventions, invention disclosures, and discoveries described in any item in the

foregoing categories (a) through (e) and all other rights arising out of such inventions, invention
disclosures, and discoveries;

(g) rights to apply in any or all countries of the world for patents, certificates of invention, utility

models, industrial design protections, design patent protections, or other governmental grants or

issuances of any type related to any item in the foregoing categories (a) through (f), including,
without limitation, under the Paris Convention for the Protection of Industrial Property, the

International Patent Cooperation Treaty, or any other convention, treaty, agreement, or

understanding; ‘

(h) causes of action (whether currently pending, filed, or otherwise) and other enforcement

rights under, or on account of, any of the Patents and/or any item in any of the foregoing

categories (a) through (9), including, without limitation, all causes of action and other

enforcement rights for

(i) damages, (ii) injunctive relief, and (iii) other remedies of any kind for past, current, and

future infringement; and '

CONFIDENTIAL ' 1o 0f13

Patent Purchase Agreement between Velocity Patents, LC and TAS Distributing Co., Inc.
August 23, 2013
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(E) all rights to collect royalties and other payments under or on account of any of the Patents
and/or any item in the foregoing categories (b) through (it),

 

 

Patent No.
 

 
 

issue Date Title
 
  

  

 

5,954,781 September Method and Apparatus for
21, 1999 Optimizing Vehicle

Operation

Assignor hereby authorizes the respective patent office or governmental agency in each

jurisdiction to issue any and all patents, certificates of invention, utility models or other
governmental grants or issuences that may be granted upon any of the Patent Rights in the
name of Assignee, as the assignee to the entire interest therein.

Assignor wiil, at the reasonable request of Assignee, do alt things reasonably necessary,

proper, or advisable, lnctuding without limitation, the execution, acknowledgment, and
recordaiion or specific assignments, oaths, declarations, and'cther documents on a country-by-

country basis, to assist Assignee in obtaining, perfecting, sustaining, and/or enforcing the Patent
Rights. Such assistance wilt include providing, and obtaining from the respective inventors,
prompt production of pertinent facts and documents, giving of testimony, execution of petitions,
oaths, powers of attorney, specifications, declarations or other papers, and other assistance
reasonably necessary for filing patent applications, complying with any duty of disclosure, and
conducting prosecution, reexamination, reissue, interference or other priority proceedings,
Opposition proceedings, canceiletion proceedings, public use proceedings, infringement or other
court actions and the like with respect to {he iDatent Rights. Assignee will pay Assignor’s

reasonable out-ot-pocket costs and expenses associated with the foregoing activities within (45)
torty«tive days of when they were incurred,

The terms and conditions of this Assignment of Patent Rights will inure to the benefit of

Assignee, its successors, assigns, and other legal representativesend will be binding upon

Assignor, its successors, assigns, and other legai representatives.

Peoria County, lllincis on if" 3» C ._ 2g Z :§ .

A$SEGNOR

 
( ignature MUST be notarized)

STATE OF lLLINOIS

CONFIDENTIAL 11 of 13
Patent Purchase Agreement between Velocity .i’atents, LC and ’I‘AS Distributing (20., Inc.
August 22, 201 3
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COUNTY OF PEORIA
‘ ./ ‘

On glil—Ql‘g ,before me, EDPCk—Yld‘. EL Cianc Q ,Notary
Public in and for said State, personally appeared V ,

personally known to me (or proved to me on the basis of satisfactory evidence) to be the person
whose name is subscribed to the within instrument and acknowledged to me that helshe

executed the same in his/her autharized capacity, and that by his/her signature on the
instrument the person, or the entity upon behalf of which the person acted, executed the
instrument“

WlTNESS my hand and Official seal.

’ “m: C: £ Z; 93/Signatuieg , [L % (Seal)
  

  

  

 "OFFICIAL SEAL"
BRAND! E. L. GENGE

NOTARY PUBLIC, sme 0F mucus
MY COMMISSION EXPIRES 11I29I2016

CONFEDENTIAL 12 of13

Patent Purchase Agreement between Velocity Patents, LC and ’I‘AS Distributing (29., inc.
August 22, 2013
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PATENT ASSIGNMENT COVER SHEET

Electronic Version v1.1

Stylesheet Version v1.2

 

EPAS ID: PAT2621269

 

SUBMISSION TYPE: NEW ASSIGNMENT
  

NATURE OF CONVEYANCE: ASSIGNMENT  
CONVEYING PARTY DATA

 VELOCITY PATENTS LLC 11/15/2013

RECEIVING PARTY DATA

Name: VELOCITY PATENT LLC

Street Address: 335 LLOYDEN PARK LANE

City: ATH ERTON

State/Country: CALIFORNIA

Postal Code: 94027

PROPERTY NUMBERS Total: 1

  
 

I Property Type II Number I 

 
  Patent Number: 5954781

CORRESPONDENCE DATA

 

 

Fax Number:

Phone: 312-283-8555

Email: patrick@richardspatentlaw.com

Conespondence 1407/ be sent Via US M817 when the emafl attempt Is unsuccessful.

Correspondent Name: RICHARDS PATENT LAW P.C.
Address Line 1: 233 S. WACKER DR.

Address Line 2: 84TH FL

Address Line 4: CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60606

ATTORNEY DOCKET NUMBER: 1089-001

NAME OF SUBMITTER: PATRICK RICHARDS

Signature: /Patrick D. Richards/

Date: 11/20/2013
 

 
   

42
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This document serves as an Oath/Declaration (37 CFR 1.63).

Total Attachments: 2

source=Ve|ocity Patents to Velocity Patent.2013-11-15 Assignment of Patent Rights#page1.tif

source=Ve|ocity Patents to Velocity Patent.2013—11—15 Assignment of Patent Rights#page2.tif
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rh$$lf§téME§§T Bi: PAYENT RiGHTS

This patent assignment (“Assignment") is entered into as of November 15, 2613‘ by and

between Veiooity Patents LLG, a oomrzrehyr organized under the laws of Texas {“Assignor”}, and

Velocity Patent LLC, a company organized under the iawe oi illinoie with principal piece of

business at 335 Lioyden Park Lane, Atherion, CA 9-402? (“Assignee”).

For good and ueiuabls consideration, the receipt oi which is hereby acknowledged, Aestgnor"),
does hereby irreuooehly eeii, assign, transfer, and convey unto Aeoignee, or its cieeigneee all
right. titte, and interest that exist today and may exist in the future in and to all of the foiiowing

(coiteotiveiy, the “Patent Rights"):

{a} the invention disclosures, provisionai patent applications, patent aopiicatione and patents

listed below (the “Patents”);

(in) ail provisional patent applications, patent applications, patents or other governmentat

grants or issuanees {i} to which any of the Patents directly or indirectly oieims priority arid/0r (ii)

tor which any oi the Patents directly or indirectiy forms a basis for priority;

(o) reissues, reexami‘netions, extensions, oontinuations, continuatione in part, continuing

prosecution applications, requests for continuing examinations. and divisions of any item in the

foregoing categories (a) and (bi;

(d) foreign patents, patent applications, and counterparts relating to any item in the foregoing
categories (a) through (c), inoiuding, without limitation, oeriiticatee of invention, utiiity models,

industrial design protection, design patent protection, and: other governmental grants or
issuances:

(e) items in any of the foregoing in categories. (a) through {d}, whether or not expressly tiered

es Patents below and whether or not oieims in any of the toregoing have been rejected,

withdrawn, cancelled, or the like;

(i) rights to oil inventions, invention disclosures, and discoveries described in any item in the
foregoing categories {a} through (e) and all other righie arising out of such inventions, invention
disclosures, and discoveries;

(9} rights to apply in any or all countries of the world for patents, certificates oi invention, utitity
models, industrial design protections, design patent protections, or other gouarnrnentai grants or

issuanoes of any type related to any item in the foregoing categories (a) through (f), including.
without limitation, under the Paris Convention for the Protection of industrial Property, the

Internationai Patent Cooperation Treaty, or any other convention, treaty, agreement, or

understanding;

(h) caUSee of action (whether currently pending, fileci, or otherwise) and other enforcement

rights under, or on account of, any of the Patents snolor any item in any of the toregoing

categories (a) through (9). including, without iirnitation, eli causes oi action and other
enioroement rights for

{i} damages, {ii} injunctive relief, and {iii} other remedies or any kind tor past, current, and

future infringement; and

(i) all rights to ooiiect royaities and other payments under or on account of any oi the Patents

and/or any item in the foregoing categories (to) through (h).

1on
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"Method and Apparatus for

21 , tQQQ Optimizing Vehicle

Operation"

i
i
l 

.Assignor hereby suthorlzes the respective patent otfioe or governmental agency in each
jurisdiction to issue any and all patents, certificates of invention. utility mooois or other

governmental grants or issuanoos that may be granted upon any ot the Patent Rights in the
name of Assignee, as the assigns-e to the entire interest therein.

Assignor will, at the reasonable request of Assignos, do all things reasonably necessary;

proper, or advisabte, including without limitation, the execution, aoknowtedgmsnh and

rooordstion of specific assignments, Cloths, oeoisrstions, and other documents on a countrysbyfi

country basis, to assist Assignso in obtaining, perfecting, sustaining, anolor ontorcing the Patent

Rights. Such assistanoo will include providing, and obtaining from the respective inventors,
prompt production of pertinent facts and documents, giving of testimony, execution of petitions,

oaths, powers of attorney. specifications, declarations or other papers: and other assistanos

reasonably nsoossary for filing patent apptioations, complying with any duty of disclosure; and
conducting prosecution, reexamination? reissue, interference or other priority proceedings,
opposition proceedings. cancellation proceedings, public use-proceedings initingsment or other

court actions and, the like with respect to the Patent Rights. Assignso wilt pay ABS’iQHOt’S

reasonable outfit—pocket costs and expenses associated with the foregoing activities within {45}
forty-this {toys of when they were incurred.

The terms and conditions of this Assignment. of Patent Rights will inure to the benefit of

Assignees, its successors, assigns, and othsr legal representatives and Witt no binding upon

Asstgnor, its successors, assigns, and other legal representatives.

ASS-lGNOR

By: Velocity Patents LLG

  
On: w

Namszr Thom-as C. Msvrakakis
Title: Member

2 02:2
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CW '. . ",

UNITED STATES PA ’ 1“AND TRADEMARK OFFICE gb,A . ' Commissioner for Patents
‘1 ‘United States Patent and Trademark Office

P.O. Box 1450
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

www.uspto.gov

 
PAYOR NUMBER

28hh9
, P75M .

BUSH PATENT 8 LAW GROUP DATE PRINTED

6850 NORTH SHILOH ROAD

SUITE K - PMB 139 Oh/lI/07
GARLAND TX 750111+

MAINTENANCE FEE REMINDER

According to the records of the US. Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO) the maintenance fee for
the patent(s) listed below (for which the above address is on record as the fee address under

37 CFR 1.363) has not been paid within the six—month period set forth in 37 CFR 1.362(d).
THE MAINTENANCE FEE MAY STILL BE PAID WITH THE APPLICABLE SURCHARGE SET FORTH

IN 37 CFR 1.20(h). WITHIN THE SIX-MONTH GRACE PERIOD SET FORTH IN 37 CFR 1.362(e).

Unless payment of the maintenance fee and the applicable surcharge is received in the USPTO
within the six-month grace period, THE PATENT WILL EXPIRE AS OF THE END OF THE GRACE
PERIOD. 35 U.S.C. 410.1).

The total payment due is the amount required on the date the fee is paid (and not necessarily the
amount indicated below). All USPTO fees (including maintenance fees) are subject to change.
Customers should refer to the USPTO Web site (www.uspto.gov) or call the Maintenance Fee Branch
at 571—272—6500 for the most current fee amounts for the correct entity status before submitting
payment. The total payment due indicated below is based on the entity status according to current
Office records (shown below).

Timely payment of the total payment due is required in order to avoid expiration of the patent.
A maintenance fee payment can be timely made using the certificate of mailing or transmission
procedure set forth in 37 CFR 1.8..

U.S. PATENT APPL. PAY- TOTAL ATTORNEY
PATENT FEE MAINT. APPL ISSUE FILING MENT SMALL PYMT DOCKET
NUMBER AMT SURCHG NUMBER DATE DATE YEAR ENTITY? DUE NUMBER

595h781 1150 65 08813270 09/21/99 03/10/97 8 YES 1215 TAsn-385h2

The maintenance fee and the applicable surcharge can be paid quickly and easily over the Internet
at www.uspto.gov by electronic funds transfer (EFT), credit card, or USFl‘O deposit account payment
methods. The mailing address for all maintenance fee payments not electronically submitted over the
Internet is: United States Patent and Trademark Office, P.O. Box 371611, Pittsburgh, PA 15250-1611.
 

Direct any questions about this notice to: Mail Stop M Correspondence, Director of the United
States Patent and Trademark Office, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313—1450.

NOTE: This notice was automatically generated based on the amount of time that elapsed since
the date a patent was granted. It is possible that the patent term may have ended or been shortened
due to a terminal disclaimer that was filed in the application. Also, for any patent that
issued from an application filed on or after June 8, 1995 containing a specific reference to
an earlier filed application or applications under 35 U.S.C. 120, 121, 01' 365(0), the patent
term ends 20 years from the date on which the earliest such application was filed, unless
the term was adjusted or extended under 35 U.S.C. 154 or 156. Patentee should determine the
relevant patent term for a patent before paying the maintenance fee.

MF440H (3/2006)
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, Availamgfitssue FEE T.ISMI‘ITAL
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re application of:
Harvey Slepian Batch No.: 807

Serial No.: 08/813,270 Group Art Unit: 3661

Filed: March 10, 1997 Examiner: G. Arthur
 

§

_ §
For: METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR §

OPTIMIZING VEHICLE OPERATION §

Box Issue Fee y . RECEIVED
Assistant Commissioner For Patents

Washington, DC. 20321 {JUL 2 7 1999

TRANSMITTAL Pubiishil‘l‘gaDi'vifiWI
Dear Sir:

In response to the Notice of Allowance and Issue Fee Due mailed on April 22, 1999,

enclosed are the following:

1. Part B - Issue Fee Transmittal;

2. Check in the amount of $620.00 ($605.00 for the issue fee and $15.00 for five

(5) soft copies);

3. This Transmittal sheet in duplicate; and

4. Return postcard.

The Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge Deposit Account No. 08-1394 for

any deficiencies in the enclosed fees.

. Respectfully submitted,

éa/K/
Michael S. Bush

Registration No. 31,745

Date: 3““9' 2 |‘ (‘1 ‘I (i EXPRESS MAIL NO.:W
HAYNES AND BOONE, L.L.P. DATE OF DEPOSIT' 7,&/- 723100 NationsBank Plaza '

901 Main Street EmsPap5r5235:$331333:ifcidvrvétshsélesié§e§°swerVIce x | | I

Dallas, Texas 752023789 _ under 37 CFR §1.10 on the date indicated above and is
Telephone: 214/65 1-5589 addressed to the Assistant Commissioner for Patents,

Facsimile: 214/651-5940 Wasm‘?“ '20 2023‘
File: 23630.4 0 56..
d—670432.1 Na of person /-I|Ing paper and fee 
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755.5 5/5”? {390%
£23 PATENT 

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re application of: Harvey Slepian et a1.
Batch No.: 807

Serial No.: 08/813,270

Group Art Unit: 3661
Filed: March 10, 1997

Examiner: Arthur, G.
For: METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR

OPTIMIZING VEHICLE OPERATION

Box Issue Fee RECEIVEDAssistant Commissioner For Patents

Washington, DC. 20321

(MWJOODWJCDDWDEUJCO‘J
MAY 2 6 1999

W Publishing Division
Dear Sir:

In response to the Notice of Allowance and Issue Fee Due mailed on April 22, 1998,

enclosed are the following:

1. Letter to Official Draftsman;

2. Three (3) sheets of formal drawings; and

3. Return postcard.

The Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge payment of any fees associated

with any of the papers submitted herewith or to credit any overpayment to Deposit Account

No. 08-1394.

Respectfully submitted,

Michael S. Bush

[Vi/A Z l ( 0i “(‘3 Registration No. 31,745
Date: \7 '

HAYNES AND BOONE, L,L.P. ' ' _ V-withiih‘elu'hite Ste
3100 NationsBank Plaza ‘

901 Main Street

Dallas, Texas 75202-3789

Telephone: 214/651-5589
Facsimile: 214/651-5940

File: 23630.3
d-649162.1
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re application of:

Harvey Slepian et al.
Batch No.: 807

Serial No.: 08/813,270

Group Art Unit: 3661
Filed: March 10, 1997
 

Examiner: Arthur, G.
For: METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR

OPTIMIZING VEHICLE OPERATION

mmmmmmmmm
Box Issue Fee

Assistant Commissioner For Patents

Washington, DC. 20321

LETTER TO THE OFFICIAL DRAFTSPERSON

Dear Sir:

PATENT

In response to the Notice of Allowance mailed on April 22, 1999, enclosed are three

(3) sheets of formal drawings to replace the informal drawings as originally filed in

connection with the above-identified patent application.

Respectfully submitted,

Michael s. Bush

Registration No. 31,745

Date: lVlAY 1') IQ‘IC)

HAYNES AND BOONE, L.L.P.
3100 NationsBank Plaza

901 Main Street

Dallas, Texas 75202-3789

Telephone: 214/651-5589
Facsimile: 214/651-5940

File: 23630.4
d-650128.1
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9': UNITED swigDEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Patent and Trademark Oflice

 
NOTICE OF ALLOWANCE AND ISSUE FEE DUE

$*CDRREC‘ED CDPY$$
ematroaaz

MIEHaEL E BUSH

HEVNEB'eNp BUDNE LLP
31oo NATIUNEBANE PLAZA
901 MAIN STREET
DALLAS TX 75202~37a9

APPUCATION NO. ‘ FILING DATE TOTAL CLAIMS EXAMINER AND GROUP AFIT UNIT DATE MAILED

 na/31a.a?o 03/10/97 032 ARTHUR. a

First Named E3. -. -- I
”mam E-E:IAN. Heava

Rfiéggdmztnou amp apeanntue FUR nETIMIZtme VEHICLE upEaaitnM

ATTY'S DOCKET NO. CLASS-SUBCLASS BATCH NO. APPLN. TYPE SMALL ENTITY FEE DUE DATE DUE

TA2313 ~- Eli-354:5 "2" {II 1 ‘- 0 94‘5- .. it [I (I 5167 UT I I.. I TY Y E33 “FIE-U If. .. [I (I [3 7 / Z‘L—i 1"5‘9 
THE APPLICATION IDENTIFIED ABOVE HAS BEEN EXAMINED AND IS ALLOWED FOR ISSUANCE AS A PA TENT.
EROSEQUTION ON THE MERITS LS QLQSEQ. _

THE ISSUE FEE MUST BE PAID WITHIN THREE MONTHS FROM THE MAILING DATE OF THIS NOTICE OR THIS

APPLICATION SHALL BE REGARDED AS ABANDONED. THIS STATUTORY PERIOD QANNOT BE EXTENDED.

HOW TO RESPOND TO THIS NOTICE:
I. Review the SMALL ENTITY status shown above.

If the SMALL ENTITY is shown as YES, verify your If the SMALL ENTITY is shown as NO:
current SMALL ENTITY status:

A. If the status is changed, pay twice the amount of the
FEE DUE shown above and notify the Patent and A- Pay FEE DUE ShOW" abOVe- 0'
Trademark Office of the change in status, or

B. If the status is the same, pay the FEE DUE shown
above. B. File verified statement of Small Entity Status before, or with,

payment of 1/2 the FEE DUE shown above.

II. Part Balssue Fee Transmittal should be completed and returned to the Patent and Trademark Office (PTO) with your

ISSUE FEE. Even if the ISSUE FEE has already been paid by charge to deposit account, Part B Issue Fee Transmittal

should be completed and returned. If you are charging the ISSUE FEE to your deposit account, section “4b" of Part

B-Issue Fee Transmittal should be completed and an extra copy ot the form should be submitted.

III. All communications regarding this application must give application number and batch number.
Please direct all communications prior to issuance to Box ISSUE FEE unless advised to the contrary.

IMPORTANT REMINDER: Utility patents issuing on applications filed on or after Dec. 12, 1980 may require payment of
maintenance fees. It is patentee's responsibility to ensure timely payment of maintenance
fees when due.

PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE COPY

PTOL-85 (REV. 10-96) Approved for use through 06/30/99. (0651-0033)
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Application No. Applicant(s)
08/813,270 Harvey Slepian et al.

Examiner Group Art Unit
Gertrude Arthur 3661

All claims being allowable PROSECUTION ON THE MERITS IS (OR REMAINS) CLOSEDIn this application. If not included
herewith (or previously mailed), a Notice of Allowance and issue Fee Due or other appropriate communication will be mailed
in due course.

  
 

Notice of Allowability

     lllllllllll

l_)_(_; This communication is responsive to the amendment filed 2/16/99

‘X‘, The allowed claim(s) is/are 1-3 5-7 9-22 26-28 and 30-38 

The drawings filed on are acceptable.

(- Acknowledgement is made of a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a)—(d).

i'I All :ISome* [None of the CERTIFIED copies of the priority documents have been
received

[I]II] received in Application No. (Series Code/Serial Number)

I,_,I received in this national stage application from the International Bureau (PCT Rule 172(3)).

*Certlfied copies not received:

C" Acknowledgement is made of a claim for domestic priority under 35 U.S,C. § 119(e).

A SHORTENED STATUTORY PERIOD FOR RESPONSE to comply with the requirements noted below is set to EXPIRE
THREE MONTHSQOM THE "DATE MAILED" of this Office action. Failure to timely comply will result In
ABANDONMENT of this application. Extensions of time may be obtained under the provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(a).

[:1 Note the attached EXAMINER'S AMENDMENT or NOTICE OF iNFORMAL APPLICATION, PTO-152, which discloses that
the oath or declaration is deficient. A SUBSTITUTE OATH OR DECLARATION IS REQUIRED.

9g Applicant MUST submit NEW FORMAL DRAWINGS

X_ because the originally filed drawings were declared by applicant to be informal.

I”) including changes required by the Notice of Draftsperson's Patent Drawing Review, PTO-948, attached hereto or to
Paper No.
 

including changes required by the proposed drawing correction filed on , which has been
approved by the examiner.

—: Including changes required by the attached Examiner's Amendment/Comment.L_.I

identifying indicia such as the application number (see 37 CFR 1.84(c)) should be written on the reverse side of
the drawings. The drawings should be filed as a separate paper with a transmittal Iettter addressed to the Official
Draftsperson.

I] Note the attached Examiner's comment regarding REQUIREMENT FOR THE DEPOSIT OF BIOLOGICAL MATERIAL.

Any response to this letter should include, in the upper right hand corner, the APPLICATION NUMBER (SERIES
CODE/SERIAL NUMBER). If applicant has received a Notice of Allowance and Issue Fee Due, the ISSUE BATCH NUMBER
and DATE of the NOTICE OF ALLOWANCE should also be included.

Attachment(s)
3 Notice of References Cited PTO-892

7 information Disclosure Statement(s ), PTO—i449, Paper No(s).

{TI Notice of Draftsperson's Patent Drawing Review, PTO-948

i"; Notice of informal Patent Application, PTO-152

:X‘, Interview Summary, PTO-413 WILLIAM A. CUCHLINSKIJR
IX“! Examiner‘s Amendment/Comment SUPERWSORYYPATTENTEXAMINER
W Examiner’s Comment Regarding Requirement for Deposit of Biological Material TECHNOLOGY CENTER 3600

 
X‘- Examiner's Statement of Reasons for Allowance

 U S Patent and Trademark Office

PTO-37 (Rev. 9-95) Notice of Allowability Part of Paper No. 9
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Serial Number: 08/813,270 Page 2

Art Unit: 3661

EXAMINER’ S AMENDMENT

1. An examiner's amendment to the record appears below. Should the changes and/or

additions be unacceptable to applicant, an amendment may be filed as provided by 37 CFR 1.312.

To ensure consideration of such an amendment, it MUST be submitted no later than the payment

ofthe issue fee.

Authorization for this examiner‘s amendment was given in a telephone interview with

Michael S. Bush (Reg # 31,745) on April 13, 1999.

2, The application has been amended as follows: In claim 34, line 1 1, the word “sensor” afier

notification has been changed to --circuit--

REASONS FOR ALLOWANCE

3. The following is an examiner's statement of reasons for allowance: The prior art fails to

disclose an apparatus for optimizing operation ofa vehicle and comprising an upshifi notification

circuit coupled to the processor subsystem, the upshifi notification circuit issuing a notification

that the engine of the vehicle is being operated at an excessive engine speed and the processor
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A, . \ .

Serial Number: 08/813,270 Pa0:: (D m

Art Unit: 3661

determines when to activate the upshifi notification circuit ', and a downshifi notification circuit

coupled to the processor subsystem, the downshifi notification circuit issuing a notification that

the engine of the vehicle is being operated at an insufficient engine speed and the processor

determines when to activate the downshifi notification circuit. Nor does the prior art discloses a

Fuel overinjection notification circuit coupled to the processor subsystem, wherein the file]

overinjection notification circuit issuing a notification that excessive fuel is being supplied to the

engine of the vehicle and the processor subsystem determining whether to activate the fuel

overinjection notification circuit based upon data received from the road speed sensor, the throttle

position sensor and the manifold sensor. Nor does the prior art discloses that the processor

subsystem determines whether to activate the vehicle proximity alarm circuit based upon

separation distance data received from the radar detector, vehicle speed/stopping distance table

stored in the memory subsystem. These limitations are neither taught nor obvious by the prior art.

Any comments considered necessary by applicant must be submitted no later than the

payment of the issue fee and, to avoid processing delays, should preferably accompany the issue

fee. Such submissions should be clearly labeled "Comments on Statement of Reasons for

Allowance. "
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Serial Number: 08/813,270 Page 4

Art Unit: 366]

Conclusion

4. Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the examiner

should be directed to Gertrude Arthur whose telephone number is (703) 308-7564. The examiner

can normally be reached on Tuesday-Friday from 8:30 am to 6:00 pm and every first Monday of

the bi-week from 8:30 am to 6:00 pm.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessfiil, the examiner‘s supervisor,

William Cuchlinski, can be reached on (703) 308-3873. The appropriate fax phone number for

the organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is (703) 305—7687,

Any inquiry of a general nature or relating to the status ofthis application or proceeding

should be directed to the receptionist whose telephone number is (703) 308-1 1 13‘

WlLUAM A. CUCHLlNSKI, JR.
V SUPERVISORY PATENT EXAMINER

(a TECHNOLOGY CENTER 3600
April 13, 1999
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Application No. Applicant(s)

InterVIeW summary Examiner Group Art Unit

. -I IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
AII participants (applicant, applicant's representative, PTO personnel):

     

 
(1) Gertrude Arthur (3)

(2) Michael 8 Bush (Reg 3 31 745) (4)

Date of interview AQI' 13 1999

Type: '29Telephonic (Bersonal (copy is given to afiblicant apflicant's representative).

Exhibit shown or demonstration conducted: (Zes PE. If yes, brief description:
 

 

Agreement i)_,Cwas reached [Eras notreached

Ciaim(s) discussed: 34
 

identification of prior art discussed:
None 

 

Description of the general nature of what was agreed to if an agreement was reached, or any other comments:

lo change the word "sensor" after notification to ——c/rcuit—- in line 11.

(A fuller description, if necessary, and a copy of the amendments, if available, which the examiner agreed would render
the claims allowable must be attached Also, where no copy of the amendents which would render the claims allowable
is available, a summary thereof must be attached.)

1. '25) It is not necessary for applicant to provide a separate record of the substance of the interview.

Unless the paragraph above has been checked to indicate to the contrary, A FORMAL WRITTEN RESPONSE TO THE LAST
OFFICE ACTION IS NOT WAIVED AND MUST INCLUDE THE SUBSTANCE OF THE INTERVIEW. (See MPEP Section
71304). If a response to the last Office action has already been filed, APPLICANT IS GIVEN ONE MONTH FROM THIS
INTERVIEW DATE TO FILE A STATEMENT OF THE SUBSTANCE OF THE INTERVIEW,

2. [3 Since the Examiner's interview summary above (including any attachments) reflects a complete response to
each of the objections, rejections and requirements that may be present in the last Office action, and since the
claims are now allowable, this completed form is considered to fulfill the response requirements of the last
Office action. Applicant is not relieved from providing a separate record of the interview unless box 1 above
is also checked

Examiner Note: You must sign and stamp this form unless it is an attachment to a signed Office action.

. stem and Trademark OfficeU S P

PTO-413 (Rev 10-95) Interview Summary Paper No. 8
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PATENT
‘k .

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE WV
243’ V7

 
In re application of:

Harvey Slepian et a1.

Serial No.: 08/813,270 Examiner: G. Arthur

Filed: March 10, 1997 Group Art Unit: 3614

For: METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR

OPTIMIZING VEHICLE OPERATION

WWWWWWWWK}?
AMENDMENT

Assistant Commissioner for Patents

Washington, DC 20231

Dear Sir:

In response to the office action mailed August 6, 1998, having a shortened

statutory period for response which expired on November 6, 1998, and extended by

Petition enclosed herewith until February 8, 1998, February 6 being a Saturday and

February 7 being a Sunday, please amend the above-identified patent application as
follows:

In the Claims:  
  283366 «L”J”,n,“11:13..1” ,1 

1. (Amended) Apparatus for optimizing operation of a vehicle, comprisi 3'A: EAISSB‘
a plurality of sensors coupled to a vehicle having an engine, said pluralit

G0:92:9% 003883193\ sensors, which collectively monitor operation of said vehicle, including a road spe'ed

if sensor, an engine speed sensor, a manifold pressure sensor and a throttle position
sensor;

a processor subsystem, coupled to each one of said plurality of sensors, to

receive data therefrom;

02/23/1999 CEOFER 00000003 001394 08813270

01 FC:202 156.00 CH
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v .
.

' v
.

a memory subsystem, coupled to said processor subsystem, said memory

subsystem storing therein a manifold pressure set point an RPM set oint and 

present and prior levels for each one of said plurality of sensors;

a fuel overinjection notification circuit coupled to said processor subsystem,

said fuel overinjection notification circuit issuing a notification that excessive fuel is

being supplied to said engine of said vehicle;

an upshift notification circuit coupled to said processor subsystem, said upshift

notification circuit issuin a notification that said en 'ne of said vehicle is bein 

operated at an excessive speed;

said processor subsystem determining, based upon data received from said

plurality of sensors, when to activate said fuel overinjection circuit and when to

 shift notification circuit. 
  Please canoe laim 4 without prejudice or disclaimer.

Claim 5find/Lil, delete “4” and substitute —1— therefor.
Claim 39% 1, delete “5” and substitute —1 1— therefor.. Claim , line ‘6” and substitute —11— therefor.

  

1, de

Please cancel fithout prejudice or disclaimer.

Claim Wete “8” and substitute —1— therefor.
Claim 1 , line 1, delete “9" and substitute -1— therefor.

1/1. V (Amended) Apparatus for optimizing operation of a vehicle, [according to 

‘3’ ' claim 4 and further] comprising:
a luralit of sensors cou led to avehicle havin an en he said luralit of

g sensors which collectivel monitor 0 eration of said vehicle includin a road s eed\

 

 

sensor a manifold ressure sensor and a throttle osition sensor' 

a rocessor subs stem cou led to each one of said luralit of sensors to 

receive data therefrom;

W
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, _~ ,

a. ._..

amemo subs stem cou led to said rocessor subs stem said memo 

subs stem storin therein a manifold ressure set oint and resent and rior levels 

for each one of said luralit of sensors 

a fuel overin'ection notification circuit cou led to said rocessor subs stem 

said fuel overin'ection notification circuit issuin a notification that excessive fuel is 

being supplied to said engine of said vehicle;

a downshift notification circuit coupled to said processor subsystem, said

downshift notification circuit issuing a notification that said engine of said vehicle is

being operated at an insufficient engine speed; and i

said processor subsystem determining, based upon data received from said

plurality of sensors, when to activate said fuel overinjection circuit and when to

activate said downshift notification circuit.

Claim 13, line 1, delete “11" and substitute —11— therefor.

'7 1,8. (Amended) Apparatus for optimizing operation of a vehicle, comprising:

a radar detector, said radar detector determining a distance separating a

vehicle having an engine and an object in front of said vehicle;

at least one sensor coupled to said vehicle for monitoring operation thereof,

said at least one sensor including a road speed sensor, a manifold pressure sensor, a

throttle position sensor and an engine speed sensor;

a processor subsystem, coupled to said radar detector and said at least one

sensor, to receive data therefrom;

a memory subsystem, coupled to said processor subsystem, said memory

subsystem storing a first vehicle speed/stopping distance table, a manifold pressure

set point, an RPM set point, a [and] present level[s] for each one of said at least one

sensor and a prior level for each one of said at least one sensor;

a vehicle proximity alarm circuit coupled to said processor subsystem, said

vehicle proximity alarm circuit issuing an alarm that said vehicle is too close to said

object;
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a fuel overin'ection circuit cou led to said rocessor subs stem said fuel 

overin'ection circuit issuin a notification that excessive fuel is bein su lied to said 

engine of said vehicle;

an u shift notification circuit cou led to said rocessor subs stem said u shift 

notification circuit issuin a notification that said en 'ne of said vehicle is bein 

operated at an excessive speed;

said processor subsystem determining, based upon data received from said

radar detector, said at least one sensor and said memory subsystem, when to activate

said vehicle prOximity alarm circuit, when to activate said fuel overinjection circuit,

and when to activate said u shift notification circuit.

|/Vl/::-ease cancel Claims 23, 24 and 25 without prejudice or disclaimer.L Claim 26, line 1, delete “25” and substitute —18— therefor.
Z5 2,”. (Amended) Apparatus for optimizing operation of a vehicle, comprising:

 

a radar detector, said radar detector determining a distance separating a

vehicle having an engine and an object in front of said vehicle;

Lj< a plurality of sensors coupled to a vehicle having an engine, said plurality of
sensors, which collectively monitor operation of said vehicle, including a road speed

sensor, and engine speed sensor, a manifold pressure sensor and a throttle position

sensor;

a processor subsystem, coupled to said radar detector and each one of said

plurality of sensors, to receive data therefrom; /

a memory subsystem, coupled to said processor subsystem, said memory

subsystem storing therein a first vehicle speed/stopping distance table, a manifold

pressure set point, an RPM set point, and present and prior levels for each one of said

plurality of sensors;

a fuel overinjection notification circuit coupled to: said processor subsystem,

said fuel overinjection notification circuit issuing a notification that excessive fuel is

being supplied to said engine of said vehicle;

-4-
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an u shift notification circuit cou led to said rocessor subs stem said u shift 

notification circuit issuin a notification that said en 'ne of said vehicle is bein 

o erated at an excessive en he s eed- 

said processor subsystem determining, based upon data received from said

plurality of sensors, when to activate said fuel overinjection circuit and when to

activate said upshift notification circuit;

a vehicle proximity alarm circuit coupled to said processor subsystem, said

vehicle proximity alarm circuit issuing an alarm that said vehicle is too close to said

object;

said processor subsystem determining, based upon data received from said

radar detector, said at least one sensor and said memory subsystem, when to activate

  

 
said hicle proximity alarm circuit.

 

 
flease cancel claim 29 without prejudice or disclaimer.

Claim 30 line 1, delete “29” and substitute —2 7- therefor.

le 31f. (Amended) Apparatus for optimizing operation of a vehicle, [according to
claim;2/and further] comprising:

a radar detector said radar detector determinin a distance se aratin a 

vehicle havin an en he and an ob'ect in front of said vehicle' 

a luralit of sensors cou led to avehicle havin an en he said luralit of 

sensors which collective] monitor 0 eration of said vehicle includin a road s eed 

sensor and en he s eed sensor a manifold ressure sensor and a throttle osition 

sensor;

a processor subsystem, coupled to said radar detector and each one of said

plurality of sensors, to receive data therefrom; _

a memory subsystem, coupled to said processor subsystem, said memory

subs stem storin therein a first vehicle s eed sto in distance table a manifold

pressure set point, RPM set point, and present and prior levels for each one of said

plurality of sensors;

W
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a fuel overin'ection notification circuit cou led to said rocessor subs stem 

said fuel overin'ection notification circuit issuin a notification that excessive fuel is 

 bein su lied to said en 'ne of said vehicle-

/ a downshift notification circuit coupled to said processor subsystem, said
)7 downshift notification circuit issuing a notification that said engine of said vehicle is

being operated at an insufficient engine speed;

said processor subsystem determining, based upon data received from said

« plurality of sensors, when to activate said fuel overinjection circuit and when to

activate said downshift notification circuit;

a vehicle proximity alarm circuit coupled to said processor subsystem, said

vehicle proximity alarm circuit issuing an alarm that said vehicle is too close to said

object;

said processor subsystem determining, based upon data received from said

radar detector, said at least one sensor and said memog subsystem, when to activate

said vehicle proximity alarm circuit.

Please add new Claims 33—38 as follows:  
  17,433. Apparatus for optimizing operation of a vehicle according to claim 7

wherein said processor subsystem further comprises:

lp means for determining when road speed for said vehicle is decreasing;
means ”for determining when throttle position for said vehicle is increasing;

means for determining when manifold pressure for said vehicle is increasing;

. and

means for determining when engine speed for said vehicle is decreasing;

said processor subsystem activating said fuel overinjection notification circuit

if both throttle position and manifold pressure for said vehicle are increasing and

road speed and engine speed for said vehicle are decreasing."

Lit
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1%".‘34. Apparatus for optimizing operation of a vehicle, comprising:

a plurality of sensors coupled to a vehicle having an engine, said plurality of

sensors, Which collectively monitor operation of said vehicle, including a road speed

sensor, a manifold pressure sensor and a throttle position sensor;

a processor subsystem, coupled to each one of said plurality of sensors, to

receive data therefrom;

a fuel overinjection notification circuit coupled to said processor subsystem,

said fuel overinjection notification circuit issuing a notification that excessive fuel is

being supplied to said engine of said vehicle;

said processor subsystem determining whether to activate said fuel

overinjection notification sensor based upon data received from said road speed

sensor, said throttle position sensor and said manifold pressure sensor.--

Zak-‘35. Apparatus according to Claim 34 and further comprising:
a memory subsystem, coupled to said processor subsystem, said memory

subsystem maintaining a manifold pressure set point;

said processor subsystem activating said fuel overinjection notification circuit

upon determining that:

(1) based upon data received from said road speed sensor, road speed of

said vehicle is increasing;

(2) based upon data received from said throttle position sensor, throttle

position for said vehicle is increasing; and

(3) based upon data received from said manifold pressure sensor,

manifold pressure for said vehicle exceeds said manifold pressure set point--

Zyufi/G Apparatus according to Claim 3,4,2évherein:
said plurality of sensors coupled to said vehicle further include an engine speed

sensor;

said processor subsystem activating said fuel overinjection notification circuit

upon determining that:

W
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.. .

(1) based upon data received from said road speed sensor, road speed of

said vehicle is decreasing;

(2) based upon data received from said throttle position sensor, throttle

position for said vehicle is increasing;

(3) based upon data received from said manifold pressure sensor,

manifold pressure for said vehicle is increasing; and

(4) based upon data received from said engine speed sensor, engine

speed for said vehicle is decreasing.-- »

Bl "3%. Apparatus for optimizing operation of a vehicle, comprising:

a radar detector, said radar detector determining a distance separating'a

vehicle having an engine and an object in front of said vehicle;

at least one sensor coupled to said vehicle for monitoring operation thereof,

said at least one sensor including a road speed sensor;

a processor subsystem, coupled to said radar detector and said at least one

sensor, to receive data therefrom;

a memory subsystem, coupled to said processor subsystem, said memory

subsystem storing a first vehicle speed/stopping distance table;

a vehicle proximity alarm circuit coupled to said processor subsystem, said

vehicle proximity alarm circuit issuing an alarm that said vehicle is too close to said

object;

said processor subsystem determining whether to activate said vehicle ‘

proximity alarm circuit based upon separation distance data received from said radar

detector, vehicle speed data received from said road speed sensor and said first

vehicle speed/stopping distance table stored iii said memory subsystem.--

“mg/L438 Apparatus for optimizing operation of a vehicle according to claim '7’}? 5/
wherein:

\_ .

said at least one sensor further includes a Windshield Wiper sensor for

indicating whether a windshield wiper of said vehicle is activated; and

-8-
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said memory subsystem further storing a second vehicle speed/stopping

distance table;

if said windshield wiper sensor indicates that said windshield wiper is

deactivated, said processor subsystem determining whether to activate said vehicle

proximity alarm circuit based upon data received from said radar detector, said road

speed sensor and said first vehicle speed/stopping distance table stored in said

memory subsystem;

if said windshield wiper sensor indicates that said windshield wiper is

activated, said processor subsystem determining whether to activate said vehicle

proximity alarm circuit based upon data received from said radar detector, said road

speed sensor and said second vehicle speed/stopping distance table stored in said

memory subsystem.--
 

REMARKS

This application has been carefully considered in connection with the

Examiner’s Action. Reconsideration and allowance are respectfully requested in View

of the following. .

Claims 1, 5-7, 9-11, 13, 18, 27 and 30-31 have been amended. Claims 4, 8, 23-

25 and 29 have been canceled without prejudice or disclaimer. New Claims 33-38

have been added. ..

The Applicants kindly thank the Examiner for allowing Claims 14-17 and for

courteously indicating that Claims 8-13, 25, 26 and 29-32 stand objected to as being

dependent on a rejected base claim but which would be allowable if rewritten in

independent form including all of the limitations of the base claim and any

intervening claims. By this Amendment, Claims 4 and 8 have been canceled, the

"subject matter thereof being incorporated into Claim 1. Further by this Amendment,

Claim 11 has been rewritten into independent form, incorporating all of the

limitations of Claims 1 and 4 therein. Still further by this Amendment, Claims 23, 24

and 25 have been canceled, the subject matter thereof being incorporated into Claim

-9-
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18. Further by this Amendment, Claim 29 has been canceled, the subject matter

thereof being incorporated into Claim 27. Finally, Claim 31 has been rewritten in

independent form, incorporating all of the limitations of base claim 27 and new Claim

32, which depends on newly independent Claim 11 has been added. In View of the

Amendments detailed above and further in View of the Examiner’s prior indication of

allowable subject matter, Claims 1-3, 5-22 and 26-33 are all now in condition for

allowance.

In the initial Examiner’s Action, Claims 1-2 and 4-6 were rejected under 35

U.S.C. § 103(a) as being unpatentable over US. 4,901,701 to Chasteen, Claim 3 was

rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) as being unpatentable over Chasteen in View of US.

4,631,515 to Blee et al. and Claims 7, 18-24 and 27-28 were rejected under 35 U.S.C. §

103(a) as being unpatentable over Chasteen in view of US. 5,708,584 to Doi et al.

While the Applicants’ amendment to Claims 1, 5-7, 9-11, 13, 18, 27 and 30-31

rendered the Examiner’s various art rejections moot with respect to Claims 1-3, 5-22

and 26-32, the Applicants respectfully submit that they are entitled to broader claim

coverage than that granted by the Examiner in the initial Examiner’s Action.

Accordingly, further by this Amendment, the Applicants have added new Claims 34-

38 and respectfully submit that these claims are patentably distinguishable over the

art of record.

New Claims 34-36 are closely related to the apparatus for optimizing vehicle

performance originally presented by the Applicants as Claim 1 and initially rejected

by the Examiner as unpatentable over Chasteen. The Applicants respectfully submit

that new Claims 34-36, as presented herein, are neither taught nor suggested by

Chasteen. With respect to Chasteen, the Applicants first note the Chasteen discloses

a system where, in response to certain detected conditions, a CPU issues control

commands which modify the operation of an engine. In contrast, Applicants’ system

merely issues notifications of the determination of a fuel overinjection condition. No

corrective action is taken by the system. Applicants’ system is superior in that it
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enables the vehicle to be operated outside of the preferred operating conditions when

the vehicle operator deems it necessary. For example, it may be necessary to Operate

the vehicle in a fuel overinjection mode when performing emergency actions such as

rapid accelerations to avoid collisions.

The Applicants further note that, in rejecting prior Claim 1 as unpatentable

over Chasteen, the Examiner acknowledged that Chasteen “fails to specifically

disclose a road speed sensor” and asserted that “it would have been obvious...to have

a road speed sensor in the system since the speed sensor would help to monitor the

operation of the vehicle.” Again, the Applicants respectfully disagree. Specifically, as

presented in new Claims 34-36, Applicants’ claimed apparatus for optimizing

operation of a vehicle includes a fuel overinjection notification circuit and a processor

subsystem which determines when to activate the fuel overinjection notification

circuit. The processor makes that determination based upon data received from

specifically recited sensors, including the road speed sensor. Thus, not only does

Chasteen fail to teach an apparatus for optimizing vehicle operation which includes a

road speed sensor, Chasteen is equally deficient in teaching a processor configured to

determine a fuel overinjection condition by analyzing, in combination, road speed,

throttle position and manifold pressure level. As Chasteen lacks both a specific

sensor and a processor configured to determine a fuel overinjection condition from

data collected from that specific sensor in combination with other sensors, the

Applicants respectfully submit that Chasteen cannot teach or suggest the apparatus

defined by new Claims 34-36.

New Claims 37-38 are closely related to the apparatus for optimizing vehicle

performance originally presented by the Applicants as Claims 18-19 and initially

rejected by the Examiner as unpatentable over Chasteen in view of Doi et al. The

Applicants respectfully submit that new Claim.s,3,7-38, as presented herein, are

neither taught nor suggested by the proposed combination of Chasteen and Doi et al.

The Examiner properly cited Doi et a1. as disclosing a vehicle running mode detection

-11-
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V3] .2 . r,.

system equipped with a radar detector and an alarm circuit. The Applicants

respectfully note, however, that the system disclosed in Doi et al. determines alert

conditions relative to the proximity between a vehicle and a forward object based

upon changes in the distance separating the vehicle and the forward object. In

contrast, Applicants’ apparatus for optimizing vehicle operation set forth in Claim 37

includes a processor subsystem configured to activate a vehicle proximity alarm

circuit based upon road speed (as determined by a road speed sensor), separation (as

determined by a radar detector) and a vehicle speed/stopping distance table stored in

a memory subsystem.

Applicants’ new Claim 38 is closely related to original Claim 19. As to Claim

19, the Examiner cited Chasteen as disclosing a plurality of sensors for controlling

the operation of the fuel injection and suggested that it would have been obvious to

use a windshield wiper sensor in order to provide a complete performance Ioperation

of the vehicle. However, as recited in newly presented Claim 38, the windshield

wiper sensor is not used to inform the operator as to whether the windshield wipers

are on or off. Rather, the sensor is used by the processor subsystem to classify road

conditions as either “dry” or “wet”. If the road is dry, the processor subsystem uses a

first vehicle speed/stopping distance table to determine if an object is too close to the

vehicle. If the road is wet, however, the processor subsystem uses a second vehicle

speed/stopping distance table to determine if the object is too close to the vehicle.

Applicants’ determination of a object proximity alert condition based upon a

combination of vehicle speed, separation between vehicle and the object and road

conditions is neither taught nor suggested by the proposed combination of Chasteen

and Doi et al.

For all the above reasons, the Applicant respectfully requests the

reconsideration and withdrawal of the various objections to and/or rejections of

Claims 1-13 and 18-32, the allowance of Claims 1-3, 5-22 and 26-38 and the passing of

this application to issue.

-12.
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This application is now considered to be in condition for allowance. A prompt

Notice to that effect is, therefore, earnestly solicited.

Respectfully Submitted,

%//,/
Michael S. Bush

Registration No. 31,745

Date: $6,)!“an 911617?

HAYNES AND BOONE, L.L.P.
3100 NationsBank Plaza

901 Main Street

Dallas, Texas 75202-3789

Phone: [214] 651.5589

Fax: [214] 651.5940

File: 23630.4
d-614172.1
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE M

  
In re application of: Harvey Slepian et a1. § W§

Serial No.: 08/813,270 § Group Art Unit: 3614
§ Bl >77!”

Filed: March 10, 1997 ¢§ Examiner: G. Arthur
"§

For: METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR ~ ,g’?‘ §
OPTIMIZING VEHICLE OPERATION § _

PETITION FOR EXTENSION OF TIME

Assistant Commissioner For Patents

Washington, D. C. 20231

Sir:

Applicants petition for a three-month extension of time in which to respond to the Office

Action mailed August 6, 1998. The Office Action provided for a shortened period for response

which expired on November 6, 1998. This petition, if granted, will extend the period for

response until February 8, 1999, February 6 being a Saturday and February 7 being a

Sunday, which does not exceed the six-month statutory period.

The Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge Deposit Account No. 08-1394 for the

fee due of $435.00 or any additional fees associated with this communication or credit any

overpayment.

In view of the foregoing it is requested that this petition be granted.

Respectfully submitted,

Michael S. Bush

Registration No. 31,745

02/23/1999 CIIHRe: ofimawgaalm
01 FC:217 535.00 CH

HAYNES AND BOONE, L.L.P.
3100 NationsBank Plaza

901 Main Street

Dallas, Texas 75202-3789

Telephone No.: 214/651-5589
Facsimile No.2 214/65 1-5940

File: 23630.4
d—565406.2
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‘ MAI‘ Case Docket No. 23630.4IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADE , FFICE

Group Art Unit: 3614 W

Examiner: G. Arthur $6 6/

In re application of: Harvey Slepian et a1.

 
 

 

Serial No: 08/813,270

Filed: March 10, 1997

For: METHOD AND APPARAT‘QS FOR
OPTIMIZING VEHICLE OPERATIONw

Assistant Commissioner For Patents

Washington, DC. 20231

”WWWWWWW
Sir:

Enclosed for filing is an Amendment in the above—identified application.

The fee has been calculated as shown below:

 

OTHER THAN A

[Col 1) [Co]. 2! [Col 31 SMALL ENTITY . SMALL ENTITY

CLAIMS HIGHEST NO. PRESENT RATE ADDIT. @ RATE ADDIT.
REMAINING PREVIOUSLY EXTRA FEE FEE
AFTER PAID FOR
AMENDMENT

TOTAL *32 minus M32 =0 x9 35 OR X18 $

INDEP *8 minus ”*4 =4 x39 $156.00 OR x78 $

[ ] FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEP. CLAIM +130 315 OR +260 $

TOTAL $156.00 OR TOTAL $
 

* If the entry in Col. 1 is less than the entry in Col. 2, write "0" in Col. 3.

** If the "Highest Number Previously Paid For" IN THIS SPACE is less than 20, write "20" in this space.
*** If the "Highest Number Previously Paid For" IN THIS SPACE is less than 3, write "3" in this space.

The "Highest Number Previously Paid For" (Total or Independent) is the highest number found from the equivalent box in
Col. 1 of a prior amendment or the number of claims originally filed. -

[X ] A Petition for Extension of Time1s attached

[X ] The Commissioner1s hereby authorized to charge payment of $591.00 ($156 for the amendment fee and $435 for the

Petition fee) or any of the following fees associated with this communication or credit any overpayment to [gositficcount INo. 08-1394 H&B. " ' '

[X ] Any additional filing fees under 37 C.F.R. § 1.16 for the presentation of extra claims.[X ] Any patent application processing fees under 37 C.F.R. § 1.17.
[X ] A copy of this sheet'1s enclosed.

Respectfully submitted,

Michael S. Bush‘/Z’/
Registration No. 31,745

 
Date: Petmqrfl 8) PM?
HAYNES AND BOONE, L.L.P.
3100 NationsBank Plaza
901 Main Street

Dallas, TX 75202-3789
Phone: 214/651-5589
File: 23630.4
d-605048.1  
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER OF PATENTS AND TRADEMARKS

Washington. D. C. 20231

SERIAL NUMBER FILING DATE FIRST NAMED APPLICANT ATTORNEY DOCKET NO.

08/813, 270 03/10/97 SLEPIAN TASD-88542

 
 

 

  
  

 

 
EXAMINER

ARTH R,G

3614

DATE MAILED: 08/06/98

— PMZI/UBOE

'— MICHAEL S BUSH —l
HAYNES AND BDDNE LLP
31 [IO NATIONSBANK PLAZA

9|] 1 MA I N STREET

I— DALLAS TX 75202-3789 _|

Please find below a communication from the EXAMINER in charge of this application.

Commissioner of Patents

"ONO mm" 6‘84) 1 - PATENT APPLICATION FILE COPY
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Application No. Applicant(s)
_ .

Office A Ctlon summary Examiner Group Art Unit
--l illlllllllllllllllllllllllllll

E Responsive to communication(s) filed on Mar 10 1997

       
 

_i This action is FINAL.  
E Since this application is in condition for allowance except for formal matters, prosecution as to the merits is closed

in accordance with the practice under Ex parte Quawe35 CD. 11; 453 O.G. 213.

A shortened statutory period for response to this action is set to expire 3 month(s), or thirty days, whichever is
longer, from the mailing date of this communication. Failure to respond within the period for response will cause the
application to become abandoned. (35 U.S.C. § 133), Extensions of time may be obtained under the provismns of
37 CFR1.136(a).

Disposition of Claim
 

 

  
K Claim(s) 1-32 islare pending in the applicat

Of the above, claim(s) is/are withdrawn from consideration

X Claim(s) 14-17 is/are allowed.

X CIaim(s)1-7 18-24 27 and 28 is/are rejected.

X Claim(s) 8-13 25 26 and 29-32 is/are objected to.

_ Claims are subject to restriction or election requirement.

Application Papers

K See the attached Notice of Draftsperson's Patent Drawing Review, PTO-948.

:l The drawing(s) filed on is/are objected to by the Examiner.

:l The proposed drawing correction, filed on is (:1 approved [disapproved

:l The specification is objected to by the Examiner

 
:l The oath or declaration is objected to by the Examiner.

Priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119

'F Acknowledgement is made of a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a)—(d). 

l_ All CSome" (Hone of the CERTIFIED copies of the priority documents have been 

received.
—i

 received in Application No. (Series Code/Serial Number)
 

 
3 received in this national stage application from the International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)).

*Certified copies not received; 

Acknowledgement is made of a claim for domestic priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(e).
 

Attachment(s)

2: Notice of References Cited, PTO-892

X Information Disclosure Statement(s), PTO-1449, Paper No(s). 2

Interview Summary, PTO-413

X Notice of Draftsperson's Patent Drawing Review, PTO-948

El Notice of Informal Patent Application, PTO-152

 
   

--- SEE OFFICE ACTION ON THE FOLLOWING PAGES -—

U. 8. Patent and Trademark Oflice

PTO-326 (Rev. 9-95) Office Action Summary Part of Paper No. 5
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Serial Number: 08/813,270 Page 2

ArtUnit: 3614

DETAILED ACTION

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

l. The following is a quotation of 35 USC. 103(a) which forms the basis for all obviousness

rejections set forth in this Ofiice action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set forth in
section 102 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and the prior art are
such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the invention was made to a person
having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains. Patentability shall not be negatived by the
manner in which the invention was made.

2. Claims 1-2, 4-6 are rejected under 35 USC. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Chasteen

(US. Patent No. 4,901,701).

As to claim 1, Chasteen discloses a fiJel injection system for an engine that comprises a

plurality of sensors such as an engine speed sensor, a throttle position sensor, a barometric

pressure sensor. Chasteen also discloses a processor subsystem to receive data considered as CPU

130 that receives the outputs from the sensors (See column 9, lines 1-8). Chasteen discloses that

the processor (CPU) comprises a conventional memory chip and also discloses that an injector

provides a proper amount of fuel injection in the manifold as determined by the CPU (See column

9, lines 58-60) considered as a memory coupled to the processor wherein the memory subsystem

stores therein a manifold pressure set point and present and prior levels for each one of the

plurality of sensors. Chasteen discloses an electronic control circuit considered as the

overinjection notification electronic circuit for notifying the supply of fuel to the engine and
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Serial Number: 08/813,270 Page 3

Art Unit: 3614

wherein the processor actuates or activates the fiiel injection based upon data received from the

plurality of sensors (See column 13, lines 50-55). Though Chasteen discloses many types of

sensors, it fails to specifically disclose a road speed sensor however, it would have been obvious

to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to have a road speed sensor in the

system since the speed sensor would help to monitor the operation of the vehicle

As to claims 2, 5-6, Chasteen discloses the sensors as discussed for sensing the signals

and a processor and compare manifold pressure for activating the fuel injection. Chasteen

discloses the speed (RPM) and throttle position are determined to be greater than 0

(increasing)and the CPU provides a control command to the engine fiiel injector to prime the

engine (See column 11, lines 22-33) therefore on would consider increasing and decreasing the

speed and throttle for adjusting the fuel injector for supplying fuel to the engine.

As to claim 4, Chasteen discloses a plurality of sensors as discussed and further discloses

an engine speed sensor 140 (See column 9, lines 3-6).

3. Claim 3 is rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over Chasteen in view of

Blee et al. (US. Patent No. 4,631,515).

As to claim 3, Chasteen does not specifically disclose the overinjection circuit has a horn

issuing atone for a preselected time period. In an analogous art, Blee et a1. disclose a vehicle gear

shifi indicator wherein the change-up speeds to which the system responds are pre-set so as to be

the optimum speeds for increased fuel efficiency (See abstract, lines 14-16). Moreover, the when

the engine speed begins to exceed the optimum change-up speed the next LED illuminated
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ArtUnit: 3614

produces red light to the driver and also an audible warning (horn) may be produced (See

abstract, lines 8-11). It is considered that a horn or audible warning is issued for a preselected

time. It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to

modify the system of Chasteen with that of Blee et a]. by having an a horn in the overinjection

fiiel circuit in order to notify the driver of the operation of the vehicle.

4. Claims 7, 18-24, 27-28, are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over

Chasteen in view of Doi et al. (US. Patent No. 5,708,584) .

As to claim 7, Chasteen does not specifically disclose a horn for issuing a tone for a

preselected time period in the fiiel overinjection circuit. In an analogous art, Doi et all disclose a

vehicle running mode detecting system that comprises an alarm in Fig. 2 considered as a means

for issuing a tone for a preselected time period. It would have been obvious to one of ordinary

skill in the art at the time of the invention to modify the circuit system of Chasteen with the tone

or alarm issuing of Doi et al. in order to alert the user of the operation of the vehicle.

As to claims 18, 27, Chasteen discloses a file] injection system for an engine that

comprises a plurality of sensors such as an engine speed sensor, a throttle position sensor, a

barometric pressure sensor but does not specifically disclose a road speed sensor however, it is

conventional to have a road speed sensor for monitoring the operation of the vehicle. Chasteen

also discloses a processor subsystem to receive data considered as CPU 130 that receives the

outputs from the sensors (See column 9, lines 1-8). Chasteen discloses that the processor (CPU)

comprises a conventional memory chip and also discloses that an injector provides a proper
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amount of fuel injection in the manifold as determined by the CPU (See column 9, lines 58-60)

considered as a memory coupled to the processor wherein the memory subsystem stores therein a

manifold pressure set point and present and prior levels for each one of the plurality of sensors.

Chasteen discloses an electronic control circuit considered as the overinjection notification

electronic circuit for notifying the supply of fin] to the engine and wherein the processor

actuates or activates the fuel injection (See column 13, lines 50-55). However, Chasteen does not

specifically disclose a radar detector for determining a distance separating a vehicle and an object

in front of the vehicle and an alarm circuit coupled to the processor. In an analogous art, Doi et

al. disclose a vehicle running mode detecting system that comprises a radar detector 3 and an

alarm circuit 7 coupled to the processor 4 (See column 2, lines 58-62; column 3, lines 1-6). It

would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to modify

the system of Chasteen with the radar detector and the alarm circuit as taught by Doi et al. in

order to further detect the operation of the vehicle and to inform the user of the operating

conditions.

As to claim 19, Chasteen discloses a plurality of sensors for controlling the operation of

the fuel injection wherein it would have been obvious to use a windshield wiper sensor in order to

provide a complete performance operation of the vehicle.

As to claim 20, the limitations have been discussed in the previous claims.

As to claim 21, Chasteen et al. disclose the RPM ranges or speed (See column 13, lines

61-66) therefore it is considered that a brake sensor can also be used in the system.
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As to claim 22, it has been discussed that Doi et a]. disclose an alarm therefore it would

have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the invention to count a total

number of alarms associated with the system.

As to claims 23-24, the limitations have been discussed in the previous claims and are

rejected for the same reasons.

As to- claim 28, Chasteen discloses the sensors as discussed for sensing the signals and a

processor and compare manifold pressure for activating the fuel injection. Chasteen discloses the

speed (RPM) and throttle position are determined to be greater than 0 (increasing)and the CPU

provides a control command to the engine filel injector to prime the engine (See column 11, lines

22-33) therefore on would consider increasing and decreasing the speed and throttle for adjusting

the fuel injector for supplying fiiel to the engine.

Allowable Subject Matter

5. Claims 8-13, 25, 26, 29—32, are objected to as being dependent upon a rejected base claim,

but would be allowable if rewritten in independent form including all of the limitations of the base

claim and any intervening claims.

In claims 8, 25, 29, the prior art fails to disclose an upshift notification circuit coupled to

the processor subsystem, the upshifl notification circuit issuing a notification that the engine of the

vehicle is being operated at an excessive engine speed and the processor determines when to

activate theupshifi notification circuit.
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In claim 11, 26, 31, the prior art fails to disclose a downshifi notification circuit coupled to

the processor subsystem, the downshifi notification circuit issuing a notification that the engine of

the vehicle is being operated at an insuflicient engine speed and the processor determines when to

activate the downshift notification circuit.

6. Claims 14-17 are allowable over the prior art of record.

As to claim 14, the prior art fails to disclose an upshifi notification circuit coupled to the

processor subsystem, the upshifi notification circuit issuing a notification that the engine of the

vehicle is being operated at an excessive engine speed and the processor determines when to

activate the upshifi notification circuit and a downshifi notification circuit coupled to the

processor subsystem, the downshift notification circuit issuing a notification that the engine of the

vehicle is being operated at an insufficient engine speed and the processor determines when to

activate the downshifl notification circuit.

Conclusion

7. The prior art made of record and not relied upon is considered pertinent to applicant's

disclosure.

Yamamoto et al. (US. Patent No, 5,745,870) disclose a traveling-path prediction

apparatus and method for vehicles.

Butsuen et al. (US. Patent No, 5,420,792) disclose an automatic brake control system.
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8. Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the examiner

should be directed to Gertrude Arthur whose telephone number is (703) 308-7564. The examiner

can normally be reached on Tuesday-Friday from 8:30 am to 6:00 pm and every first Monday of

the bi-week from 8:30 am to 6:00 pm.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessfiil, the examiner‘s supervisor,

William Cuchlinski, can be reached on (703) 308—3 873. The appropriate fax phone number for

the organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is (703) 305-7687.

Any inquiry of a general nature or relating to the status of this application or proceeding

should be directed to the receptionist whose telephone number is (703) 308-1 l13.

GA

‘July 30, 1998
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Randall E. Colson, Registration No. P-40,566
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Timothy Headley, Registration No. 31,765
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Assistant Commissioner for Patents

Washington, D. C. 20231

Sir:

INFORMATION DI LOS STATENIE T

As listed on the accompanying form PTO-1449, the Applicant submits herewith copies of

the following US. patents of which she is aware, which may be material to the examination of

this application, and in respect of which there may be a duty to disclose in accordance with 37

CPR. § 1.56.

U S. Patent No 

Weber 4,542,460

Igarashi et a1. 4,492,112

Blee et 211. 4,631,515

Ulveland 4,701,852

Asakura et a1. 4,752,883
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This Information Disclosure Statement is being filed under the provisions of 37 C.F.R.

1.97(b)(1) which provides for the timely filing of an Information Disclosure Statement within

three months of the filing of the national application.

The filing of this Information Disclosure Statement shall not be construed as a

representation that a search has been made, an admission that the information cited is, or is

considered to be, material to patentability, or that no other material information exists. Further,

the filing of this Information Disclosure Statement shall not be construed as an admission against

interest in any manner.

Written notification that the enclosed references have been considered in their entirety by

return of a copy of the enclosed form PTO—1449, completed by the Examiner, is respectfully

requested.

Respectfully submitted,

HARRIS, TUCKER & HARDIN, P.C.

%J
Michael S. Bush

Registration No. 31,745

Date: May 2, 1222

One Galleria Tower

13355 Noel Road, Suite 2100

Dallas, Texas 75240—6656

Telephone: 972/233-5712
Facsimile: 972/934-9553

70119
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Box Patent Application
Assistant Commissioner for Patents

Washington, D.C. 20231

NEW APPLICATION TRANSMITTAL

Transmitted herewith for filing is the patent application of

Inventors: Harvey Slepian and Loran Sutton

For: METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR OPTIMIZING VEHICLE OPERATION

Enclosed are the following papers:

_X_ A check in the amount of $557.00 for patent application filing fee.

X A check in the amount of $40.00 for assignment recordation fee.

This New Application Transmittal with Certificate of Express Mailing and

attached fee sheet

Pages of specification

Pages of claims

Page(s) of Abstract

Sheets of informal drawing (Figs. 1 - 2B)

Assignment

Assignment Transmittal Letter

Verified Statement Claiming Small Entity Status

Declaration and Power of Attorney

 lrlrlxixlxlririeh’is!
Postcard acknowledgment.
 

CERTIFICATION UNDER 37 CFR 1.10

I hereby certify that this New Application Transmittal and the documents referred to as
enclosed therein are being deposited with the United States Postal Service on this date,

March 10, 1997, in an envelope as "Express Mail Post Office to Addressee" Mailing Label
Number EM475197470US addressed to: Box Patent Application, Assistant Commissioner

for Patents, Washington, DC 20231.

 
  ature of person mailing paper)
Printed Name: Janet K. Pruitt
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duplicate copy of this sheet is enclosed.

Any additional fees required under 37 C.F.R. 1.16.

Date: March 10 1997 MM_______.___—.—————-—-—

magmas
Attorney of Record

Registration No. 31,745
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13355 Noel Road, Suite 2100

Dallas, Texas 75240—6656

(972) 233—5712
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METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR OPTIMIZING VEHICLE OPERATIONM ,  

Background of the Invention

Field of the Invention

The present invention generally relates to an apparatus for optimizing vehicle

5 operation and, more particularly, relates to a system which both notifies the driver of

recommended corrections in vehicle operation and, under certain conditions, automatically

initiates selected corrective action.

Description of Related Art

It has long been recognized that the improper operation of a vehicle may have many

10 adverse effects. For example, the fuel efficiency of a vehicle may vary dramatically based

upon how the vehicle is operated. More specifically, operating a vehicle at excessive speed,

excessive RPM and/or excessive manifold pressure will result in both reduced fuel economy

and increased operating costs. The aforementioned increased operating costs can be quite

 
considerable, particularly for an owner or operator of a fleet of vehicles. To correct these

15 types of improper vehicle operations are often surprisingly simple. For example, upshifting

the drive gear will typically eliminate an excessive RPM condition. However, even when

the solution is quite simple, Oftentimes, the driver will be unaware of the need to take

corrective action.

A variety of patents have disclosed systems, commonly referred to as "shift

20 prompters", which monitor the operation of a vehicle and advises the operator of the vehicle

when to take certain actions. Numerous ones of these devices include sensors which measure

-1-
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engine speed and vehicle speed. See, for example, USPNs 4,492,112 to Igarashi et al.,

4,631,515 to Blee et a1. and 4,701,852 to Ulveland. Certain ones, however, disclose the use

of other types of sensors as well. For example, USPN 4,524,460 to Weber is directed to

a driving aid indicator which includes vehicle speed, manifold pressure, throttle position and

engine speed sensors. USPNs 4,752,883 to Asakura et al. and 4,868,756. to Kawanabe et

al. are directed to upshift notification devices which include sensors for measuring engine

speed, vehicle speed, manifold pressure and cooling water temperature. Finally, USPN

4,853,673 to Kido et al. discloses a shift indicator system which includes sensors for

measuring engine speed and throttle position. Generally, the above-listed patents all provide

displays intended to enable the driver to operate the vehicle in a manner leading to uniform

performance and maximum fuel economy. However, Blee et a1. discloses the use of audible

warnings as well as a speed controller to prevent further increases in engine speed if the

driver ignores previously issued warnings.

Improper vehicle operation has other adverse effects as well. It is well known that

the faster a vehicle travels, the longer it takes to stop. Thus, what may be a safe separation

distance between successive vehicles when a vehicle is traveling at 35 mph may be unsafe

if that vehicle is traveling at 50 mph. Road conditions also play a role in determining the

safe separation distance between vehicles. For example, greater separation distances are

generally recommended when roads are wet. As a result, therefore, based on the

combination of a vehicle’s speed, the distance separating the vehicle from a second vehicle

in front of it and road conditions, many vehicles are operated unsafely. To correct this

situation, a reduction in operating speed, an increase in vehicle separation or some

combination thereof, is required.
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It may be readily seen from the foregoing that it would be desirable to provide a

system which integrates the ability to issue audible warnings which advise the driver to

correct operation of the vehicle in a manner which will enhance the efficient operation

thereof with the ability to automatically take corrective action if the vehicle is being operated

unsafely. It is, therefore, the object of the invention to provide such a system.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

In one embodiment, the present invention is directed to an apparatus for optimizing

operation of an engine—driven vehicle. The apparatus includes a processor subsystem, a

memory subsystem, plural sensors, including road speed, manifold pressure and throttle

position sensors, for collectively monitoring operation of the vehicle and a fuel overinjection

notification circuit for issuing notifications that excessive fuel is being supplied to the engine

of the vehicle. The processor subsystem receives data from the sensors and, from the

received data, determines when to activate the fuel overinjection circuit. In one aspect

thereof, the processor subsystem determines when road speed for the vehicle is increasing,

determines when throttle position for the vehicle is increasing, compares manifold pressure

and a manifold pressure set point stored in the memory subsystem and activates the fuel

overinjection notification circuit if both road speed and throttle position for the vehicle are

increasing and manifold pressure for the vehicle is above the manifold pressure set point.

In further aspects thereof, the sensors may include an engine speed sensor and the

processor subsystem may determine when road speed for the vehicle is decreasing, when

throttle position for the vehicle is increasing, when manifold pressure for the vehicle is

increasing, when engine speed for the vehicle is decreasing and may activate the fuel
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overinjection notification circuit if both throttle position and manifold pressure for the vehicle

are increasing and road speed and engine speed for the vehicle are decreasing.

In still further aspects thereof, the apparatus may also include an upshift notification

circuit, activated by the processor subsystem based upon data received from the sensors,

which issues notifications that the engine of the vehicle is being operated at excessive engine

speeds. In this aspect, the processor subsystem determines when road speed for the vehicle

is increasing, when throttle position for the vehicle is increasing, compares manifold pressure

to a manifold pressure set point stored in the memory subsystem, compares engine speed to

an RPM set point stored in the memory subsystem and activates the upshift notification

circuit if both road speed and throttle position for the vehicle are increasing, manifold

pressure for the vehicle is at or below the manifold pressure set point and engine speed for

the vehicle is at or above the RPM set point.

In still yet further aspects thereof, the apparatus may also include a downshift

notification circuit, activated by the processor subsystem based upon data received from the

sensors, which issues a notification that the engine of the vehicle is being operated at an

insufficient engine speed. The processor subsystem may determine when road speed for the

vehicle is decreasing, when throttle position for the vehicle is increasing, when manifold

pressure for the vehicle is increasing, when engine speed for the vehicle is decreasing and

may activate the downshift notification circuit if both road speed and engine speed are

decreasing and both throttle position and manifold pressure for the vehicle are increasing.
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In still further aspects thereof, the fuel overinjection circuit, the upshift notification

circuit or the downshift notification circuit may include a horn for issuing a tone for a

preselected time period.

In another embodiment, the present invention is of an apparatus for optimizing

operation of a vehicle. The apparatus includes road speed, engine speed, manifold pressure

and throttle position sensors, a processor subsystem coupled to each of the sensors to receive

data therefrom and a memory subsystem, coupled to the processor subsystem, for storing a

manifold pressure set point, an engine speed set point and present and prior levels for each

one of the sensors. The apparatus further includes a fuel overinjection notification circuit,

an upshift notification circuit and a downshift notification circuit, all of which are coupled

to the processor subsystem. The fuel overinjection notification circuit issues notifications

that excessive fuel is being supplied to the engine of the vehicle, the upshift notification

circuit issues notifications that the engine of the vehicle is being operated at an excessive

engine speed and the downshift notification circuit issues notifications that the engine of the

vehicle is being operated at an insufficient engine speed. Based upon data received from the

sensors, the processor subsystem determines when to activate the fuel overinjection circuit,

the upshift notification circuit and the downshift notification circuit. In one aspect thereof,

the fuel overinjection circuit includes a first horn for issuing a first tone for a first

preselected time period, the upshift notification circuit includes a second horn for issuing a

second tone for a second preselected time period and the downshift notification circuit

includes a third horn for issuing a third tone for a third preselected time period.

In another aspect thereof, the processor subsystem may determine when road speed

for the vehicle is increasing or decreasing, engine speed is increasing or decreasing, throttle

-5-
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position for the vehicle is increasing and manifold pressure is increasing; may compare

manifold pressure to the manifold pressure set point and engine speed to the RPM set point;

and may activate the fuel overinjection notification circuit if both road speed and throttle

position for the vehicle are increasing and manifold pressure for the vehicle is above the

manifold pressure set point or if both throttle position and manifold pressure for the vehicle

are increasing and road speed and engine speed for the vehicle are decreasing, the upshift

notification circuit if both road speed and throttle position for the vehicle are increasing,

manifold pressure for the vehicle is at or below the manifold pressure set point and engine

speed for the vehicle is at or above the RPM set point and the downshift notification circuit

if both road speed and engine speed are decreasing and both throttle position and manifold

pressure for the vehicle are increasing.

In another aspect, the present invention is of an apparatus for optimizing operation

of a vehicle which includes a radar detector for determining a distance separating a vehicle

having an engine and an object in front of the vehicle and at least one sensor for monitoring

operation of the vehicle. The apparatus further includes a processor subsystem, a memory

subsystem and a vehicle proximity alarm circuit. The processor subsystem is coupled to the

radar detector and the at least one sensor to receive data therefrom while the memory

subsystem, in which a first vehicle speed/stopping distance table and present levels for each

one of the at least one sensor are stored, and the vehicle proximity alarm circuit are coupled

to the processor subsystem. Based on data received from the radar detector, the at least one

sensor and the contents of the memory subsystem, the processor determines when to instruct

the vehicle proximity alarm circuit to issue an alarm that the vehicle is too close to the

object.
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In one aspect thereof, the at least one sensor further includes a windshield wiper

sensor for indicating whether a windshield wiper of the vehicle is activated and a second

vehicle speed/stopping distance table is stored in the memory subsystem. In another aspect

thereof, the apparatus further includes a throttle controller for controlling a throttle of the

5 engine of the vehicle. The processor subsystem may selectively reduce the throttle based

upon data received from the radar detector, the at least one sensor and the memory

subsystem or may also count a total number of vehicle proximity alarms determined by the

processor subsystem and selectively reduce the throttle based upon the total number of

vehicle proximity alarms, as well. In yet another aspect thereof, the at least one sensor

 10 further includes a brake sensor for indicating whether a brake system of the vehicle is

activated. 
In other aspects thereof, the apparatus may be further provided with a fuel

overinjection notification circuit for issuing a notification that excessive fuel is being supplied

to the engine of the vehicle, an upshift notification circuit for issuing a notification that the

15 engine of the vehicle is being operated at an excessive engine speed or a downshift 
notification circuit for issuing a notification that the engine of the vehicle is being operated

at an insufficient engine speed. If a fuel overinjection notification circuit is provided, the

apparatus includes a manifold pressure sensor and a throttle position sensor which also

provide the processor subsystem with data used, together with a manifold pressure set point

20 and prior levels for the sensors stored in the memory subsystem, to determine when to

activate the fuel overinjection circuit. If an upshift notification circuit is provided, the

apparatus includes an engine speed sensor which also provides the processor subsystem with

data used, together with an RPM set point stored in the memory subsystem, to determine

.7-
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when to activate the upshift notification circuit. Finally, if a downshift notification circuit

is provided, the processor subsystem determines when to activate the downshift notification

circuit based upon the data received from the plurality of sensors.

In still another embodiment, the present invention is of an apparatus for optimizing

operation of a vehicle which includes a radar detector for determining a distance separating

the vehicle from an object in front of it, a plurality of sensors, including a road speed

sensor, an engine speed sensor, a manifold pressure sensor and a throttle position sensor,

which collectively monitor the operation of the vehicle, a processor subsystem, a memory

subsystem, a fuel overinjection notification circuit for issuing notification that excessive fuel

is being supplied to the engine of the vehicle and a vehicle proximity alarm circuit for

issuing alarms if the vehicle is too close to the object. Based upon data received from the

sensors, the processor subsystem determines when to activate the fuel overinjection circuit.

Based upon data received from the radar detector, the sensors and the memory subsystem,

the processor subsystem also determines when to activate the vehicle proximity alarm circuit.

In one aspect of this embodiment of the invention, the processor subsystem

determines when road speed for the vehicle is increasing or decreasing, when throttle

position for the vehicle is increasing or decreasing, compares manifold pressure to a

manifold pressure set point stored in the memory subsystem, determines when manifold

pressure for the vehicle is increasing or decreasing and determines when engine speed for

the vehicle is increasing or decreasing. In this aspect, the processor subsystem activates the

fuel overinjection notification circuit if both road speed and throttle position for the vehicle

are increasing and manifold pressure for the vehicle is above the manifold pressure set point
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or if both throttle position and manifold pressure for the vehicle are increasing and road

speed and engine speed for the vehicle are decreasing.

In a further aspect thereof, the apparatus may also include an upshift notification

circuit for issuing notifications that the engine of the vehicle is being operated at an excessive

engine speed, the processor subsystem determining when to activate the upshift notification

circuit based upon data received from the sensors. In a related aspect thereof, the processor

subsystem determines when road speed for the vehicle is increasing, determines when throttle

position for the vehicle is increasing, compares manifold pressure to a manifold pressure set

point stored in the memory subsystem and compares engine speed to an RPM set point stored

in the memory subsystem. In this aspect, the processor subsystem activates the upshift

notification circuit if both road speed and throttle position for the vehicle are increasing,

manifold pressure for the vehicle is at or below the manifold pressure set point and engine

speed for the vehicle is at or above the RPM set point.

In still another aspect thereof, the apparatus may also include a downshift notification

circuit for issuing a notification that the engine of the vehicle is being operated at an

insufficient engine speed. In this aspect, the processor subsystem determines when to

activate the downshift notification circuit based upon data received from the sensors. In a

related aspect thereof, the processor subsystem determines when road speed for the vehicle

is decreasing, determines when throttle position for the vehicle is increasing, determines

when manifold pressure for the vehicle is increasing and determines when engine speed for

the vehicle is decreasing. In this aspect, the processor subsystem activates the downshift

notification circuit if both road speed and engine speed are decreasing and both throttle

position and manifold pressure for the vehicle are increasing.
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The present invention may be better understood, and its numerous objects, features

and advantages will become apparent to those skilled in the art by reference to the

accompanying drawing, in which:

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of an apparatus for optimizing vehicle performance

constructed in accordance with the teachings of the present invention; and

FIGS. 2A-B is a flow chart of a method for optimizing vehicle performance in

accordance with the teachings of the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

Referring first to Fig. 1, a system 10 for optimizing vehicle performance constructed

in accordance with the teachings of the present invention will now be described in greater

detail. The system 10 includes‘a processor subsystem 12, for example, a microprocessor,

and a memory subsystem 14, for example, the memory subsystem 14 may include a

nonvolatile random access memory (or "NVRAM"), coupled together by'a bus 16 for bi—

directional exchanges of address, data and control signals therebetween. The system 10 is

installed in a vehicle (not shown) for which optimized performance and driver assist

capabilities are desired. Although it is contemplated that the system 10 is suitable for use

with any type vehicle, most commonly, the system 10 shall be installed in a truck.

Also coupled to the processor subsystem 12 are a series of sensors, each of which are

periodically polled by the processor subsystem 12, to determine the respective states or levels

thereof. The sensors include a‘road speed sensor 18, an RPM sensor 20, a manifold

pressure sensor 22, a throttle sensor 24, a windshield wiper sensor 30 and a brake sensor

32. The sensors are selected to be either state or level sensors, depending on whether the
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information to be collected thereby is a state, i.e., on/off or a level, for example, 35 mph.

The road speed sensor 18 and the RPM sensor 20 are level sensors which respectively

provide the processor subsystem 12 with signals which indicate the operating speed and

engine speed for the vehicle. The road speed sensor 18 and the RPM sensor 20 may derive

such information from any one of a variety of sources. For example, the road speed sensor

18 may be connected to receive the speed input signal transmitted to the vehicle’s

speedometer while the RPM sensor 20 may be connected to receive the RPM input signal

to the vehicle’s tachometer.

The manifold pressure sensor 22 is a level sensor which is positioned downstream of

the throttle valve in the intake manifold of the vehicle to measure manifold pressure thereat.

The throttle sensor 24 is a level sensor, attached to the throttle, which measures the extent

to which the throttle is opened. The windshield wiper sensor 30 is a state sensor which

determines whether the vehicle’s windshield wipers are on or off. In alternate embodiments

thereof, the windshield wiper sensor 30 may be electrically coupled to the on/off switch for

the windshield wiper or to an output of the windshield wiper motor. Finally, the brake

sensor 32 is a state sensor which determines whether the brakes of the vehicle have been

engaged. For example, the brake sensor 32 may be electrically coupled to the brake system

to detect the activation thereof.

Preferably, the memory subsystem 14 should include first and second registers 14a

and 14b, each having sufficient bits for holding the state/level of each of the sensors 18, 20,

22, 24, 30 and 32. The first register 14a is used to hold the present state or level of each

of the sensors 18, 20, 22, 24, 30 and 32 while the second register 14b is used to hold the

prior state or level for each of the sensors 18, 20, 22, 24, 30 and 32. Each time the
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processor subsystem 12 writes the present state or level of the sensors 18, 20, 22, 24, 30 and

32 to the first register 14a, the prior contents of the first register 14a is written to the second

register 14b which, in turn, discards the prior content thereof. The memory subsystem 14

is also used to hold information to be utilized by the processor subsystem 12 to determining

whether to take corrective actions and/or issue notifications. Typically, such information is

placed in the memory subsystem 14 while the system 10 is being initialized. The

information includes one or more speed/distance tables which, when used in a manner which

will be more fully described below in combination with data collected by the system 10,

enable the processor subsystem 12 to determine if the vehicle is being operated unsafely and

if corrective action is necessary. speed/stopping distance table. The information also

includes two pre—set threshold values—-a manifold psi set point and an engine RPM set point.

As will also be more fully described below, the processor subsystem 12 uses these threshold

values to determine when to issue notifications as to recommended changes in vehicle

operation which, when executed by the driver, will optimize vehicle Operation. The

speed/stopping distance table(s) are based upon National Safety Council guidelines, vary

according to the class of the vehicle and provide the relationship between the speed at which

a vehicle is travelling and the distance which the vehicle will require to come to a complete

stop if travelling at that speed; The manifold psi set point and RPM set point are selected

based upon the manufacturer’s guidelines for proper operation of the vehicle, vary based

upon horsepower and engine size for the vehicle and represent thresholds above which the

manifold pressure and engine rotation speed, respectively, for the vehicle should never

exceed.
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The system 10 also includes a throttle controller 26 capable of opening and/or closing

the throttle, a radar detector 28 positioned to determine the distance separating the vehicle

and an object in front of the vehicle, for example, a second vehicle travelling in the same

direction, a series of circuits 34, 36, 38 and 40 for notifying the driver of the vehicle of

recommended corrections in vehicle operation and alerting the driver to unsafe operating

conditions and a power supply, for example a +12v battery, for providing power to the

energy— demanding components of the system 10. The circuits 34, 36, 38 and 40 include

an upshift notification circuit 34 for notifying the driver that an upshift is recommended, a

downshift notification circuit 36 for notifying the driver that a downshift is recommended,

an overinjection notification circuit 38 for notifying the driver that too much fuel is being

supplied to the vehicle and a vehicle proximity alarm circuit 40 for alerting the driver when

an object in front of the vehicle. is too close. The circuits 34, 36 and 38 may be configured

to provide visual and/or audible notifications, for example, using lights and/or horns. For

example, the upshift circuit 34, the downshift notification circuit 36 and the overinjection

notification circuit 38 may each include a horn, or other tone generating device, from which

an audible notification may be generated at a selected pitch. Preferably, each of the

notification circuits 34, 36 and 38 may be configured to provide distinct audible notifications,

for example, tones at distinct pitches, so that the driver may readily distinguish which of the

notification circuits 34, 36 and 38 have been activated by the processor subsystem 12. The

proximity alarm circuit 40 may include one or more visual and/or audible warning devices

such as lights and/or horns. For example, the proximity alarm circuit 40 may include a

warning light and a warning horn. If desired, the proximity alarm circuit may also include

a display for displaying the speed of the object in the vehicle’s path and/or the stopping
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distance in feet. The proximity alarm circuit 40 may be further equipped to provide audible

indications of the speed of the object in the vehicle’s path and/or the stopping distance in

feed as well as selector circuitry for selecting both the information to be provided as well

as the manner in which the information is to be conveyed.

Finally, the processor subsystem 12 is further provided with one or more mode select

input lines which enable operator configuration of the operation of the system 10. For

example, as described herein, the corrective operations consist of the combination of an

automatic reduction of throttle and audio/visual alerts that the vehicle is being operated

unsafely. It is specifically contemplated, however, that the system 10 include a mode select

line for switching the system 10 between an "active" mode where both automatic throttle

reduction and audio/visual alerts are generated and an "inactive" mode where only

audio/visual alerts are generated.

Referring next to FIGS. 2A—B, a method for optimizing vehicle performance in

accordance with the teachings of the present invention will now be described in greater

detail. The method commences by powering up the processor subsystem 12, for example,

by closing switch 42, thereby coupling the processor subsystem 12 to the power source 44

via line 43. Alternately, the processor subsystem 12 may be connected to the electrical

system of the vehicle such that it will automatically power up when the vehicle is started.

Of course, any of the other devices which also form part of the system 10 and require power

may also be coupled to the line 43. Appropriate voltage levels for the processor subsystem

12, as well as any additional power-demanding devices coupled to the power source 44,

would be provided by voltage divider circuitry (not shown).
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Once the system 10 is powered up, the method begins at step 50 by the processor

subsystem 12 polling the road speed sensor 18, the RPM sensor 20, the manifold pressure

sensor 22, the throttle sensor 24, the windshield wiper sensor 30 and the brake sensor 32 to'

determine their respective levels or states and places the acquired information in the first data

register 14a. Of course, it should be noted, however, that polling of the sensors by the

processor subsystem 12 is but one technique by which the processor subsystem 12 may

acquire the requisite information. Alternately, each sensor 20, 22, 24, 30 and 32 may

periodically place its level or state in one or more bits of the first data register 14a. The

processor subsystem 12 would then acquire information by checking the contents of the first

data register 14a at selected time intervals.

Proceeding to step 52, the processor subsystem 12 examines the contents of the first

data register 14a to determine the operating speed of the vehicle. If the processor subsystem

12 determines that the vehicle is stationary, i.e., the operating speed of the vehicle is zero,

the processor subsystem 12 will return to step 50 where the road speed sensor 18, the RPM

sensor 20, the manifold pressure sensor 22, the throttle sensor 24, the windshield wiper

sensor 30 and the brake sensor 32 will be repeatedly polled until an operating speed greater

than zero is detected at step 52. While polling may be conducted at a variety of time

intervals, a polling period of one second appears suitable for the uses contemplated herein.

Returning to step 52, once an operating speed greater than zero is detected by the

processor subsystem 12, the method proceeds to step 54 where the processor subsystem 12

again polls the operating speed sensor 18, the RPM sensor 20, the manifold pressure sensor

22, the throttle sensor 24, the windshield wiper sensor 30 and the brake sensor 32, to

determine their respective levels or states and places the acquired information in the first data
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register 14a. In turn, the contents of the first data register 14a is placed in the second data

register 14b.

Proceeding now to step 56, from the polled value of the road speed sensor 18, the

processor subsystem 12 determines whether the vehicle is travelling faster than 20 mph. If

the operating speed of the vehicle is less than 20 mph, the method returns to step 54 where

the sensors 18, 20, 22, 24, 30 and 32 will be repeatedly polled and the value of the road

speed sensor examined until the processor subsystem 12 determines that the vehicle is

travelling faster than 20 mph. If, however, the processor subsystem 12 determines that the

vehicle is travelling faster than 20 mph, the method proceeds to step 58 where the processor

subsystem 12 then determines if the vehicle is travelling faster than 50 mph, again by

checking the contents of the first data register 14a.

Past this juncture, the method of the present invention will proceed through a series

of steps designed to optimize vehicle operation. However, prior to optimizing vehicle

operation, the processor subsystem 12 will determine if the vehicle is being operated

unsafely. If so, the processor subsystem 12 will initiate corrective operations before

commencing vehicle operation optimization. More specifically, if the processor subsystem

12 determines at step 58 that the vehicle is travelling at a speed greater than 50 mph, the

processor subsystem 12 will initiate a process by which it will determine whether the vehicle

is being operated unsafely.

The processor subsystem 12 determines that the vehicle is being operated unsafely

if the speed of the vehicle is such that the stopping distance for the vehicle (1 is greater than

the distance separating the vehicle from an object, for example, a second vehicle, in its path.

In order to make this determination, the processor subsystem 12 is provided access to at least
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one speed/distance table. For example, stored at location 14c within the memory subsystem

14 is a first speed/stopping distance table. The speed/stopping distance table contains the

relationship between vehicle speed and stopping distance. Thus, for any given speed, the

processor subsystem 12 may look—up the stopping distance for that speed. Preferably, the

memory subsystem 14 should contain multiple speed/stopping distance tables so that

differences in road conditions and/or vehicle class may be taken into account. For example,

the speed/stopping distance table stored at location 14c may be a speed/stopping distance

table for dry roads while a speed/stopping distance table for wet roads may be stored at

location 14d. If desired, the memory subsystem 14 may also contain additional

speed/stopping distance tables for other vehicle classes. If such additional tables were

provided, however, the disclosed method would need to be modified to include additional

steps in which the operator provides the vehicle’s class and the processor subsystem 12

selects the appropriate speed/stopping distance tables for the indicated class of vehicle.

To make the aforementioned determination of unsafe vehicle operation, the method

proceeds to step 60 where the processor subsystem 12 sets the value of the expression

ALARM to 1. The method then proceeds to step 62 where the processor subsystem 12

examines the state of the wiper sensor 32 and selects a speed/stopping distance table based

upon the state of the wiper sensor 32. If the state of the wiper sensor 32 indicates that the

windshield wiper is off, the processor subsystem 12 concludes that the vehicle is being

operated in dry conditions and selects the speed/stopping distance table stored at the location

14c of the memory subsystem 14. If, however, the state of the wiper sensor 32 indicates

that the windshield wiper is on, the processor subsystem 12 concludes that the vehicle is

being operated in wet conditions and selects the speed/stopping distance table stored at the
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location 14d of the memory subsystem 14. From the selected speed/stopping distance table

140 or 14d, the processor subsystem 12 then retrieves the stopping distance for the speed at

which the vehicle is travelling.

Continuing on to step 64, the processor subsystem 12 determines the distance of the

vehicle to an object in its path, i.e., a second vehicle travelling in front of the vehicle and

in the same direction. To do so, the processor subsystem 12 instructs the radar device 28

to determine the distance between the vehicle and the second vehicle in front of it. Upon

determining the distance separating the two vehicles, the radar device 28 transmits the

determined separation distance to the processor subsystem 12. At step 66, the processor

subsystem 12 determines if the two vehicles are separated by a safe distance. To do so, the

processor subsystem 12 compares the distance separating the two vehicles to the retrieved

stopping distance for the vehicle. If the determined distance separating the two vehicles is

greater than the retrieved stopping distance for the vehicle, the processor subsystem 12

determines that the vehicle is being operated safely. If, however, the determined distance

separating the two vehicles is less than the retrieved stopping distance, the processor

subsystem 12 determines that the vehicle is being operated unsafely.

If the processor subsystem 12 determines at step 66 that the vehicle is being operated

unsafely, the processor subsystem 12 initiates appropriate corrective action. At step 68, the

processor subsystem 12 determines whether the vehicle brake is on by examining the state

of the brake sensor 32. If the brake is on, the processor subsystem 12 concludes that the

driver is taking corrective action and that further corrective action is not necessary. If,

however, the processor subsystem 12 determines that the vehicle brake is off, the method

proceeds to step 70 where the processor subsystem examines the level of the vehicle speed
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sensor to determine if the speed of the vehicle is less than 35 mph. If the speed of the

vehicle is less than 30 mph, the processor subsystem 12 concludes that no further corrective

action will be taken.

If, however, the processor subsystem 12 determines that the speed of the vehicle is

greater than 35 mph, the method proceeds to step 72 where the processor subsystem 12

selects a throttle reduction value based upon the value of the expression ALARM.

Generally, the severity of the corrective action to be initiated by the processor subsystem 12

is varied depending on the number of times that corrective action has been taken and, more

specifically, the severity of the selective corrective action increases with the value of the

expression ALARM. For example, in the embodiment of the invention disclosed herein, if

ALARM = 1, a 25% throttle reduction is selected, if ALARM = 2, a 50 throttle reduction

is selected and, if ALARM 2.3, a 100% throttle reduction is selected. By reducing the

throttle, the transport of fuel to the engine is retarded and the vehicle will begin to

decelerate.

Continuing on to step 74, the processor subsystem 12 determines the extent to which

the throttle is open using the throttle level provided by the throttle sensor 24 and, using

throttle control 26, reduces the throttle by the selected percentage. At step 76, the processor

subsystem 12 selects an alert mode, again based upon the value of the expression ALARM.

As before, the severity of the alert mode may increase with the value of ALARM. For

example, when ALARM = 1, a warning light may be activated in a flash mode while, when

2 s ALARM s 3, an audible alert which lasts for a first selected time period, for example,

two seconds, may be activated in combination with the flashing warning light and when
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ALARM 2 4, an audible alert which lasts for a second, longer, time period, for example,

six seconds, may be activated in combination with the flashing light.

Proceeding to step 78, the processor subsystem 12 issues an alert to the operator of

the vehicle in accordance with the selected alert mode. To do so, the processor subsystem

12 activates vehicle proximity alarm circuit 40 in accordance with the selected alert mode.

After issuing the alert at step 78, the method proceeds to step 80 where the processor

subsystem 12 waits a selected period before taking any further action. The wait period is

intended to provide sufficient time to see if the previously initiated corrective action

eliminates the hazardous condition. As disclosed herein, a wait period of 10 seconds is

suitable. However, wait periods of various lengths should be equally suitable for the uses

contemplated herein.

Upon expiration of the wait period, the value of the expression ALARM is

incremented by one at step 82 and, at step 84, the processor subsystem 12 again polls the

operating speed sensor 18, the RPM sensor 20, the manifold pressure sensor 22, the throttle

sensor 24, the windshield wiper sensor 30 and the brake sensor 32, to determine their

respective levels or states and places the acquired information in the first data register 14a.

The method returns to step 64 where the distance between the vehicle and the object in its

path is re—determined. The processor subsystem 12 continues to take corrective action until

it determines that the vehicle is no longer being operated in a hazardous manner. More

specifically, the processor subsystem 12 will conclude that the hazardous condition has been

corrected when it either: determines at step 66 that the distance separating the vehicle and

the object is within the stopping distance for the vehicle, determines at step 68 that the

vehicle brake is on or determines at step 70 that the speed of the vehicle is less than 35 mph.
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Upon making such a determination, the method proceeds to step 86 where the processor

subsystem 12 deactivated the vehicle proximity alarm circuit 40 to turn off the flashing light.

The method of optimizing vehicle operation in accordance with the teachings of the

present invention will now be described in greater detail. Returning now to step 58, if the

processor subsystem 12 determines that the vehicle is travelling slower than 50 mph, or if

the processor subsystem 12 determines at step 66 that the distance separating the vehicle and

the object is within the stopping distance for the vehicle or if the processor subsystem 12

determines at step 68 that the vehicle brake is on or if the processor subsystem 12 determines

at step 70 that the speed of the vehicle is less than 35 mph, the method proceeds, after

deactivation of the vehicle proximity alarm circuit 40, to step 88 where the processor

subsystem 12 determines if the road speed of the vehicle is changing. To do so, the

processor subsystem 12 compares the speed of the vehicle maintained in the first register 14a

to the speed of the vehicle maintained in the second register 14b.

If the vehicle speed maintained in the first register 14a is greater than the vehicle

speed maintained in the second register 14b, the vehicle is accelerating. If so, the method

continues to step 90 where the processor subsystem 12 determines if the throttle position is

increasing. To do so, the processor subsystem 12 compares the throttle level, i.e., the extent

to which the throttled is opened, maintained in the first register 14a to the throttle level

maintained in the second register 14b. If the throttle position has not increased, the

processor subsystem 12 determines that, since the vehicle is accelerating but fuel

consumption is not increasing, no modification of vehicle operation is necessary.

Accordingly, the method returns to step 54 for a next polling of the sensors 18, 20, 22 24,

30 and 32.
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If, however, the processor subsystem 12 determines at step 90 that the throttle

position has increased, the method proceeds to step 92 where the processor subsystem 12

determines if the manifold pressure level maintained in the first register 14a has exceeded

the manifold pressure set point for the vehicle. If the vehicle’s road speed and throttle

position are increasing and the manifold pressure for the vehicle is at or below the manifold

pressure set point, the processor subsystem 12 proceeds to step 93 where the sensors 18, 20,

22, 24, 30 and 32 are again polled and on to step 94 where the processor subsystem 12

compares the engine speed level maintained in the first register 14a to the RPM set point

stored in the memory subsystem 14 to determine if the engine speed has reached the RPM

set point. If the engine speed has not reached the RPM set point, the method returns to step

93 where the sensors 18, 20, 22, 24, 30 and 32 are repeatedly polled until the processor

subsystem 12 determines that the engine speed has reached the RPM set point. Once the

engine speed has reached the RPM set point, the processor subsystem 12 determines that the

vehicle needs to be upshifted and, proceeding to step 95, the processor subsystem 12 will

activate the upshift notification circuit 34 to issue an audible alert for a selected time period,

for example, 6 seconds, thereby notifying the driver that, in order to optimize vehicle

operation, an upshift should be performed. The method then returns to step 54 for a next

polling of the sensors 18, 20, 22 24, 30 and 32.

Returning to step 92, if the vehicle’s road speed and throttle position are increasing

and the manifold pressure for the vehicle is above the manifold pressure set point, the

processor subsystem 12 determines that too much fuel is being provided to the engine and

proceeding to step 96, the processor subsystem 12 will activate the overinjection notification

circuit 38 to issue an audible alert for a selected time period, for example, 6 seconds,
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thereby notifying the driver that, in order to optimize vehicle operation, the amount of fuel

being supplied to the engine should be reduced. The method then returns to step 54 for a

next polling of the sensors 18, 20, 22 24, 30 and 32.

Returning to step 88, if the processor subsystem 12 determines, when comparing the

speed of the vehicle maintained in the first register 14a to the speed of the vehicle maintained

in the second register 14b, that the speed of the vehicle is decreasing, the method proceeds

to step 98 where the processor subsystem 12 determines if the throttle position is changing.

To do so, the processor subsystem 12 compares the throttle level, i.e., the extent to which

the throttled is opened, maintained in the first register 14a to the throttle level maintained

in the second register 14b. If the throttle position has either remained constant or decreased,

the processor subsystem 12 determines that, since fuel consumption is either constant or

reduced, no modification of vehicle operation is necessary. Accordingly, the method returns

to step 54 for a next polling of the sensors 18, 20, 22 24, 30 and 32.

If, however, the processor subsystem 12 determines at step 98 that the throttle

position has increased, the method proceeds to step 100 where the processor subsystem 12

determines if the manifold pressure is increasing. To do so, the processor subsystem 12

compares the manifold pressure level maintained in the first register 14a to the manifold

pressure level maintained in the second register 14b. If the manifold pressure level

maintained in the first register 14a is less than the manifold pressure level maintained in the

second register 14b, the processor subsystem 12 determines that, since manifold pressure is

decreasing, no modification of vehicle operation is necessary. Accordingly, the method

returns to step 54 for a next polling of the sensors 18, 20, 22 24, 30 and 32.
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If, however, the manifold pressure level maintained in the first register 14a is greater

than the manifold pressure level maintained in the second register 14b, the processor

subsystem 12 determines that the manifold pressure for the vehicle is increasing and the

method proceeds to step 102 where the processor subsystem 12 determines if the engine

speed is increasing. To do so, the processor subsystem 12 compares the engine speed level

maintained in the first register 14a to the engine speed level maintained in the second register

14b. If the engine speed level maintained in the first register 14a is less than the engine

speed level maintained in the second register 14b, the processor subsystem 12 determines

that, since engine speed is increasing, no modification of vehicle operation is necessary.

Accordingly, the method returns to step 54 for a next polling of the sensors 18, 20, 22 24,

30 and 32.

If, however, the engine‘speed level maintained in the first register 14a is less than

the engine speed level maintained in the second register 14b, the processor subsystem 12

determines that, since the manifold pressure is increasing while the engine speed is

decreasing, too much fuel is being supplied to the engine. Accordingly, at step 104, the

processor subsystem 12 activates the overinjection notification circuit 38 to issue an audible

alert for a selected time period, for example, 6 seconds, thereby notifying the driver that,

in order to optimize vehicle operation, the amount of fuel being supplied to the engine should

be reduced.

Proceeding on to step 106, the sensors 18, 20, 22 24, 30 and 32 are again polled and,

at step 108, the processor subsystem 12 determines if the engine speed is decreasing, again

by comparing the engine speed level maintained in the first and second registers 14a and

14b. If the engine speed has not decreased, the method returns to step 104 where the
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processor subsystem 12 again activates the overinjection notification circuit 38 to issue

another audible alert notifying the driver that, in order to optimize vehicle operation, the

amount of fuel being supplied to the engine should be reduced. Thus, the driver will be

repeatedly notified of the overinjection condition until the processor subsystem 12

determines, at step 108, that the engine speed is decreasing. The method will then proceed

to step 110 where, since the processor subsystem 12 has determined that, since the engine

speed is decreasing, the vehicle should be downshifted. Accordingly, at step 110, the

processor subsystem 12 activates the downshift notification circuit 36 to issue an audible alert

for a selected time period, for example, 6 seconds, thereby notifying the driver that, in order

to optimize vehicle operation, the vehicle should be downshifted. The method then returns

to step 54 for a next polling of the sensors 18, 20, 22 24, 30 and 32. The method will

repeatedly loop through the aforementioned process to continuously determine if the vehicle

is being operated unsafely, take appropriate corrective action and to provide notifications to

the driver as to how operation of the vehicle may be optimized until the processor subsystem

12 is powered down or the vehicle is turned off.

Thus, there has been described and illustrated herein, an apparatus for optimizing

vehicle operation which combines both operator notifications of recommended corrections

in vehicle operation with automatic modification of vehicle operation under certain

circumstances. By incorporating the disclosed apparatus in a vehicle, not only will certain

hazardous operations of the vehicle be prevented but also the driver will be advised of

certain actions which will enable the vehicle to be operated with greater fuel efficiency.

However, those skilled in the art will recognize that many modifications and variations

besides those specifically mentioned herein may be made without departing substantially from
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the concept of the present invention. Accordingly, it should be clearly understood that the

form of the invention described herein is exemplary only and is not intended as a limitation

on the scope of the invention.
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WHAT IS CLAIMED IS: /

1. Apparatus for optimizing operation of a vehicle, comprising:

a plurality of sensors coupled to a vehicle having an engine, said plurality of sensors,

which collectively monitor Operation of said vehicle, including a road speed sensor, a

manifold pressure sensor and a throttle position sensor;

a processor subsystem, coupled to each one of said plurality of sensors, to receive

data therefrom;

a memory subsystem, coupled to said processor subsystem, said memory subsystem

storing therein a manifold pressure set point and present and prior levels for each one of said

plurality of sensors;

a fuel overinjection notification circuit coupled to said processor subsystem, said fuel

overinjection notification circuit issuing a notification that excessive fuel is being supplied

to said engine of said vehicle;

said processor subsystem determining, based upon data received from said plurality

of sensors, when to activate said fuel overinjection circuit.
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2. Apparatus for optimizing operation of a vehicle according to claim 1 wherein said

processor subsystem further comprises: “A

means for determining when road speed for said vehicle is increasing;

means for determining when throttle position for said vehicle is increasing; and

means for comparing manifold pressure to said manifold pressure set point;

said processor subsystem activating said fuel overinjection notification circuit if both

road speed and throttle position for said vehicle are increasing and manifold pressure for said

vehicle is above said manifold pressure set point.

3. Apparatus for optimizing operation of a vehicle according to claim 1 wherein said

fuel overinjection circuit further comprises a horn for issuing a tone for a reselected time

period.

4. Apparatus for optimizing operation of a vehicle according to claim 1 wherein said

plurality of sensors coupled to said vehicle further include an engine speed sensor.
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l 5. Apparatus for optimizing operation of a vehicle according to claimfiwherein said

2 processor subsystem further comprises:

3 means for determining when road speed for said vehicle is decreasing;

4 means for determining when throttle position for said vehicle is increasing;

5 means for determining when manifold pressure for said vehicle is increasing; and

6 means for determining when engine speed for said vehicle is decreasing;

7 said processor subsystem activating said fuel overinjection notification circuit if both

8 throttle position and manifold pressure for said vehicle are increasing and road speed and

9 engine speed for said vehicle are decreasing.

l 6. Apparatus for optimizing operation of a vehicle according to claim 5 wherein said

2 processor subsystem further comprises: 3 means for determining when road speed for said vehicle is increasing;

4 means for determining when throttle position for said vehicle is increasing; and

5 means for comparing manifold pressure to said manifold pressure set point;

6 said processor subsystem activating said fuel overinjection notification circuit if both

7 road speed and throttle position for said vehicle are increasing and manifold pressure for said

8 vehicle is above said manifold pressure set point.

1 7. Apparatus for optimizing operation of a vehicle according to claim/16.,wherein

2 said fuel overinjection circuit further comprises a horn for issuing a tone for a preselected

3 time period.
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8. Apparatus for optimizing operation of a vehicle according to claim 4 and further

comprising: M’’’’’fl

an upshift notification circuit coupled to said processor subsystem, said upshift

notification circuit issuing a notification that said engine of said vehicle is being operated at

an excessive engine speed;

said memory subsystem further storing an RPM set point; and

said processor subsystem determining, based upon data received from said plurality

of sensors, when to activate said upshift notification circuit.

9. Apparatus for optimizing operation of a vehicle according to claim 8 wherein said

processor subsystem further comprises:

means for determining when road speed for said vehicle is increasing;

means for determining when throttle position for said vehicle is increasing;

means for comparing manifold pressure to said manifold pressure set point; and

means for comparing engine speed to said RPM set point;

said processor subsystem activating said upshift notification circuit if both road speed

and throttle position for said vehicle are increasing, manifold pressure for said vehicle is at

or below said manifold pressure set point and engine speed for said vehicle is at or above

said RPM set point.
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10. Apparatus for optimizing operation of a vehicle according to» claim 9 wherein

said upshift notification circuit further comprises a horn for issuing a tone for a preselected

time period.

11. Apparatus for optimizing operation of a vehicle according to claim 4 and further
\,

comprising:

a downshift notification circuit coupled to said processor subsystem, said downshift

notification circuit issuing a notification that said engine of said vehicle is being operated at

an insufficient engine speed; and

said processor subsystem determining, based upon data received from said plurality

of sensors, when to activate said downshift notification circuit.

12. Apparatus for optimizing operation of a vehicle according to claim 11 wherein

said processor subsystem further comprises: W N J

means for determining when road speed for said vehicle is decreasing;

means for determining when throttle position for said vehicle is increasing;

means for determining when manifold pressure for said vehicle is increasing; and

means for determining when engine speed for said vehicle is decreasing;

said processor subsystem activating said downshift notification circuit if both road

speed and engine speed are decreasing and both throttle position and manifold pressure for

said vehicle are increasing.
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1 13. Apparatus for optimizing operation of a vehicle according to claim 12 wherein

2 said downshift notification circuit further comprises a horn for issuing a tone for a

3 preselected time period.
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14. Apparatus for optimizing operation of a vehicle, comprising: /

a plurality of sensors coupled to a vehicle having an engine, said plurality of sensors,

which collectively monitor operation of said vehicle, including a road speed sensor, an

engine speed sensor, a manifold pressure sensor and a throttle position sensor;

a processor subsystem, coupled to each one of said plurality of sensors, to receive

data therefrom;

a memory subsystem, coupled to said processor subsystem, said memory subsystem

storing therein a manifold pressure set point, an engine speed set point and present and prior

levels for each one of said plurality of sensors;

a fuel overinjection notification circuit coupled to said processor subsystem, said fuel

overinjection notification circuit issuing a notification that excessive fuel is being supplied

to said engine of said vehicle; _

an upshift notification circuit coupled to said processor subsystem, said upshift

notification circuit issuing a notification that said engine of said vehicle is being operated at

an excessive engine speed;

a downshift notification circuit coupled to said processor subsystem, said downshift

notification circuit issuing a notification that said engine of said vehicle is being operated at

an insufficient engine speed;

said processor subsystem determining, based upon data received from said plurality

of sensors, when to activate said fuel overinjection circuit, said upshift notification circuit

and said downshift notification circuit.
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15. Apparatus for optimizing operation of a vehicle according to claim 14 wherein:

said fuel overinjection circuit further comprises a first horn for issuing a first tone

for a first preselected time period;

said upshift notification circuit further comprises a second horn for issuing a second

tone for a second preselected time period; and

said downshift notification circuit further comprises a third horn for issuing a third

tone for a third preselected time period.

16. Apparatus for optimizing vehicle performance according to claimiiwherein said

processor subsystem further comprises:

means for determining when road speed for said vehicle is increasing or decreasing

means for determining when throttle position for said vehicle is increasing;

means for comparing manifold pressure to said manifold pressure set point;

means for comparing engine speed to said RPM set point;

means for determining when manifold pressure is increasing; and

means for determining when engine speed is increasing or decreasing;

said processor subsystem activating said fuel overinjection notification circuit if both

road speed and throttle position for said vehicle are increasing and manifold pressure for said

vehicle is above said manifold pressure set or if both throttle position and manifold pressure

for said vehicle are increasing and road speed and engine speed for said vehicle are

decreasing;

said processor subsystem activating said upshift notification circuit if both road speed

and throttle position for said vehicle are increasing, manifold pressure for said vehicle is at
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or below said manifold pressure set point and engine speed for said vehicle is at or above

said RPM set point; and

said processor subsystem activating said downshift notification circuit if both road

speed and engine speed are decreasing and both throttle position and manifold pressure for

said vehicle are increasing.

17. Apparatus for optimizing operation of a vehicle according to Claifl!_,,l,6,whefeini

said fuel overinjection circuit further comprises a first horn for issuing a first tone

for a first preselected time period;

said upshift notification circuit further comprises a second horn for issuing a second

tone for a second preselected time period; and

said downshift notification circuit further comprises a third horn for issuing a third

tone for a third preselected time period.
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18. Apparatus for optimizing operation of a vehicle, comprising: J/K

a radar detector, said radar detector determining a distance separating a vehicle

having an engine and an object in front of said vehicle;

at least one sensor coupled to said vehicle for monitoring operation thereof, said at

least one sensor including a road speed sensor;

a processor subsystem, coupled to said radar detector and said at least one sensor,

to receive data therefrom;

a memory subsystem, coupled to said processor subsystem, said memory subsystem

storing a first vehicle speed/stopping distance table and present levels for each one of said

at least one sensor;

a vehicle proximity alarm circuit coupled to said processor subsystem, said vehicle

proximity alarm circuit issuing _an alarm that said vehicle is too close to said object;

said processor subsystem determining, based upon data received from said radar

detector, said at least one sensor and said memory subsystem, when to activate said vehicle

proximity alarm circuit.

19. Apparatus for optimizing operation of a vehicle according to claim‘v1/8,Wll§.rein:

said at least one sensor further includes a windshield wiper sensor for indicating

whether a windshield wiper of said vehicle is activated; and

said memory subsystem further storing a second vehicle speed/stopping distance table.
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20. Apparatus for optimizing operation of a vehicle according to claim lsrand further

comprising:

a throttle controller for controlling a throttle of said engine of said vehicle; and

said processor subsystem selectively reducing said throttle based upon data received

from said radar detector, said at least one sensor and said memory subsystem.

21. Apparatus for optimizing operation of a vehicle according to claim 20 wherein

said at least one sensor further includes a brake sensor for indicating whether a brake system

of said vehicle is activated.

22. Apparatus for optimizing operation of a vehicle according to claim 20 wherein

said processor subsystem further comprises:

means for counting a total number of vehicle proximity alarms determined by said

pl’OCCSSOI‘ subsystem;

means for selectively reducing said throttle based upon said total number of vehicle

proximity alarms.
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23. Apparatus for optimizing vehicle operation according to clairi18 wherein:

said plurality of sensors further include a manifold pressure sensor and a throttle

position sensor;

said memory subsystem further storing therein a manifold pressure set point and prior

levels for each one of said plurality of sensors;

a fuel overinjection notification circuit coupled to said processor subsystem, said fuel

overinjection notification circuit issuing a notification that excessive fuel is being supplied

to said engine of said vehicle;

said processor subsystem determining, based upon data received from said plurality

of sensors, when to activate said fuel overinjection circuit.

24. Apparatus for optimizing operation of a vehicle according to claim 23 wherein

said plurality of sensors coupled to said vehicle further include an engine speed sensor.

25 . Apparatus for optimizing operation of a vehicle according to claim 24 and further

comprising:

an upshift notification circuit coupled to said processor subsystem, said upshift

notification circuit issuing a notification that said engine of said vehicle is being operated at

an excessive engine speed;

said memory subsystem further storing an RPM set point; and

said processor subsystem determining, based upon data received from said plurality

of sensors, when to activate said upshift notification circuit.
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l 26. Apparatus for optimizing operation of a vehicle according to claim 25 and further

2 comprising:

3 a downshift notification circuit coupled to said processor subsystem, said downshift

4 notification circuit issuing a notification that said engine of said vehicle is being operated at

5 an insufficient engine speed; and

6 said processor subsystem determining, based upon data received from said plurality

7 of sensors, when to activate said downshift notification circuit.
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27. Apparatus for optimizing operation of a vehicle, comprising: V

a radar detector, said radar detector determining a distance separating a vehicle

having an engine and an object in front of said vehicle;

a plurality of sensors coupled to a vehicle having an engine, said plurality of sensors,

which collectively monitor operation of said vehicle, including a road speed sensor, an

engine speed sensor, a manifold pressure sensor and a throttle position sensor;

a processor subsystem, coupled to said radar detector and each one of said plurality

of sensors, to receive data therefrom;

a memory subsystem, coupled to said processor subsystem, said memory subsystem

storing therein a first vehicle speed/stopping distance table, a manifold pressure set point and

present and prior levels for each one of said plurality of sensors;

a fuel overinjection notification circuit coupled to said processor subsystem, said fuel

overinjection notification circuit issuing a notification that excessive fuel is being supplied

to said engine of said vehicle;

said processor subsystem determining, based upon data received from said plurality

of sensors, when to activate said fuel overinjection circuit

a vehicle proximity alarm circuit coupled to said processor subsystem, said vehicle

proximity alarm circuit issuing an alarm that said vehicle is too close to said object;

said processor subsystem determining, based upon data received from said radar

detector, said at least one sensor and said memory subsystem, when to activate said vehicle

proximity alarm circuit.
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28. Apparatus for optimizing operation of a vehicle according to claim 27 wherein

said processor subsystem further comprises:

means for determining when road speed for said vehicle is increasing or decreasing;

means for determining when throttle position for said vehicle is increasing or

decreasing; and

means for comparing manifold pressure to said manifold pressure set point;

means for determining when manifold pressure for said vehicle is increasing or

decreasing; and

means for determining when engine speed for said vehicle is increasing or decreasing;

said processor subsystem activating said fuel overinjection notification circuit if both

road speed and throttle position for said vehicle are increasing and manifold pressure for said

vehicle is above said manifold pressure set point or if both throttle position and manifold

pressure for said vehicle are increasing and road speed and engine speed for said vehicle are

decreasing.
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29. Apparatus for optimizing operation of a vehicle according to claim 27 and further

comprising: ‘7 if

an upshift notification circuit coupled to said processor subsystem, said upshift

notification circuit issuing a notification that said engine of said vehicle is being operated at

an excessive engine speed;

said memory subsystem further storing an RPM set point; and

said processor subsystem determining, based upon data received from said plurality

of sensors, when to activate said upshift notification circuit.

30. Apparatus for optimizing operation of a vehicle according to claim 29 wherein

said processor subsystem further comprises:

means for determining when road speed for said vehicle is increasing;

means for determining when throttle position for said vehicle is increasing;

means for comparing manifold pressure to said manifold pressure set point; and

means for comparing engine speed to said RPM set point;

said processor subsystem activating said upshift notification circuit if both road speed

and throttle position for said vehicle are increasing, manifold pressure for said vehicle is at

or below said manifold pressure set point and engine speed for said vehicle is at or above

said RPM set point.
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31. Apparatus for optimizing operation of a vehicle according to claim 27 and further

comprising:

a downshift notification circuit coupled to said processor subsystem, said downshift

notification circuit issuing a notification that said engine of said vehicle is being operated at

an insufficient engine speed; and

said processor subsystem determining, based upon data received from said plurality

of sensors, when to activate said downshift notification circuit.

32. Apparatus for optimizing operation of a vehicle according to claim 31 wherein

said processor subsystem further comprises: -

means for determining when road speed for said vehicle is decreasing;

means for determining when throttle position for said vehicle is increasing;

means for determining when manifold pressure for said vehicle is increasing; and

means for determining when engine speed for said vehicle is decreasing;

said processor subsystem activating said downshift notification circuit if both road

speed and engine speed are decreasing and both throttle position and manifold pressure for

said vehicle are increasing.
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APPARATUS FOR OPTIMIZING VEHICLE OPERATION

Abstract of the Disclosure

Apparatus for optimizing operation of an engine-driven vehicle. The apparatus

includes a processor subsystem, a memory subsystem, a road speed sensor, an engine speed

sensor, a manifold pressure sensor, a throttle position sensor, a radar detector for

determining the distance separating the vehicle from an object in front of it, a windshield

wiper sensor for indicating whether a windshield wiper of the vehicle is activated, a brake

sensor for determining whether the brakes of the vehicle have been activated, a fuel

overinjection notification circuit for issuing notifications that excessive fuel is being supplied

to the engine of the vehicle, an upshift notification circuit for issuing notifications that the

engine of the vehicle is being operated at an excessive engine speed, a downshift notification

circuit for issuing notifications that the engine of the vehicle is being operated at an

insufficient engine speed, a vehicle proximity alarm circuit for issuing an alarm that the

vehicle is too close to an object in front of the vehicle and a throttle controller for

automatically reducing the amount of fuel supplied to the engine if the vehicle is too close

to the object in front of it. Based upon data received from the sensors and data stored in the

memory subsystem, the processor determines whether to activate the fuel overinjection

notification circuit, the upshift notification circuit, the downshift notification circuit, the

vehicle proximity alarm circuit or the throttle controller.

66126
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My residence, post office address, and citizenship are as stated below next to my name.

I believe I am an original, first, and joint inventor of the subject matter which is claimed
and for which a patent is sought on the invention, design, or discovery entitled:

"METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR OPTIMIZING VEHICLE OPERATION"

the specification of which is attached hereto.

I have reviewed and understand the contents of the above-identified specification,

including the claims, as amended by any amendment referred to above;

I acknowledge the duty to disclose to the Office all information known to me to be
material to the patentability of this application as defined by Title 37, Code of Federal
Regulations, § 1.56.

I hereby claim foreign priority benefits under Title 35 U.S.C. § 119 of any foreign
application(s) for patent or inventor’s certificate listed below and have also identified below any
foreign application for patent or inventor’s certificate having a filing date before that of the
application on which priority is claimed.

NONE

I hereby claim the benefit under Title 35, United States Code, § 120 of any United States
application(s) listed below and, insofar as the subject matter of each of the claims of this
application is not disclosed in the prior United States application(s) in the manner provided by
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the first paragraph of Title 35, United States Code, § 112, I acknowledge the duty to disclose
to the Office all information known to me to be material to patentability as defined in § 1.56
which became available between the filing date of any prior application(s) and the national or
PCT international filing date of this application.

NONE

I hereby appoint:

WILLIAM D. HARRIS, JR., Registration No. 19,243;

L. DAN TUCKER, Registration No. 22,670;

ROY W. HARDIN, Registration No. 28,304;

WILLIAM D. JACKSON, Registration No. 20,846
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CRAIG J. COX, Registration No. 39,643;

JACK A. KANZ, Registration No. 23,061; and
HENRY CROSKELL, Registration No. 25,847;

all of the firm of HARRIS, TUCKER & HARDIN, P.C., my attorneys with full power of substitution
and revocation, to prosecute this application and to transact all business in the United States
Patent and Trademark Office connected therewith, and to file and prosecute any international

patent applications filed thereon before any international authorities under the Patent Cooperation
Treaty.

Send correspondence to: Michael S. Bush
Harris, Tucker & Hardin, P.C.

13355 Noel Road, Suite 2100
Dallas, Texas 75240—6604>/"________________.
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statements were made with the knowledge that willful false statements and the like so made are

punishable by fine or imprisonment, or both, under § 1001 of Title 18 of the United States
Code, and that such willful false statements may jeopardize the validity of the application or any
patent issuing thereon. 
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VERIFIED STATEMENT (DECLARATION) CLAIMING SMALL ENTITY STATUS

[37 CFR 1.9(f) and 1.27(c) - SMALL BUSINESS CONCERN

I hereby declare that I am:

[ ] the owner of the small business concern identified below:
[X] an officer of the small business concern empowered to act on behalf of the

concern identified below:

NAME OF CONCERN: Tas Distributing Co., Inc.

ADDRESS OF CONCERN: 806 W. Pioneer Pkwy

Peoria, Illinois 61615

I hereby declare that the above-identified concern qualifies as a small business concern as
defined in 13 CFR 121.3-18, and reproduced in 37 CFR 1.9(d), for purposes of paying reduced

fees under §41(a) and (b) of Title 35, United States Code, in that the number of employees of
the concern, including those of its affiliates, does not exceed 500 persons. For purposes of this
statement, (1) the number of employees of the business concern is averaged over the previous

fiscal year of the concern of the persons employed on a full-time, part-time or temporary basis
during each of the pay periods of the fiscal year, and (2) concerns are affiliates of each other
when either, directly or indirectly, one concern controls or has the power to control the other,

or a third party or parties controls or has the power to control both.

 
I hereby declare that rights under contract or law have been conveyed to and remain with the
small business concern identified above with regard to the invention, entitled:

"METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR OPTIMIZING VEHICLE OPERATION"
 
 

by inventors:

Harvey Slepian and Loran Sutton

described in

[X ] the specification filed herewith.

[ ] application serial no. 07/ , filed , 19

[ ] patent no.

 

, issued
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If the rights held by the above identified small business concern are not exclusive, each
individual, concern or organization having rights to the invention is listed below* and no rights
to the invention are held by any person, other than the inventor, who could not qualify as a
small business concern under 37 CFR 1.9(d) or by any concern which would not qualify as a

small business concern under 37 CFR 1.9(d) or a nonprofit organization under 37 CFR 1.9(e).

*NOTE: Separate verified statements are required from each named person, concern or
organization having rights to the invention averring to their status as small entities (37 CFR
1.27)

None

I acknowledge the duty to file, in this application or patent, notification of any change in status
resulting in loss of entitlement to small entity status prior to paying, or at the time of paying,
the earliest of the issue fee or any maintenance fee due after the date on which status as a small

entity is no longer appropriate. [37 CFR 1.28(b)]

I hereby declare that all statements made herein of my own knowledge are true and that all
statements made on information and belief are believed to be true; and further that these

statements were made with the knowledge that willful false statements and the like so made are

punishable by fine or imprisonment, or both, under § 1001 of Title 18 of the United States
Code, and that such willful false statements may jeopardize the validity of the application, any
patent issuing thereon, or any patent to which this verified statement is directed.

NAME OF PERSON SIGNING Harvey Slepian

TITLE OF PERSON OTHER THAN OWNER President

ADDRESS OF ERSON SIGNING 1426 W. Daytona

Peoria, Illinois 61614

Dat J
 
Tas Distbuting Co., 0.
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.METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR OPTIMIZING VEHICLE OPERATION 

Background of the Invention

Field of the Invention

The present invention generally relates to an apparatus for optimizing vehicle

operation and, more particularly, relates to a system which both notifies the driver of

recommended corrections in vehicle operation and, under certain conditions, automatically

initiates selected corrective action.

Description of Related Art

It has long been recognized that the improper operation of a vehicle may have many

adverse effects. For example, the fuel efficiency of a vehicle may vary dramatically based

upon how the vehicle is operated. More specifically, operating a vehicle at excessive speed,

excessive RPM and/or excessive manifold pressure will result in both reduced fuel economy

and increased operating costs. The aforementioned increased operating costs can be quite

considerable, particularly for an owner or operator of a fleet of vehicles. To correct these

types of improper vehicle operations are often surprisingly simple. For example, upshifting

the drive gear will typically eliminate an excessive RPM condition. However, even when

the solution is quite simple, Oftentimes, the driver will be unaware of the need to take

corrective action.

A variety of ‘ patents have disclosed systems, commonly referred to as "shift

prompters", which monitor the operation of a vehicle and advises the operator of the vehicle

when to take certain actions. Numerous ones of these devices include sensors which measure

"L
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engine speed and vehicle speed. See, for example, USPNs 4,492,112 to Igarashi et al.,

4,631,515 to Blee et a1. and 4,701,852 to Ulveland. Certain ones, however, disclose the use

of other types of sensors as well. For example, USPN 4,524,460 to Weber is directed to

a driving aid indicator which includes vehicle speed, manifold pressure, throttle position and

engine speed sensors. USPNs 4,752,883 to Asakura et a1. and 4,868,756 to Kawanabe et

al. are directed to upshift notification devices which include sensors for measuring engine

speed, vehicle speed, manifold pressure and cooling water temperature. Finally, USPN

4,853,673 to Kido et a1. discloses a shift indicator system which includes sensors for

measuring engine speed and throttle position. Generally, the above—listed patents all provide

displays intended to enable the driver to operate the vehicle in a manner leading to uniform

performance and maximum fuel economy. However, Blee et a1. discloses the use of audible

warnings as well as a speed controller to prevent further increases in engine speed if the

driver ignores previously issued warnings.

Improper vehicle operation has other adverse effects as well. It is well known that

the faster a vehicle travels, the longer it takes to stop. Thus, what may be a safe separation

distance between successive vehicles when a vehicle is traveling at 35 mph may be unsafe

if that vehicle is traveling at 50 mph. Road conditions also play a role in determining the

safe separation distance between vehicles. For example, greater separation distances are

generally recommended when roads are wet. As a result, therefore, based on the

combination of a vehicle’s speed, the distance separating the vehicle from a second vehicle

in front of it and road conditions, many vehicles are operated unsafely. To correct this

situation, a reduction in operating speed, an increase in vehicle separation or some

combination thereof, is required.

1 5'1
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It may be readily seen. from the foregoing that it would be desirable to provide a

system which integrates the ability to issue audible warnings which advise the driver to

correct operation of the vehicle in a manner which will enhance the efficient operation

thereof with the ability to automatically take corrective action if the vehicle is being operated

unsafely. It is, therefore, the object of the invention to provide such a system.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

In one embodiment, the present invention is directed to an apparatus for optimizing

operation of an engine—driven vehicle. The apparatus includes a processor subsystem, a

memory subsystem, plural sensors, including road speed, manifold pressure and throttle

position sensors, for collectively monitoring operation of the vehicle and a fuel overinjection

notification circuit for issuing notifications that excessive fuel is being supplied to the engine

of the vehicle. The processor subsystem receives data from the sensors and, from the

received data, determines when to activate the fuel overinjection circuit. In one aspect

thereof, the processor subsystem determines when road speed for the vehicle is increasing,

determines when throttle position for the vehicle is increasing, compares manifold pressure

and a manifold pressure set point stored, in the memory subsystem and activates the fuel

overinjection notification circuit if both road speed and throttle position for the vehicle are

increasing and manifold pressure for the vehicle is above the manifold pressure set point.

In further aspects thereof, the sensors may include an engine speed sensor and the

processor subsystem may determine when road speed for the vehicle is decreasing, when

throttle position for the vehicle is increasing, when manifold pressure for the vehicle is

increasing, when engine speed for the vehicle is decreasing and may activate the fuel
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overinjection notification circuit if both throttle position and manifold pressure for the vehicle

are increasing and road speed and engine speed for the vehicle are decreasing.

In still further aspects thereof, the apparatus may also include an upshift notification

circuit, activated by the processor subsystem based upon data received from the sensors,

which issues notifications that the engine of the vehicle is being operated at excessive engine

speeds. In this aspect, the processor subsystem determines when road speed for the vehicle

is increasing, when throttle position for the vehicle is increasing, compares manifold pressure

to a manifold pressure set point stored in the memory subsystem, compares engine speed to

an RPM set point stored in the memory subsystem and activates the upshift notification

circuit if both road speed and throttle position for the vehicle are increasing, manifold

pressure for the vehicle is at or below the manifold pressure set point and engine speed for

the vehicle is at or above the RPM set point.

In still yet further aspects thereof, the apparatus may also include a downshift

notification circuit, activated by the processor subsystem based upon data received from the

sensors, which issues a notification that the engine of the vehicle is being operated at an

insufficient engine speed. The processor subsystem may determine when road speed for the

vehicle is decreasing, when throttle position for the vehicle is increasing, when manifold

pressure for the vehicle is increasing, when engine speed for the vehicle is decreasing and

may activate the downshift notification circuit if both road speed and engine speed are

decreasing and both throttle position and manifold pressure for the vehicle are increasing.
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In still further aspects thereof, the fuel overinjection circuit, the upshift notification

circuit or the downshift notification circuit may include a horn for issuing a tone for a

preselected time period.

In another embodiment, the present invention is of an apparatus for optimizing

operation of a vehicle. The apparatus includes road speed, engine speed, manifold pressure

and throttle position sensors, a processor subsystem coupled to each of the sensors to receive

data therefrom and a memory subsystem, coupled to the processor subsystem, for storing a

manifold pressure set point, an engine speed set point and present and prior levels for each

one of the sensors. The apparatus further includes a fuel overinjection notification circuit,

an upshift notification circuit and a downshift notification circuit, all of which are coupled

to the processor subsystem. The fuel overinjection notification circuit issues notifications

that excessive fuel is being supplied to the engine of the vehicle, the upshift notification

circuit issues notifications that the engine of the vehicle is being operated at an excessive

engine speed and the downshift notification circuit issues notifications that the engine of the

vehicle is being operated at an insufficient engine speed. Based upon data received from the

sensors", the processor subsystem determines when to activate the fuel overinjection circuit,

the upshift notification circuit and the downshift notification circuit. In one aspect thereof,

the fuel overinjection circuit includes a first horn for issuing a first tone for a first

preselected time period, the upshift notification circuit includes a second horn for issuing a

second tone for a second preselected time period and the downshift notification circuit

includes a third horn for issuing a third tone for a third preselected time period.

In another aspect thereof, the processor subsystem may determine when road speed

for the vehicle is increasing or decreasing, engine speed is increasing or decreasing, throttle

-5-
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position for the vehicle is increasing and manifold pressure is increasing; may compare

manifold pressure to the manifold pressure set point and engine speed to the RPM set point;

and may activate the fuel overinjection notification circuit if both road speed and throttle

position for the vehicle are increasing and manifold pressure for the vehicle is above the

manifold pressure set point or if both throttle position and manifold pressure for the vehicle

are increasing and road speed and engine speed for the vehicle are decreasing, the upshift

notification circuit if both road speed and throttle position for the vehicle are increasing,

manifold pressure for the vehicle is at or below the manifold pressure set point and engine

speed for the vehicle is at or above the RPM set point and the downshift notification circuit

if both road speed and engine speed are decreasing and both throttle position and manifold

pressure for the vehicle are increasing.

In another aspect, the present invention is of an apparatus for optimizing operation

of a vehicle which includes a radar detector for determining a distance separating a vehicle

having an engine and an object in front of thevvehicle and at least one sensor for monitoring

operation of the vehicle. The apparatus further includes a processor subsystem, a memory

subsystem and a vehicle proximity alarm circuit. The processor subsystem is coupled to the

radar detector and the at least one sensor to receive data therefrom while the memory

subsystem, in which a first vehicle speed/stopping distance table and present levels for each

one of the at least one sensor are stored, and the vehicle proximity alarm circuit are coupled

to the processor subsystem. Based on data received from the radar detector, the at least one

sensor and the contents of the memory subsystem, the processor determines when to instruct

the vehicle proximity alarm circuit to issue an alarm that the vehicle is too close to the

object.

7
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In one aspect thereof, the at least one sensor further includes a windshield wiper

sensor for indicating whether a windshield wiper of the vehicle is activated and a second

vehicle speed/stopping distance table is stored in the memory subsystem. In another aspect

thereof, the apparatus further includes a throttle controller for controlling a throttle of the

engine of the vehicle. The processor subsystem may selectively reduce the throttle based

upon data received from the radar detector, the at least one sensor and the memory

subsystem or may also count a total number of vehicle proximity alarms determined by the

processor subsystem and selectively reduce the throttle based upon the total number‘of

vehicle proximity alarms, as well. In yet another aspect thereof, the at least one sensor

further includes a brake sensor for indicating whether a brake system of the vehicle is

activated.

In other aspects thereof, the apparatus may be further provided with a fuel

overinjection notification circuit for issuing a notification that excessive fuel is being supplied

to the engine of the vehicle, an upshift notification circuit for issuing a notification that the

engine of the vehicle is being operated at an excessive engine speed or a downshift

notification circuit for issuing a notification that the engine of the vehicle is being operated

at an insufficient engine speed. If a fuel overinjection notification circuit is provided, the

apparatus includes a manifold pressure sensor and a throttle position sensor which also

provide the processor subsystem with data used, together with a manifold pressure set point

and prior levels for the sensors stored in the memory subsystem, to determine when to

activate the fuel overinjection circuit. If an upshift notification circuit is provided, the

apparatus includes an engine speed sensor which also provides the processor subsystem with

data used, together with an RPM set point stored in the memory subsystem, to determine

-7-
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when to activate the upshift notification circuit. Finally, if a downshift notification circuit

is provided, the processor subsystem determines when to activate the downshift notification

circuit based upon the data received from the plurality of sensors.

In still another embodiment, the present invention is of an apparatus for optimizing

operation of a vehicle which includes a radar detector for determining a distance separating

the vehicle from an object in front of it, a plurality of sensors, including a road speed

sensor, an engine speed sensor, a manifold pressure sensor and a throttle position sensor,

which collectively monitor the operation of the vehicle, a processor subsystem, a memory

subsystem, a fuel overinjection notification circuit for issuing notification that excessive fuel

is being supplied to the engine of the vehicle and a vehicle proximity alarm circuit for

issuing alarms if the vehicle is too close to the object. Based upon data received from the

sensors, the processor subsystem determines when to activate the fuel overinjection circuit.

Based upon data received from the radar detector, the sensors and the memory subsystem,

the processor subsystem also determines when to activate the vehicle proximity alarm circuit.

In one aspect of this embodiment of the invention, the processor subsystem

determines when road speed for the vehicle is increasing or decreasing, when throttle

position for the vehicle is increasing or decreasing, compares manifold pressure to a

manifold pressure set point stored in the memory subsystem, determines when manifold

pressure for the vehicle is increasing or decreasing and determines when engine speed for

the vehicle is increasing or decreasing. In this aspect, the processor subsystem activates the

fuel overinjection notification circuit if both road speed and throttle position for the vehicle

are increasing and manifold pressure for the vehicle is above the manifold pressure set point
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or if both throttle position and manifold pressure for the vehicle are increasing and road

speed and engine speed for the vehicle are decreasing.

In a further aspect thereof, the apparatus may also include an upshift notification

circuit for issuing notifications that the engine of the vehicle is being operated at an excessive

engine speed, the processor subsystem determining when to activate the upshift notification

circuit based upon data received from the sensors. In a related aspect thereof, the processor

subsystem determines when road speed for the vehicle is increasing, determines when throttle

position for the vehicle is increasing, compares manifold pressure to a manifold pressure set

point stored in the memory subsystem and compares engine speed to an RPM set point stored

in the memory subsystem. In this aspect, the processor subsystem activates the upshift

notification circuit if both road speed and throttle position for the vehicle are increasing,

manifold pressure for the vehicle is at or below the manifold pressure set point and engine

speed for the vehicle is at or above the RPM set point.

In still another aspect thereof, the apparatus may also include a downshift notification

circuit for issuing a notification that the engine of the vehicle is being operated at an

insufficient engine speed. In this aspect, the processor subsystem determines when to

activate the downshift notification circuit based upon data received from the sensors. In a

related aspect thereof, the processor subsystem determines when road speed for the vehicle

is decreasing, determines when throttle position for the vehicle is increasing, determines

when manifold pressure for the vehicle is increasing and determines when engine speed for

the vehicle is decreasing. In this aspect, the processor subsystem activates the downshift

notification circuit if both road speed and engine speed are decreasing and both throttle

position and manifold pressure for the vehicle are increasing.

to ‘
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The present invention may be better understood, and its numerous objects, features

and advantages will become apparent to those skilled in the art by reference to the

accompanying drawing, in which:

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of an apparatus for optimizing vehicle performance

constructed in accordance with the teachings of the present invention; and

FIGS. 2A-B is a flow chart of a method for optimizing vehicle performance in

accordance with the teachings of the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

Referring first to Fig. 1, a system 10 for optimizing vehicle performance constructed

in accordance with the teachings of the present invention will now be described in greater

detail. The system 10 includes a processor subsystem 12, for example, a microprocessor,

and a memory subsystem 14, for example, the memory subsystem 14 may include a

nonvolatile random access memory (or "NVRAM1'), coupled together bya bus 16 for bi-

directional exchanges of address, data and control signals therebetween. The system 10 is

installed in a vehicle (not shown) for which optimized performance and driver assist

capabilities are desired. Although it is contemplated that the system 10 is suitable for use

with any type vehicle, most commonly, the system 10 shall be installed in a truck.

Also coupled to the processor subsystem 12 are a series of sensors, each of which are

periodically polled by the processor subsystem 12, to determine the respective states or levels

thereof. The sensors include a‘road speed sensor 18, an RPM sensor 20, a manifold

pressure sensor 22, a throttle sensor 24, a windshield wiper sensor 30 and a brake sensor

32. The sensors are selected to be either state or level sensors, depending on whether the

-10-
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information to be collected thereby is a state, i.e., on/off or a level, for example, 35 mph.

The road speed sensor 18 and the RPM sensor 20 are level sensors which respectively

provide the processor subsystem 12 with signals which indicate the operating speed and

engine speed for the vehicle. The road speed sensor 18 and the RPM sensor 20 may derive

5 such information from any one of a variety of sources. For example, the road speed sensor

18 may be connected to receive the speed input signal transmitted to the vehicle’s

speedometer while the RPM sensor 20 may be connected to receive the RPM input signal

to the vehicle’s tachometer.

The manifold pressure sensor 22 is a level sensor which is positioned downstream of

10 the throttle valve in the intake manifold of the vehicle to measure manifold pressure thereat.

The throttle sensor 24 is a level sensor, attached to the throttle, which measures the extent

to which the throttle is opened. The windshield wiper sensor 30 is a state sensor which

determines whether the vehicle’s windshield wipers are on or off. In alternate embodiments

thereof, the windshield wiper sensor 30 may be electrically coupled to the on/off switch for

15 the windshield wiper or to an output of the windshield wiper motor. Finally, the brake

sensor 32 is a state sensor which determines whether the brakes of the vehicle have been

engaged. For example, the brake sensor 32 may be electrically coupled to the brake system

to detect the activation thereof.

Preferably, the memory subsystem 14 should include first and second registers 14a

20 and 14b, each having sufficient bits for holding the state/level of each of the sensors 18, 20,

22, 24, 30 and 32. The first register 14a is used to hold the present state or level of each

of the sensors 18, 20, 22, 24, 30 and 32 while the second register 14b is used to hold the

prior state or level for each of the sensors 18, 20, 22, 24, 30 and 32. Each time the

\7/ -11—
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processor subsystem 12 writes the present state or level of the sensors 18, 20, 22, 24, 30 and

32 to the first register 14a, the prior contents of the first register 14a is written to the second

register 14b which, in turn, discards the prior content thereof. The memory subsystem 14

bdwumdmhmdmmmmmmuflmumuwbymewmmmrwamm12wdammmmg

whether to take corrective actions and/or issue notifications. Typically, such information is

placed in the memory subsystem 14 while the system 10 is being initialized. The

information includes one or more speed/distance tables which, when used in a manner which

will be more fully described below in combination with data collected by the system 10,

enable the processor subsystem 12 to determine if the vehicle is being operated unsafely and

if corrective action is necessary. speed/stopping distance table. The information also

includes two pre—set threshold values--a manifold psi set point and an engine RPM set point.

As will also be more fully described below, the processor subsystem 12 uses these threshold

values to determine when to issue notifications as to recommended changes in vehicle

operation which, when executed by the driver, will optimize vehicle operation. The

speed/stopping distance table(s) are based upon National Safety Council guidelines, vary

according to the class of the vehicle and provide the relationship between the speed at which

a vehicle is travelling and the distance which the vehicle will require to come to a complete

stop if travelling at that speed. The manifold psi set point and RPM set point are selected

based upon the manufacturer’s guidelines for proper operation of the vehicle, vary based

upon horsepower and engine size for the vehicle and represent thresholds above which the

manifold pressure and engine rotation speed, respectively, for the vehicle should never

exceed.

-12-
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The system 10 also includes a throttle controller 26 capable of opening and/or closing

the throttle, a radar detector 28 positioned to determine the distance separating the vehicle

and an object in front of the vehicle, for example, a second vehicle travelling in the same

direction, a series of circuits 34, 36, 38 and 40 for notifying the driver of the vehicle of

recommended corrections in vehicle operation and alerting the driver to unsafe operating

conditions and a power supply, for example a +1-2v battery, for providing power to the

energy- demanding components of the system 10. The circuits 34, 36, 38 and 40 include

an upshift notification circuit 34 for notifying the driver that an upshift is recommended, a

downshift notification circuit 36 for notifying the driver that a downshift is recommended,

an overinjection notification circuit 38 for notifying the driver that too much fuel is being

supplied to the vehicle and a vehicle proximity alarm circuit 40 for alerting the driver when

an object in front of the vehicle is too close. The circuits 34, 36 and 38 may be configured

to provide visual and/or audible notifications, for example, using lights and/or horns. For

example, the upshift circuit 34, the downshift notification circuit 36 and the overinjection

notification circuit 38 may each include a horn, or other tone generating device, from which

an audible notification may be generated at a selected pitch. Preferably, each of the

notification circuits 34, 36 and 38 may be configured to provide distinct audible notifications,

for example, tones at distinct pitches, so that the driver may readily distinguish which of the

notification circuits 34, 36 and 38 have been activated by the processor subsystem 12. The

proximity alarm circuit 40 may include one or more visual and/or audible warning devices

such as lights and/or horns. For example, the proximity alarm circuit 40 may include a

warning light and a warning horn. If desired, the proximity alarm circuit may also include

a display for displaying the speed of the object in the vehicle’s path and/or the stopping

-13-
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distance in feet. The proximity alarm circuit 40 may be further equipped to provide audible

indications of the speed of the object in the vehicle’s path and/or the stopping distance in

feed as well as selector circuitry for selecting both the information to be provided as well

as the manner in which the information is to be conveyed.

Finally, the processor subsystem 12 is further provided with one or more mode select

input lines which enable operator configuration of the operation of the system 10. For

example, as described herein, the corrective operations consist of the combination of an

automatic reduction of throttle and audio/visual alerts that the vehicle is being operated

unsafely. It is specifically contemplated, however, that the system 10 include a mode select

line for switching the system 10 between an "active" mode where both automatic throttle

reduction and audio/visual alerts are generated and an "inactive" mode where only

audio/visual alerts are generated.

Referring next to FIGS. 2A—B, a method for optimizing vehicle performance in

accordance with the teachings of the present invention will now be described in greater

detail. The method commences by powering up the processor subsystem 12, for example,

by closing switch 42, thereby coupling the processor subsystem 12 to the power source 44

via line 43. Alternately, the processor subsystem 12 may be connected to the electrical

system of the vehicle such that it will automatically power up when the vehicle is started.

Of course, any of the other devices which also form part of the system 10 and require power

may also be coupled to the line 43. Appropriate voltage levels for the processor subsystem

12, as well as any additional power-demanding devices coupled to the power source 44,

would be provided by voltage divider circuitry (not shown).
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10

20

180

Once the system 10 is powered up, the method begins at step 50 by the processor

subsystem 12 polling the road speed sensor 18, the RPM sensor 20, the manifold pressure

sensor 22, the throttle sensor 24, the windshield wiper sensor 30 and the brake sensor 32 to

determine their respective levels or states and places the acquired information in the first data

register 1421. Of course, it should be noted, however, that polling of the sensors by the

processor subsystem 12 is but one technique by which the processor subsystem 12 may

acquire the requisite information. Alternately, each sensor 20, 22, 24, 30 and 32 may

periodically place its level or state in one or more bits of the first data register 14a. The

processor subsystem 12 would then acquire information by checking the contents of the first

data register 14a at selected time intervals.

Proceeding to step 52, the processor subsystem 12 examines the contents of the first

data register 14a to determine the operating speed of the vehicle. If the processor subsystem

12 determines that the vehicle is stationary, i.e., the operating speed of the vehicle is zero,

the processor subsystem 12 will return to step 50 where the road speed sensor 18, the RPM

sensor 20, the manifold pressure sensor 22, the throttle sensor 24, the windshield wiper

sensor 30 and the brake sensor 32 will be repeatedly polled until an operating speed greater

than zero is detected at step 52. While polling may be conducted at a variety of time

intervals, a polling period of one second appears suitable for the uses contemplated herein.

Returning to step 52, once an operating speed greater than zero is detected by the

processor subsystem 12, the method proceeds to step 54 where the processor subsystem 12

again polls the operating speed sensor 18, the RPM sensor 20, the manifold pressure sensor

22, the throttle sensor 24, the windshield wiper sensor 30 and the brake sensor 32, to

determine their respective levels or states and places the acquired information in the first data
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register 14a. In turn, the contents of the first data register 14a is placed in the second data

register 14b.

Proceeding now to step 56, from the polled value of the road speed sensor 18, the

processor subsystem 12 determines whether the vehicle is travelling faster than 20 mph. If

the operating speed of the vehicle is less than 20 mph, the method returns to step 54 where

the sensors 18, 20, 22, 24, 30 and 32 will be repeatedly polled and the value of the road

speed sensor examined until the processor subsystem 12 determines that the vehicle is

travelling faster than 20 mph. If, however, the processor subsystem 12 determines that the

vehicle is travelling faster than 20 mph, the method proceeds to step 58 where the processor

subsystem 12 then determines if the vehicle is travelling faster than 50 mph, again by

checking the contents of the first data register 14a.

Past this juncture, the method of the present invention will proceed through a series

of steps designed to optimize vehicle operation. However, prior to optimizing vehicle

operation, the processor subsystem 12 will determine if the vehicle is being operated

unsafely. If so, the processor subsystem 12 will initiate corrective operations before

commencing vehicle operation optimization. More specifically, if the processor subsystem

12 determines at step 58 that the vehicle is travelling at a speed greater than 50 mph, the

processor subsystem 12 will initiate a process by which it will determine whether the vehicle

is being operated unsafely.

The processor subsystem 12 determines that the vehicle is being operated unsafely

if the speed of the vehicle is such that the stopping distance for the vehicle d is greater than

the distance separating the vehicle from an object, for example, a second vehicle, in its path.

In order to make this determination, the processor subsystem 12 is provided access to at least
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one speed/distance table. For example, stored at location 140 within the memory subsystem

14 is a first speed/stopping distance table. The speed/stopping distance table contains the

relationship between vehicle speed and stopping distance. Thus, for any given speed, the

processor subsystem 12 may look-up the stopping distance for that speed. Preferably, the

memory subsystem 14 should contain multiple speed/stopping distance tables so that

differences in road conditions and/or vehicle class may be taken into account. For example,

the speed/stopping distance table stored at location 14c may be a speed/stopping distance

table for dry roads while a speed/stopping distance table for wet roads may be stored at

location 14d. If desired, the memory subsystem 14 may also contain additional

speed/stopping distance tables for other vehicle classes. If such additional tables were

provided, however, the disclosed method would need to be modified to include additional

steps in which the operator provides the vehicle’s class and the processor subsystem 12

selects the appropriate speed/stopping distance tables for the indicated class of vehicle.

To make the aforementioned determination of unsafe vehicle operation, the method

proceeds to step 60 where the processor subsystem 12 sets the value of the expression

ALARM to 1. The method then proceeds to step 62 where the processor subsystem 12

examines the state of the wiper sensor 32 and selects a speed/stopping distance table based

upon the state of the wiper sensor 32. If the state of the wiper sensor 32 indicates that the

windshield wiper is off, the processor subsystem l2 concludes that the vehicle is being

20 operated in dry conditions and selects the speed/stopping distance table stored at the location

14c of the memory subsystem 14. If, however, the state of the wiper sensor 32 indicates

that the windshield wiper is on, the processor subsystem 12 concludes that the vehicle is

being operated in wet conditions and selects the speed/stopping distance table stored at the

. [7f 47-
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location 14d of the memory subsystem 14. From the selected speed/stopping distance table

14c or 14d, the processor subsystem 12 then retrieves the stopping distance for the speed at

which the vehicle is travelling.

Continuing on to step 64, the processor subsystem 12 determines the distance of the

vehicle to an object in its path, Le, a second vehicle travelling in front of the vehicle and

in the same direction. To do so, the processor subsystem 12 instructs the radar device 28

to determine the distance between the vehicle and the second vehicle in front of it. Upon

determining the distance separating the two vehicles, the radar device 28 transmits the

determined separation distance to the processor subsystem 12. At step 66, the processor

subsystem 12 determines if the two vehicles are separated by a safe distance. To do so, the

processor subsystem 12 compares the distance separating the two vehicles to the retrieved

stopping distance for the vehicle. If the determined distance separating the two vehicles is

greater than the retrieved stopping distance for-the vehicle, the processor subsystem 12

determines that the vehicle is being operated safely. If, however, the determined distance

separating the two vehicles is less than the retrieved stopping distance, the processor

subsystem 12 determines that the vehicle is being operated unsafely.

If the processor subsystem 12 determines at step 66 that the vehicle is being operated

unsafely, the processor subsystem 12 initiates appropriate corrective action. At step 68, the

processor subsystem 12 determines whether the vehicle brake is on by examining the state

of the brake sensor 32. If the brake is on, the processor subsystem 12 concludes that the

driver is taking corrective action and that further corrective action is not necessary. If,

however, the processor subsystem 12 determines that the vehicle brake is off, the method

proceeds to step 70 where the processor subsystem examines the level of the vehicle speed
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sensor to determine if the speed of the vehicle is less than 35 mph. If the speed of the

vehicle is less than 30 mph, the processor subsystem 12 concludes that no further corrective

action will be taken.

If, however, the processor subsystem 12 determines that the speed of the vehicle is

5 greater than 35 mph, the method proceeds to step 72 where the processor subsystem 12

selects a throttle reduction value based upon the value of the expression ALARM.

Generally, the severity of the corrective action to be initiated by the processor subsystem 12

is varied depending on the number of times that corrective action has been taken and, more

specifically, the severity of the selective corrective action increases with the value of the

:33 10 expression ALARM. For example, in the embodiment of the invention disclosed herein, if

ALARM = 1, a 25% throttle reduction is selected, if ALARM = 2, a 50 throttle reduction

 
a! is selected and, if ALARM 2.3, a 100% throttle reduction is selected. By reducing the

a throttle, the transport of fuel to the engine is retarded and the vehicle will begin to

w decelerate.

$2: 15 Continuing on to step 74, the processor subsystem 12 determines the extent to which
it

the throttle is open using the throttle level provided by the throttle sensor 24 and, using

throttle control 26, reduces the throttle by the selected percentage. At step 76, the processor

subsystem 12 selects an alert mode, again based upon the value of the expression ALARM.

As before, the severity of the alert mode may increase with the value of ALARM. For

20 example, when ALARM = 1, a warning light may be activated in a flash mode while, when

2 s ALARM s 3, an audible alert which lasts for a first selected time period, for example,

two seconds, may be activated in combination with the flashing warning light and when
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ALARM 2 4, an audible alert which lasts for a second, longer, time period, for example,

six seconds, may be activated in combination with the flashing light.

Proceeding to step 78, the processor subsystem 12 issues an alert to'the operator of

the vehicle in accordance with the selected alert mode. To do so, the processor subsystem

12 activates vehicle proximity alarm circuit 40 in accordance with the selected alert mode.

After issuing the alert at step 78, the method proceeds to step 80 where the processor

subsystem 12 waits a selected period before taking any further action. The wait period is

intended to provide sufficient time to see if the previously initiated corrective action

eliminates the hazardous condition. As disclosed herein, a wait period of 10 seconds is

suitable. However, wait periods of various lengths should be equally suitable for the uses

contemplated herein.

Upon expiration of the wait period, the value of the expression ALARM is

incremented by one at step 82 and, at step 84, the processor subsystem 12 again polls the

operating speed sensor 18, the RPM sensor 20, the manifold pressure sensor 22, the throttle

sensor 24, the windshield wiper sensor 30 and the brake sensor 32, to determine their

respective levels or states and places the acquired information in the first data register 14a.

The method returns to step 64' where the distance between the vehicle and the object in its

path is re-determined. The processor subsystem 12 continues to take corrective action until

it determines that the vehicle is no longer being operated in a hazardous manner. More

specifically, the processor subsystem 12 will conclude that the hazardous condition has been

corrected when it either: determines at step 66 that the distance separating the vehicle and

the object is within the stopping distance for the vehicle, determines at step 68 that the

vehicle brake is on or determines at step 70 that the speed of the vehicle is less than 35 mph.
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Upon making such a determination, the method proceeds to step 86 where the processor

subsystem 12 deactivated the vehicle proximity alarm circuit 40 to turn off the flashing light.

The method of optimizing vehicle operation in accordance with the teachings of the

present invention will now be described in greater detail. Returning now to step 58, if the

processor subsystem 12 determines that the vehicle is travelling slower than 50 mph, or if

the processor subsystem 12 determines at step 66 that the distance separating the vehicle and

the object is within the stopping distance for the vehicle or if the processor subsystem 12

determines at step 68 that the vehicle brake is on or if the processor subsystem 12 determines

at step 70 that the speed of the vehicle is less than 35 mph, the method proceeds, after

deactivation of the vehicle proximity alarm circuit 40, to step 88 where the processor

subsystem 12 determines if the road speed of the vehicle is changing. To do so, the

processor subsystem l2 compares the speed of the vehicle maintained in the first register 14a

to the speed of the vehicle maintained in the second register 14b.

If the vehicle speed maintained in the first register 14a is greater than the vehicle

speed maintained in the second register 14b, the vehicle is accelerating. If so, the method

continues to step 90 where the processor subsystem 12 determines if the throttle position is

increasing. To do so, the processor subsystem 12 compares the throttle level, i.e., the extent

to which the throttled is opened, maintained in the first register 14a to the throttle level

maintained in the second register 14b. If the throttle position has not increased, the

processor subsystem 12 determines that, since the vehicle is accelerating but fuel

consumption is not increasing, no modification of vehicle operation is necessary.

Accordingly, the method returns to step 54 for a next polling of the sensors 18, 20, 22 24,

30 and 32.
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If, however, the processor subsystem 12 determines at step 90 that the throttle

position has increased, the method proceeds to step 92 where the processor subsystem 12

determines if the manifold pressure level maintained in the first register 14a has exceeded

the manifold pressure set point for the vehicle. If the vehicle’s road speed and throttle

5 position are increasing and the manifold pressure for the vehicle is at or below the manifold

pressure set point, the processor subsystem 12 proceeds to step 93 where the sensors 18, 20,

22, 24, 30 and 32 are again polled and on to step 94 where the processor subsystem 12

compares the engine speed level maintained in the first register 14a to the RPM set point

stored in the memory subsystem 14 to determine if the engine speed has reached the RPM

10 set point. If the engine speed has not reached the RPM set point, the method returns to step

93 where the sensors 18, 20, 22, 24, 30 and 32 are repeatedly polled until the processor

subsystem 12 determines that the engine speed has reached the RPM set point. Once the

engine speed has reached the RPM set point, the processor subsystem 12 determines that the

vehicle needs to be upshifted and, proceeding to step 95, the processor subsystem 12 will

15 activate the upshift notification circuit 34 to issue an audible alert for a selected time period,

for example, 6 seconds, thereby notifying the driver that, in order to optimize vehicle

operation, an upshift should be performed. The method then returns to step 54 for a next

polling of the sensors 18, 20, 22 24, 30 and 32.

Returning to step 92, if the vehicle’s road speed and throttle position are increasing

20 and the manifold pressure for the vehicle is above the manifold pressure set point, the

processor subsystem 12 determines that too much fuel is being provided to the engine and

proceeding to step 96, the processor subsystem 12 will activate the overinjection notification

circuit 38 to issue an audible alert for a selected time period, for example, 6 seconds,
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thereby notifying the driver that, in order to optimize vehicle operation, the amount of fuel

being supplied to the engine should be reduced. The method then returns to step 54 for a

next polling of the sensors 18, 20, 22 24, 30 and 32.

Returning to step 88, if the processor subsystem 12 determines, when comparing the

speed of the vehicle maintained in the first register 14a to the speed of the vehicle maintained

in the second register 14b, that the speed of the vehicle is decreasing, the method proceeds

to step 98 where the processor subsystem 12 determines if the throttle position is changing.

To do so, the processor subsystem 12 compares the throttle level, i.e., the extent to which

the throttled is opened, maintained in the first register 14a to the throttle level maintained

in the second register 14b. If the throttle position has either remained constant or decreased,

the processor subsystem 12 determines that, since fuel consumption is either constant or

reduced, no modification of vehicle operation is necessary. Accordingly, the method returns

to step 54 for a next polling of the sensors 18, 20, 22 24, 30 and 32.

If, however, the processor subsystem 12 determines at step 98 that the throttle

position has increased, the method proceeds to step 100 where the processor subsystem 12

determines if the manifold pressure is increasing. To do so, the processor subsystem 12

compares the manifold pressure level maintained in the first register 14a to the manifold

pressure level maintained in the second register 14b. If the manifold pressure level

maintained in the first register 14a is less than the manifold pressure level maintained in the

second register 14b, the processor subsystem 12 determines that, since manifold pressure is

decreasing, no modification of vehicle operation is necessary. "Accordingly, the method

returns to step 54 for a next polling of the sensors 18, 20, 22 24, 30 and 32.
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If, however, the manifold pressure level maintained in the first register 14a is greater

than the manifold pressure level maintained in the second register 14b, the processor

subsystem 12 determines that the manifold pressure for the vehicle is increasing and the

method proceeds to step 102 where the processor subsystem 12 determines if the engine

speed is increasing. To do so, the processor subsystem 12 compares the engine speed level

maintained in the first register 14a to the engine speed level maintained in the second register

14b. If the engine speed level maintained in the first register 14a is less than the engine

speed level maintained in the second register 14b, the processor subsystem 12 determines

that, since engine speed is increasing, no modification of vehicle operation is necessary.

Accordingly, the method returns to step 54 for a next polling of the sensors 18, 20, 22 24,

30 and 32.

If, however, the engine'speed level maintained in the first register 14a is less than

the engine speed level maintained in the second register 14b, the processor subsystem 12

determines that, since the manifold pressure is increasing while the engine speed is

decreasing, too much fuel is being supplied to the engine. Accordingly, at step 104, the

processor subsystem 12 activates the overinjection notification circuit 38 to issue an audible

alert for a selected time period, for example, 6 seconds, thereby notifying the driver that,

in order to optimize vehicle operation, the amount of fuel being supplied to the engine should

be reduced.

Proceeding on to step 106, the sensors 18, 20, 22 24, 30 and 32 are again polled and,

at step 108, the processor subsystem 12 determines if the engine speed is decreasing, again

by comparing the engine speed level maintained in the first and second registers 14a and

14b. If the engine speed has not decreased, the method returns to step 104 where the

7/6 _ v . -24-
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processor subsystem 12 again activates the overinjection notification circuit 38 to issue

another audible alert notifying the driver that, in order to optimize vehicle operation, the

amount of fuel being supplied to the engine should be reduced. Thus, the driver will be

repeatedly notified of- the overinjection condition until the processor subsystem 12

determines, at step 108, that the engine speed is decreasing. The method will then proceed

to step 110 where, since the processor subsystem 12 has determined that, since the engine

speed is decreasing, the vehicle should be downshifted. Accordingly, at step 110, the

processor subsystem 12 activates the downshift notification circuit 36 to issue an audible alert

for a selected time period, for example, 6 seconds, thereby notifying the driver that, in order

to optimize vehicle operation, the vehicle should be downshifted. The method then returns

to step 54 for a next polling oftthe sensors 18, 20, 22 24, 30 and 32. The method will

repeatedly loop through the aforementioned process to continuously determine if the vehicle

is being operated unsafely, take appropriate corrective action and to provide notifications to

the driver as to how operation of the vehicle may be optimized until the processor subsystem

12 is powered down or the vehicle is turned off.

Thus, there has been described and illustrated herein, an apparatus for optimizing

vehicle operation which combines both operator notifications of recommended corrections

in vehicle operation with automatic modification of vehicle operation under certain

circumstances. By incorporating the disclosed apparatus in a vehicle, not only will certain

hazardous operations of the vehicle be prevented but also the driver will be advised of

certain actions which will enable the vehicle to be operated with greater fuel efficiency.

However, those skilled in the art will recognize that many modifications and variations

besides those specifically mentioned herein may be made without departing substantially from
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the concept of the present invention. Accordingly, it should be clearly understood that the

form of the invention described herein is exemplary only and is not intended as a limitation

on the scope of the invention.
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WHAT IS CLAIMED IS: V

 

 

 

1. Apparatus for optimizing oper ion of a vehicle, comprising:

2 a plurality of sensors coupled to a vehicle having an engine, said plurality of sensors,

3 which collectively monitor operation f said vehicle, including a road speed sensor, a

4 manifold pressure sensor and a throttl position sensor;

5 a processor subsystem, coupl d to each one of said plurality of sensors, to receive

6 data therefrom;

7 a memory subsystem, cou ed to said processor subsystem, said memory subsystem

 

 

8 storing therein a manifold pressu e s oint and present and prior levels for each one of said

9 plurality of sensors;

10 a fuel overinjection no fic tion circuit coupled to said processor subsystem, said fuel

11 overinjection notification cir uit issuing a notification that excessive fuel is being supplied

12 to said engine of said vehi e;

13 i said processor sub ystem determining, based upon data received from said plurality

14 of sensors, when to acti ate said fuel overinjection circuit.
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2. Apparatus for optimizing operation of a vehicle according to claim 1 wherein said

processor subsystem further comprises:

means for determining when road speed for said vehicle is increasing;

means for determining when throttle position for said vehicle is increasing; and

means for comparing manifold pressure to said manifold pressure set point;

said processor subsystem activating said fuel overinjection notification circuit if both

road speed and throttle position for said vehicle are increasing and manifold pressure for said

vehicle is above said manifold. pressure set point.

3. Apparatus for optimizing operation of a vehicle according to claim 1 wherein said

fuel overinjection circuit further comprises a horn for issuing a tone for a preselected time

period.

 
 

  

4. Apparatus for optimizin 'on of a vehicle according to claim 1 wherein said

plurality of sensors coupled to (1 vehicle further include an engine speed sensor.

‘l/Ol ‘ f -28-
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a/ 1 D} f Apparatus for optimizing operation of a vehicle according to claim/4’ wherein said
2 processor subsystem further comprises:

3 means for determining when road speed for said vehicle is decreasing;

4 means for determining when throttle position for said vehicle is increasing;

5 means for determining when manifold pressure for said vehicle is increasing; and

6 means for determining when engine speed for said vehicle is decreasing;

7 said processor subsystem activating said fuel overinjection notification circuit if both

8 throttle position and manifold pressure for said vehicle are increasing and road speed and

9 engine speed for said vehicle are decreasing.

4+ 7
w
L3.

;_9/ 1 (S y Apparatus for optimizing operation of a vehicle according to claim’5’wherein said

if; 2 processor subsystem further comprises:

:2“? 3 means for determining when road speed for said vehicle is increasing;
5‘?

:2? 4 means for determining when throttle position for said vehicle is increasing; and

33 5 means for comparing manifold pressure to said manifold pressure set point;‘25::

.1"; 6 said processor subsystem activating said fuel overinjection notification circuit if both

7 road speed and throttle position for said vehicle are increasing and manifold pressure for said

8 vehicle is above said manifold pressure set point.

0/ 1 4' 7. Apparatus for optimizing operation of a vehicle according to claim/6’ wherein

2 said fuel overinjection circuit further comprises a horn for issuing a tone for a preselected

3 time period.

(50 229—
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1 8. Apparatus for optimizing operation a vehicle according to claim 4 and further

2 comprising:

3 an upshift notification circuit c pled to said processor subsystem, said upshift

4 notification circuit issuing a notificati that said engine of said vehicle is being operated at

5 an excessive engine speed-

6 said memory sub y V urther storing an RPM set point; and

7 said processor subsy em determining, based upon data received from said plurality

8 of sensors, when to activ e said upshift notification circuit.

/

1 ‘9 3’ Apparatus for optimizing operation of a vehicle according to claim 8’wherein said 
2 processor subsystem further comprises:

:3 3 means for determining when road speed for said vehicle is increasing;
if} 4 means for determining when throttle position for said vehicle is increasing;

:3 5 means for comparing manifold pressure to said manifold pressure set point; and

i: 6 means for comparing engine speed to said RPM set point;

: 7 said processor subsystem activating said upshift notification circuit if both road speed

8 and throttle position for said vehicle are increasing, manifold pressure for said vehicle is at

9 or below said manifold pressure set point and engine speed for said vehicle is at or above

10 said RPM set point.
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W 16. Apparatus for optimizing operation of a vehicle according to claim/9’wherein
said upshift notification circuit further comprises a horn for issuing a tone for a preselected

time period.

 

 

 

11. Apparatus for optimizing peration of a vehicle according to claim 4 and further

comprising:

a downshift notification c' c it coupled to said processor subsystem, said downshift

notification circuit issuing a no f' ion that said engine of said vehicle is being operated at

an insufficient engine speed;

said processor subs stem determining, based upon data received from said plurality

of sensors, when to activ te said downshift notification circuit.

,7
\01/5. Apparatus for optimizing operation of a vehicle according to claim 1/ wherein

said processor subsystem further comprises:

means for determining when road speed for said vehicle is decreasing;

means for determining when throttle position for said vehicle is increasing;

means for determining when manifold pressure for said vehicle is increasing; and

means for determining when engine speed for said vehicle is decreasing;

said processor subsystem activating said downshift notification circuit if both road

speed and engine speed are decreasing and both throttle position and manifold pressure for

said vehicle are increasing.
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[<0

' \ \)6. Apparatus for optimizing operation of a vehicle according to claim }2 wherein

said downshift notification circuit further comprises a horn for issuing a tone for a

preselected time period.
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\3 1}? Apparatus for optimizing operation of a vehicle, comprising:
a plurality of sensors coupled to a vehicle having an engine, said plurality of sensors,

which collectively monitor operation of said vehicle, including a road speed sensor, an

engine speed sensor, a manifold pressure sensor and a throttle position sensor;

a processor subsystem, coupled to each one of said plurality of sensors, to receive

data therefrom;

a memory subsystem, coupled to said processor subsystem, said memory subsystem

storing therein a manifold pressure set point, an engine speed set point and present and prior

levels for each one of said plurality of sensors;

a fuel overinjection notification circuit coupled to said processor subsystem, said fuel

overinjection notification circuit issuing a notification that excessive fuel is being supplied

to said engine of said vehicle; _

an upshift notification circuit coupled to said processor subsystem, said upshift

notification circuit issuing a notification that said engine of said vehicle is being operated at

an excessive engine speed;

a downshift notification circuit coupled to said processor subsystem, said downshift

notification circuit issuing a notification that said engine of said vehicle is being operated at

an insufficient engine speed;

said processor subsystem determining, based upon data received from said plurality

of sensors, when to activate said fuel overinjection circuit, said upshift notification circuit

and said downshift notification circuit.
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H ' '3
16'. Apparatus for optimizing operation of a vehicle according to claim 1% wherein:

said fuel overinjection circuit further comprises a first horn for issuing a first tone

for a first preselected time period;

said upshift notification circuit further comprises a second horn for issuing a second

tone for a second preselected time period; and

said downshift notification circuit further comprises a third horn for issuing a third

tone for a third preselected time period.

L5
‘5 1p. Apparatus for optimizing vehicle performance according to claim 1/1 wherein said

processor subsystem further comprises:

means for determining when road speed for said vehicle is increasing or decreasing

means for determining when throttle position for said vehicle is increasing;

means for comparing manifold pressure to said manifold pressure set point;

means for comparing engine speed to said RPM set point;

means for determining when manifold pressure is increasing; and

means for determining when engine speed is increasing or decreasing;

said processor subsystem activating said fuel overinjection notification circuit if both

road speed and throttle position for said vehicle are increasing and manifold pressure for said

vehicle is above said manifold pressure set or if both throttle position and manifold pressure

for said vehicle are increasing and road speed and engine speed for said vehicle are

decreasing;

said processor subsystem activating said upshift notification circuit if both road speed

and throttle position for said vehicle are increasing, manifold pressure for said vehicle is at

’54 1 -34—
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or below said manifold pressure set point and engine speed for said vehicle is at or above

said RPM set point; and

said processor subsystem activating said downshift notification circuit if both road

speed and engine speed are decreasing and both throttle position and manifold pressure for

said vehicle are increasing.

*6

\V 1]]. Apparatus for optimizing operation of a vehicle according to claim If wherein:

said fuel overinjection circuit further comprises a first horn for issuing a first tone

for a first preselected time period;

said upshift notification circuit further comprises a second horn for issuing a second

tone for a second preselected time period; and

said downshift notification circuit further comprises a third horn for issuing a third

tone for a third preselected time period.

779??
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18. Apparatus for optimizing operati n of a vehicle, comprising: 
a radar detector, said radar dete or determining a distance separating a vehicle

3 having an engine and an object in fron of said vehicle;

4 at least one sensor coupled t said vehicle for monitoring operation thereof, said at

5 least one sensor including a road eed sensor;

6 a processor subsystem, upled to said radar detector and said at least one sensor,

7 to receive data therefrom;

8 a memory subsyste upled to said processor subsystem, said memory subsystem

9 storing a first vehicle sp e mg distance table and present levels for each one of said

ha 10 at least one sensor;
£5.25

a: 11 a vehicle pr imi y alarm circuit coupled to said processor subsystem, said vehicle

:5 12 proximity alarm rcuit issuing an alarm that said vehicle is too close to said object;

:3I 13 said pro essor subsystem determining, based upon data received from said radar
F"?

:3! 14 detector, said t least one sensor and said memory subsystem, when to activate said vehicle
3;;

£31 15 proximity a arm circuit.II!“
n.h:.JF-

,.
sin

17

1 {<5 1%. Apparatus for optimizing operation of a vehicle according to claim 1/8 wherein:
2 said at least one sensor further includes a windshield wiper sensor for indicating

3 whether a windshield wiper of said vehicle is activated; and

4 said memory subsystem further storing a second vehicle speed/stopping distance table.

’57 ~36—
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l

\fl 20. Apparatus for optimizing operation of a vehicle according to claim If]and further
comprising:

a throttle controller for controlling a throttle of said engine of said vehicle; and

said processor subsystem selectively reducing said throttle based upon data received

from said radar detector, said at least one sensor and said memory subsystem.

‘3
3‘92/i. Apparatus for optimizing operation of a vehicle according to claim g0 wherein

said at least one sensor further includes a brake sensor for indicating whether a brake system

of said vehicle is activated.

1‘:

71 3/2 Apparatus for optimizing operation of a vehicle according to claim fl) wherein

said processor subsystem further comprises:

means for counting a total number of vehicle proximity alarms determined by said

processor subsystem;

means for selectively reducing said throttle based upon said total number of vehicle

proximity alarms.

(5?; , -37-
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23. Apparatus for optimizing vehicle 0 ration according to claim 18 wherein:

said plurality of sensors further incl e a manifold pressure sensor and a throttle

position sensor;

said memory subsystem further sto ng therein a manifold pressure set point and prior

levels for each one of said plurality of nsors;

a fuel overinjection notificatio circuit coupled to said processor subsystem, said fuel

overinjection notification circuit iss ing a notification that excessive fuel is being supplied

to said engine of said vehicle;

said processor subsystem determining, based upon data received from said plurality

of sensors, when to activate sa d fuel overinjection circuit.

24. Apparatus for timizing operation of a vehicle according to claim 23 wherein

said plurality of sensors 0 upled to said vehicle further include an engine speed sensor.

25. Apparatus r optimizing operation of a vehicle according to claim 24 and further

comprising:

an upshift coupled to said processor subsystem, said upshift 
notification circuit issuing a notification that said engine of said vehicle is being operated at

an excessive en ne speed;

said me ory subsystem further storing an RPM set point; and

said p ocessor subsystem determining, based upon data received from said plurality

of sensors, hen to activate said upshift notification circuit.

-3 8—
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'7 r?
1%. Apparatus for optimizing operation of a vehicle according to claim 257and further

comprising:

a downshift notification circuit coupled to said processor subsystem, said downshift

notification circuit issuing a notification that said engine of said vehicle is being operated at

an insufficient engine speed; and

said processor subsystem determining, based upon data received from said plurality

of sensors, when to activate said downshift notification circuit.
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27. Apparatus for optimizing operation of a ehicle, comprising: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  
 

 

 

a radar detector, said radar detector det mining a distance separating a vehicle

having an engine and an object in front of said ehicle;

a plurality of sensors coupled to a vehi 1e having an engine, said plurality of sensors,

which collectively monitor operation of 5 id vehicle, including a road speed sensor, an

engine speed sensor, a manifold pressur sensor and a throttle position sensor;

a processor subsystem, coupled to said radar detector and each one of said plurality

of sensors, to receive data therefrom

a memory subsystem, coupl d to said processor subsystem, said memory subsystem

storing therein a first vehicle spec Istopping distance table, a manifold pressure set point and

 
 

 

present and prior levels for eac o of said plurality of sensors;

a fuel overinjection no tic n ci cuit coupled to said processor subsystem, said fuel

overinjection notification cir uit ss ing a notification that excessive fuel is being‘supplied

to said engine of said vehi c;

said processor sub ystem determining, based upon data received from said plurality

of sensors, when to acti ate said fuel overinjection circuit

\ a vehicle proxi ity alarm circuit coupled to said processor subsystem, said vehicle

proximity alarm circ t issuing an alarm that said vehicle is too close to said object;

said process r subsystem determining, based upon data received from said radar

detector, said at 1e t one sensor and said memory subsystem, when to activate said vehicle

proximity alarm ircuit.

-40-
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l 3}" 2,8]. Apparatus for optimizing operation of a vehicle according to claim fiherein
2 said processor subsystem further comprises:

3 means for determining when road speed for said vehicle is increasing or decreasing;

4 means for determining when throttle position for said vehicle is increasing or

5 decreasing; and

6 means for comparing manifold pressure to said manifold pressure set point;

7 means for determining when manifold pressure for said vehicle is increasing or

8 decreasing; and

9 means for determining when engine speed for said vehicle is increasing or decreasing;

10 said processor subsystem activating said fuel overinjection notification circuit if both

11 road speed and throttle position for said vehicle are increasing and manifold pressure for said 
12 vehicle is above said manifold pressure set point or if both throttle position and manifold

£21
13 pressure for said vehicle are increasing and road speed and engine speed for said vehicle are

14 decreasing.ll1%:J"if}“'
ll

1:11.,
.‘lS..viii}:
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29. Apparatus for optimizing operat' n of a vehicle according to claim 27 and further

comprising:

an upshift notification circuit coupled to said processor subsystem, said upshift

notification circuit issuing a notifica 1on that said engine of said vehicle is being operated at

an excessive engine speed'

said memory su er storing an RPM set point; and

said processor subsy em determining, based upon data received from said plurality

of sensors, when to activ e said upshift notification circuit.

V773
‘W Apparatus for optimizing operation of a vehicle according to claim wherein

/\

said processor subsystem further comprises:

means for determining when road speed for said vehicle is increasing;

means for determining when throttle position for said vehicle is increasing;

means for comparing manifold pressure to said manifold pressure set point; and

means for comparing engine speed to said RPM set point;

said processor subsystem activating said upshift notification circuit if both road speed

and throttle position for said vehicle are increasing, manifold pressure for said vehicle is at

or below said manifold pressure set point and engine speed for said vehicle is at or above

said RPM set point.
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31. Apparatus for optimizing o ration of a vehicle according to claim 27 and further

 

 

 
 
 

 

comprising:

a downshift notification c' cuit coupled to said processor subsystem, said downshift

notification circuit issuing a n ification that said engine of said vehicle is being operated at

an insufficient engine spe

said processor su mining, based upon data received from said plurality

of sensors, when to ac ivate said downshift notification circuit.

2/132. Apparatus for optimizing operation of a vehicle according to claim/fiigwherein
said processor subsystem further comprises:

means for determining when road speed for said vehicle is decreasing;

means for determining when throttle position for said vehicle is increasing;

means for determining when manifold pressure for said vehicle is increasing; and

means for determining when engine speed for said vehicle is decreasing;

said processor subsystem activating said downshift notification circuit if both road

speed and engine speed are decreasing and both throttle position and manifold pressure for

said vehicle are increasing.

W
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APPARATUS FOR OPTIMIZING VEHICLE OPERATION

Abstract of the Disclosure

Apparatus for optimizing operation of an engine—driven vehicle. The apparatus

includes a processor subsystem, a memory subsystem, a road speed sensor, an engine speed

sensor, a manifold pressure sensor, a throttle position sensor, a radar detector for

determining the distance separating the vehicle from an object in front of it, a windshield

wiper sensor for indicating whether a windshield wiper of the vehicle is activated, a brake

sensor for determining whether the brakes of the vehicle have been activated, a fuel

overinjection notification circuit for issuing notifications that excessive fuel is being supplied

to the engine of the vehicle, an upshift notification circuit for issuing notifications that the

engine of the vehicle is being operated at an excessive engine speed, a downshift notification

circuit for issuing notifications that the engine of the vehicle is being operated at an

insufficient engine speed, a vehicle proximity alarm circuit for issuing an alarm that the

vehicle is too close to an object in front of the vehicle and a throttle controller for

automatically reducing the amount of fuel supplied to the engine if the vehicle is too close

to the object in front of it. Based upon data received from the sensors and data stored in the

memory subsystem, the processor determines whether to activate the fuel overinjection

notification circuit, the upshift notification circuit, the downshift notification circuit, the

vehicle proximity alarm circuit or the throttle controller.

66126
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DECLARATION AND POWER OF ATTORNEY

As a below-named joint inventor, I hereby declare that:

My residence, post office address, and citizenship are as stated below next to my name.

I believe I am an original, first, and joint inventor of the subject matter which is claimed

and for which a patent is sought on the invention, design, or discovery entitled:

"METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR OPTIMIZING VEHICLE OPERATION"

the specification of which is attached hereto.

I have reviewed and understand the contents of the above—identified specification,
including the claims, as amended by any amendment referred to above;

I acknowledge the duty to disclose to the Office all information known to me to be

material to the patentability of this application as defined by Title 37, Code of Federal
Regulations, § 1.56.

I hereby claim foreign priority benefits under Title 35 U.S.C. § 119 of any foreign

application(s) for patent or inventor’s certificate listed below and have also identified below any
foreign application for patent or inventor’s certificate having a filing date before that of the

application on which priority is claimed.

NONE

I hereby claim the benefit under Title 35, United States Code, § 120 of any United States
application(s) listed below and, insofar as the subject matter of each of the claims of this

application is not disclosed in the prior United States application(s) in the manner provided by

Declaration and Power of Anomey Page -l-Doc. No.: 67208\TASD\B8469\GCV\nrw
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the first paragraph of Title 35, United States Code, § 112, I acknowledge the duty to disclose

to the Office all information known to me to be material to patentability as defined in § 1.56

which became available between the filing date of any prior application(s) and the national or

PCT international filing date of this application.

NONE

I hereby appoint:

WILLIAM D. HARRIS, JR., Registration No. 19,243;

L. DAN TUCKER, Registration No. 22,670;

ROY W. HARDIN-, Registration No. 28,304;

WILLIAM D. JACKSON, Registration No. 20,846

HARRY J. WATSON, Registration No. 29,985;

MICHAEL S. BUSH, Resgistration No. 31,745;

KRISTIN K. JORDAN, Registration No. 37,859;

MICHAEL W. PIPER, Registration No. 39,800;

CRAIG J. COX, Registration No. 39,643;

JACK A. KANZ, Registration No. 23,061; and

HENRY CROSKELL, Registration No. 25,847;

all of the firm of HARRIS, TUCKER & HARDIN, P.C., my attorneys with full power of substitution

and revocation, to prosecute this application and to transact all business in the United States

Patent and Trademark Office connected therewith, and to file and prosecute any international

patent applications filed thereon before any international authorities under the Patent Cooperation
Treaty.

Send correspondence to: 9 Michael S. Bush
'Harris, Tucker & Hardin, P.C.

13355 Noel Road, Suite 2100

Dallas, Texas 75240—6604fl

 

 

Direct telephone calls to: Michael S. Bush

at (972) 233-5712

Atty. Docket No.: TASD B8542
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I hereby declare that all statements made herein of my own knowledge are true and that

all statements made on information and belief are believed to be true; and further that these

statements were made with the knowledge that willful false statements and the like so made are

punishable by fine or imprisonment, or both, under § 1001 of Title 18 of the United States

Code, and that such willful false statements may jeopardize the validity of the application or any
patent issuing thereon.  

 
 Full name of first invento

Date:

Residence (City, County, State):

1426 W. Daytona 3:Peoria, Illinois 61614 . 1/

Citizenship: United States

Post Office Address:

Inventor’s signature:

Date: j-Mé 3 , 1997

Residence (City, County, State):

 
EL

1135 N. Nancy Street

East Peoria, Illinois 61611

Citizenship: United States

Post Office Address:
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VERIFIED STATEMENT (DECLARATION) CLAIMING SMALL ENTITY STATUS

[37 CFR 1.9(f) and l.27(c) - SMALL BUSINESS CONCERN

I hereby declare that I am:

[ ] the owner of the small business concern identified below:
[X] _ an officer of the small business concern empowered to act on behalf of the

concern identified below:

NAME OF CONCERN: Tas' Distributing Co., Inc.
ADDRESS OF CONCERN: 806 W. Pioneer Pkwy

Peoria, Illinois 61615

I hereby declare that the above—identified concern qualifies as a small business concern as

defined in 13 CFR 1213—18, and reproduced in 37 CFR 1.9(d), for purposes of paying reduced

fees under §41(a) and (b) of Title 35, United States Code, in that the number of employees of

the concern, including those of its affiliates, does not exceed 500 persons. For purposes of this

statement, (1) the number of employees of the business concern is averaged over the previous

fiscal year of the concern of the persons employed on a full-time, part—time or temporary basis
during each of the pay periods of the fiscal year, and (2) concerns are affiliates of each other

when either, directly or indirectly, one concern controls or has the power to control the other,

or a third party or parties controls or has the power to control both.

I hereby declare that rights under contract or law have been conveyed to and remain with the

small business concern identified above with regard to the invention, entitled:

"METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR OPTIMIZING VEHICLE OPERATION"

by inventors:

Harvey Slepian and Loran Sutton

described in

[X ] the specification filed herewith.

[ ] application serial no. 07/ , filed , l9

[ ] patent no. , issued
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If the rights held by the above identified small business concern are not exclusive, each

individual, concern or organization having rights to the invention is listed below* and no rights

to the invention are held by any person, other than the inventor, who could not qualify as a

small business concern under 37 CFR 1.9(d) or by any concern which would not qualify as a

small business concern under 37 CFR 1.9(d) or a nonprofit organization under 37 CFR 1.9(e).

*NOTE: Separate verified statements are required from each named person, concern or

organization having rights to the invention averring to their status as small entities (37 CFR
1.27)

None

I acknowledge the duty to file, in this application or patent, notification of any change in status

resulting in loss of entitlement to small entity status prior to paying, or at the time of paying,
the earliest of the issue fee or any maintenance fee due after the date on which status as a small

entity is no longer appropriate. [37 CFR 1.28(b)]

I hereby declare that all statements made herein of my own knowledge are true and that all

statements made on information and belief are believed to be true; and further that these

statements were made with the knowledge that willful false statements and the like so made are

punishable by fine or imprisonment, or both, under § 1001 of Title 18 of the United States

Code, and that such willful false statements may jeopardize the validity of the application, any
patent issuing thereon, or any patent to which this verified statement is directed.

NAME OF PERSON SIGNING Harvey Slepian
TITLE OF PERSON OTHER THAN OWNER President

ADDRESS OF ERSON SIGNING 1426 W. Daytona
Peoria, Illinois 61614

 
Dat J

Tas Dist buting Co., 0.

67737
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